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i'ITLii Or U'ilEdliJ? A Social ;>urv®y of the East Kant 
Coalfield.
ih® thesis consists of an introduction and three 
parta. She introduction states the aoopa and purpose of 
the survey. Its aim ia to discover and set out the 
salient features in the social life of the mining popu­
lation in East Kent, and thereby to bring to light social 
problems with which Kentish people are at present faced 
cr which they are likely to have to solve in the future, 
part Iiis intended to present a systematic study of 
existing conditions. It includes a statistical analysis 
of certain verifiable facta of social Ilfs in hast Kent 
and deals with thera under the following headings t -
(1) Ihe Extent of the Coalfield.
(2) Population.
(3) Housing and down Planning.
(4) Employment# Output and Earnings.
(6) Some Public .'Social Services —
(a) Por the Welfare of the Mother and Pre-
School c m  id i
(b) For the Welfare of the School Child and
Adolescent.
(a ) «ducati©?»#
(7) Provision for the Sick# the Infirm, the
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Aged, and Others In Feed.
(6) Sona voluntary Social Service*.
Part II alma at portraying a picture of local lispreaa- 
lona of the new mining estates In East Kent. It ia^partly
A
upon personal observation| partly upon the spoken and 
written views of responsible persona living among the mining 
population, and of the miners themselves. Ihe «statements 
made are quite unverifiable but are intended to provide 
local colour necessarily wanting in the analytical account 
given in Part I.
It embodies a mass of * floating opinion * with which 
the observer of social conditions in the coalfield area is 
confronted, Xhis * floating opinion * does not present in 
any way the views of the writer. These are given In 
Fart III which states and erlticisea the main problems 
which the survey appears to have revealed, and attempts to 
suggest possible solutions.
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The Scope and Purpose of the Survey.
This survey Is an attempt to disoover and set out the 
salient features in the social life of the mining population 
which in recent years has come to live in the region of the 
East Kent Coalfield, and which is thereby creating new 
social problems, some of which have never before entered 
into the lives of Kentish people. The Survey is divided 
into three parts. Part I is intended to be a brief, syste­
matic and critical account of certain social conditions, 
phenomena and movements which have bearing upon the communal 
life of the East Kent minos. Part II aims at portraying a 
picture of that life so that its meaning and slgnifloanee 
for the several thousand miners and their families who live 
in last Kent may be the better understood. “ Part III attempts 
to state, to discuss Kid where possible suggest solutions 
to the chief of those sooial problems whloh it is hoped 
the survey will bring to light. -
sooial life is dynamic? its varying aspects are for 
ever changing in fora wad la significance. A social- sWr#F . 
la a verbal description and an analysis of the sooial lifs 
or a particular coamunity. It is 'based upon a first hand
study of existing conditions. , Facts about social life are 
collected and used as the raw material out of which the 
survey is made. Such a survey has been described as a 
statistical photograph of a community. The photograph may 
be a snapshot or a time exposure, i.e. an aooount of exist­
ing conditions on a particular day or in a particular yearj 
or it may be a cinematograph film, i.e. a historical study 
of soolal conditions affecting the area leading up to a 
view of contemporary life.
This survey may perhaps be best regarded as a compro­
mise between these two possible method^of studying and 
gaining insight into the life of a community. It is the 
outcome of an investigation of the area during a period of 
between four and five years emitted with the beginning of 
the year 1954. It is not Intended to be an historical 
study of the growth of a new industrial area from the time 
©f the first working of coal in Kent to the present day.
Bor is it a statistical photograph of existing conditions 
in a particular year. Rather its purpose is to provide a 
picture of the mining population of East Kent whioh Illus­
trates their social lif® in. its varying aspects. The 
subject matter of the pioture is derived partly from a 
personal study of local conditions and looal opinions and 
points of view which have been gained through contact with 
ioo.l r.al4.nt« of ob..rr»tlon of th.
g.ogr.phle.1 and «001.1 onTlronmont. K°»t of th..» opinion.
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3and points of view were obtained and the greater part of the 
observation wasjnade during the years 1930-1933. For certain 
statistical purposes however the study extends over a rather 
longer period, i.e. from 1928 to early in 1934, or from 
1921 to 1931.
A personal study of this nature is to a large extent 
. dependent upon the individual choioe of subject matter made 
by the investigator, and upon its interpretation in his mind. 
Unless proper precaution is taken the picture is likely to 
be unduly coloured by his own standpoint. It may therefore 
have little value as an accurate account of actual conditions. 
Hence the personal study needs to be supplemented by what 
may be called an " impersonal study " consisting of the 
collection and analysis of a number of verifiable facts 
gathered from official and other records and arranged 
according to a definite plan which attempts to cover the 
main aspects of social life. Part I of this survey com­
prises the impersonal study. It is introductory to and 
helps to form the basis of Part II which is the personal 
study. Thus of the two sources of information which supply 
the foundations of the survey, one consists of a statement 
and analysis of certain facts and events the accuracy of 
which can be ascertained from official publications and 
other written reoords relating mainly to the period 1928- 
1932j the other is derived from a number of conversations, 
impressions and personal observations, written down in the
4form of notes made at the tine of their occurrence, but 
quite incapable of any kind of scientific verification.
Both are treated as essential factors in the making of the 
survey.
The purpose of a social survey goes beyond the attempt 
ter present a picture of the life of a community although 
this must always form a fundamental part of ii. To achieve 
its full purpose the survey should bring to light those social 
problems which are being tackled by the community at the time 
when the survey is made, and should Indicate probable future 
problems, the existence of some of which may be only faintly 
if at all recognised^ by the contemporary members of the 
community. It may be useful sometimes to regard any social 
problem as a happening extending over a period of time. At one 
particular moment of the period the problem may be said to 
have its roots in the past and its ultimate solution in the 
future. A clear statement of an existing social problem must 
therefore include some reference to the past and to the future, 
a history of past events and an attempted forecast of future 
developments. Some of the problems which emerge from the 
study of the coalfield area are briefly referred to In their 
own context In Parts I and II, at the point where they appear 
to come to light. They and other problems which are' recognised 
when the survey as a whole is reviewed, are discussed fully 
in Part III.
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During the short period while the survey was being wade 
the mining community in Fast Kent was still in Its infancy; 
its communal life was still largely unformed and inarticulate. 
It was a growing, only partially established and rapidly 
changing community. Perhaps it would be more accurate to 
say it was a group of communities made up of an alien and 
heterogeneous population, thrust into the midst of an old- 
established, conservative community of opposed oulture, idealq 
and mode of life. It had reached only an early stage in the 
process of adaptation to its environment. The changes which 
were talcing place, rapid as some of them were, e.g. the in­
crease in the number of miners employed in Kent between the 
years 1928 and 1952;were undoubtedly affected by the general 
economic depression which enveloped the whole country during 
the period under consideration.
The advance of this newly developing industrial area 
would in all probability have been far more rapid and social 
organizations would have provided public amenities in closer 
keeping with the needs of the growing population had the 
period been one of only normal prosperity. The Kent coal-t\field was exploded at an early stage of its existence during 
an abnormally bad period in the economic history of this 
oountry and social life here as elsewhere was bound to 
be adversely affected.
A decline in output in the coal mining industry set
8.
in at the beginning of the period of the Great War. In the, 
years immediately succeeding the War the annual reduction 
output was marked and was accentuated in 1021 hy a serious 
trade stoppage* This was followed by a revival of the in­
dustry whioh reached its high water rear* in 1928, after 
which year decline in output again occurred and culminated 
in the still more serious trade stoppage of 1928. The 
shortage of coal that resulted gave some stimulus to output 
in 1927, hut the amount fell again in 192®. In 1929, a 
temporary revival occurred hut decline again set in in 1950.
In no year sines the beginning of the war did the annual 
output reach the figures of 1913. The extent to which this 
post-war decline was of. a permanent nature is .beyond the . 
scope of this survey, but the general conditions prevailing 
in the industry we. a whole during ..the per led, preceding .the 
one to whioh the survey applies 1« a factor which must be 
taken into account in estimating the significance of the 
progress made in coalmining in Kent 1928-1988.
On# other point remains to be made clear at the onset.
The ultimate aim of this survey is to extricate and to 
discuss social problems which affect the lives ©f the mining 
population of Kent. In discovering these problems and es­
timating their significance it is neeeesary to obtain a 
background of knowledge of the circumstances under which 
the people live. The survey attempts to do this 1» a general
7way. But It ie in no way claimed that an exhaustiva 
investigation has been irado of all the institutions and 
organisations existing in East Kent. It is not Intended 
to he a register or local direetory of all social services,, 
organisations and amenities, large and small. It ie rathe^ 
a review and evaluation of what appear to he the chief of 
the many varying influences that are playing their part in 
moulding the social life of the wining communities in East 
Kent. The reader should hear in wind that, since East 
Kent wae one of the latest coalfields to he developed, 
there is available for these individúale, public bodies and 
other organisations whose function ie to play a ooascieus 
part In the shaping of its future social life, a vast
' V’ 1 v' ' ' ramount of accumulated knowledge and experience which can he 
and is being deliberately utilised to enable last Kent as 
a future Industrial area to escape from many of the 
difficulties and social evils with which other coalfields 
have had to oontend.
*#**
ClAPTEB IX»
The Extent of the Coalfield.
The East Kent coalfield has no clearly defined natunfO. 
boundaries. Its extent Is still uncertain? the amount of 
workable coal Is still a natter of Indefinite conjecture. It 
has been estimated*  that the coalfield covers an area of at 
least one hundred square miles. It may extend over twice as 
large an area. Only a small part of It had been developed 
when this survey was made. At that time i.e. 1988-19S4 coal 
was being mined for eowmerolal purposes at four collieries 
In East Kent, vizi «hislet, Tllmanstone, Snowdown and Bettes', 
hanger. The geographical positions of these are shewn in 
the map of last Kent on page 10*
Knowledge of the existence of coal in Kent dates bactt no 
earlier than the latter half of the 19th. century. In It»*
1. Goodwln-Aultem suggested In a-paper11* read before the -- 
Geological Society that the Pas de Calais Coalfield probably 
extended beneath'the English Channel to1South last England. 
This view was' later'upheld by Preetwtek and loyd-iawhlns
B. The South Eastern Coalfield? an Introduction to the Study ■ of its Geology by Malcolm Burr. ' Published by lent "foalConcessions Ltd.,
** »On the Possible Extension of Coal measures beneath South* v last England*, by 1. Godwln-Austen*
9who proved the existence of coal measures in that area by 
a process of theoretical reasoning. The Eeport of the 
East Kent Natural History Society, 1650-1831 contains the 
following quotation :
"A suh-committee of the Feciety has been formed to
investigate the remarkable specimen of eoal or
lignite found in the chalk at Lydden, near Dower.*
Nothing cf practical value seems, however to have been
done for so^e years. In 1672 the British Association NwfcHerw, 
discussed.iaad^the sinking cf a bore hole rear Battle, Sussex. A boring 
was made to a depth cf 1,205 feet hut it revealed no evidencf*, 
of coal. Then in 1890 Fir Edward Watkin, Chairman of the 
South-Faetern Hallway, acting on the advice of B@yd-Dawkins, 
made use of some plant which had been Intended for the pro­
posed Channel Tunnel, to here for, coal helow Fhakespeare 
Cliff, Dover. This time the effort proved successful. Coal 
was discovered and a pit wap. sunk. The mine however has not 
yet heen worked on a commercial has is, the largest amount ©f 
coal produced from it heirs twelve ten-ton wagon loads-des­
patched for testing in 1912. In course of time other pits, 
were sunk at Tilmanetone, Guilford, Etonehall, WIngham, 
Chlslet, Pnewdown, Bettesharger and Woodnesborough, but, 
as already mentioned, only four of these were producing ceal
during the period when the survey was made. The sketch-map 
©f last Kent on page Cj a. taken from *Th© Kept Coalfield*
by Bitohi®, published in 1919, shows,the position ©f tfe©a*
e a s t  Ke n t  showing Collieries a n d  m in in g
7 ^
ESTATES IN 1919.
¿fc. Mining Vili.aa e
Town
Southern Railway 
East Kent Light Railway
F r o m  K e n t  C o a l f ie u o  b y  R i t c h i e
1913.
Railway under 
Construction or Proposed.
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wines and also the bcringe which had teen gunk up to that 
date, In the * Faet Kent Fegicral Planning Scheme Prelim- ■ 
inary Purvey» .prepared hy Abercrombie and Archibald for the 
Joint Tom Planning Committee, a ccwritte© of Local Authori­
ties In East Kent Penned in 1023,. a list.of the boring»«for . ; 
coal trade prior to 1023,. ia: given. The Survey states, that ■ 
borings Trade at the following places,have revealed workable 
coal :- Shakespeare Cliff, Hcperr.cle, 'Walderefcare, Fredvllle, 
Gcodneefcone, 'Barfreetcr.* Wcodnenhoroueh, 1aimstone,' Mattiee : 
Kill, Cxney, Trapfcaa, h&ydeneole, CtoiTersh, Fbbsfleet, ' 
Sipple, Stcnehall, Chilton, kydden Valley, Chielet, Chitty, 
luehbourne, Eetteehangar, Heades, Ash, Pore, Cliff, Farthing-: 
;h®e and Adlahai!. ' :In" addition' the existence of rich/ Iren 
stone beds in.close proximity to . ih® coalfield has-been 
proved, Iron-stone has been found in boring?:« at Elhav, 
folhentone, S tender:, Cliff end Parthingboe* So far no 
attempts has "been made,to produce Iron, but li. is'.artieipa^ sv 
ted that at sene future date an iwrortant iron industry 
nay be develered in East Kent.
An*will be seen from the nap of East Kent given on 
page CJ&/ the collieries at Chialet, Til^anetene, Snowdown 
and fcettepharger are situated in the rural part of Kent 
which Her,Fast of Canterbury in the Sural District of Blean 
and Eastry. The wining population lives - partly on the new 
, wining estates, Ayle?han, Rnowdown, foolllgt Green,
^wingten, Bersden, Betteehanger Oolliery and Will Bead*
Ea s t  Kemt Coalfield from Abercrombies Survey.
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partly in the neighbouring towns of Canterbury, Sandwich, 
Deal, Falser, Dover and. Rants gate t.--“1 partly in old villages v 
near the collieries, e.r. fythome, Fredvllle," Woiaenswdld," 
Sturry, UpeTreet, Ronington^Worthboum®, Fingleshas* The 
local government areas in which then® towns, and villages
are t-
, ; ,1* County Borough of Canterbury
, 2. .Borough of Deal.,..
- ■■■%*:. Borough, of .Dover. -
4# Borough,.of Ramsgate*
. . . ,6. ,Borough of-Sandwich.
Urban District of Walter.
' 7. ": turai District of"Blean.
e. turai; District of Bridge.
9 • turai District of Dover.
10. turai District of Pastry.
for most‘Statistical -.purposes,.It has been found con- 
lenient In this survey7to regard the ewtent of the :fact Kent 
Coalfield area■as identical'with the above-named local 
government areas* Panycf thVoffielal statistics used in 
the rurvey apply .to" these areaWiWhleh'.'togsthtr ■•for® a coo* - 
vsnient unit !for investigation. Moreover when the coalfield 
has reached' a fuller stage of development the whole of this . 
arta; will neceeearily be affected directly by the new in- 
due-trial population' growing up w
it must be remembered that at the present time the great
12
majority of workers In"the area pursue occupation® other 
than mining. The greater part of the area le essentially 
rural, most of its inhabitant®, following agricultural pur­
suits It also includes the sea-side resorts,of Ramsgate,
Deal and Walter, the commercial port and sea-side reeort of 
Dower, the ancient borough of Sandwich, and on the Eastern 
outskirts the still more ancient and historic City of 
Canterbury, which it hae-heen suggested* may ultimately 
become the cultural and educational centre for the ooalfield« 
In 19S2 rather,less than .3 of the total population of this 
area was engaged in mining*
The map on page 1000 shows,a shaded area which Is des­
cribed in Abercrombie and Archibald's Preliminary Surrey » 
as the coal field region. It cewers only a part of the 
above defined group of local government areas. It include*, 
the whole of the Boroughs of Dover, Deal and Sandwich, the 
Urban District of Valuer,-and the Dural District of lastry, 
the greater part of Dover Eural District, about half of 
Bridge Dural District, a small part of llean Rural District 
' and the Eastern outskirts of Canterbury County Borough also 
lie within the area. In certain respects - the boundary Of 
this smaller area may be regarded as a »ore ■ suitable- one t© 
define the limits, within which the future industrial develop** 
went of East Kent is likely to take place than the •dBialetrq 
tlwe boundaries of the'local government' areaa, ***»eratei ..
e East lint leclonal flai»i»i lobe»#' frelt»lh»f Mnray» lilsl by Abercrombie and Archibald.
. • . *
atove. It Is not anticipated that any collieries will be 
worked outside this smaller area. In defining the boundary 
of the coal-f ield Abercrombie was- concerned with a regional 
and town planning scheme, and needed therefore to take into 
account mainly geological, geographical and other natural 
features In the practical work cf making a social survey 
the determination cf.the extent of the area to be surveyed 
must mainly bs dependant upon existing administrative 
boundaries. It is very difficult to attempt to obtain a 
large variety of statistics relating to social life, e.g., 
birth rates or population figure?, for areas-other than 
administrative ores. Such statistics fcr boroughs, rural 
districts, parlehea. etc., are officially made and published. 
The tire spent upon obtaining data for these statistics for 
other areas.would not be Justified by the result except for- 
special purpose^, ever, if it were not in many instances, 
actually Impractical)]«. Further, reference to the wap on page 
IOa w III also shew that Earns gate Borough and the greater part 
of the Canterbury County Borough lie outside the coalfield 
area of the Preliminary Survey. It is? desirable that the 
whole of both these terns ehculd be included in & social 
survey of the coalfield area since sore miner's* families, 
resided in them when the Survey was wads and they were rnmmm
the centres to which wfnfnf families living on the mew
.1-1 . ' •
estates .resorted...for pleasure and. «a«y'busings%.furpo#e**.. 
ft will be found therefore'’ that' wuiy" «f: tor table«.
I V
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given In Part XI of this survey relate to the larger area
determined by administrative boundaries, Most of these 
tables are intended to indicate local conditions which 
affect or are lively to affect in the future the social life 
in East Kent, e.g. the birth rate in Eastry Bural District;
or social services, provided in the locality, e.g, Kent 
County Council, maternity and child welfare centres. Such 
phenomena, conditions-and services, f ©rm the background of 
the social life of the mining population which participates 
in the services, and plays a part in creating the conditions* 
To work out a detailed investigation of.the social 
*• life of the whole of the mining population in East Kent woul\ 
involve a much greater amount of labour than it has been 
possible to put into the present survey. Although only four 
collieries,were being worked and an average ©f S882 workers 
employed in 1952, the latest year for which figure?/, were 
available, the mining families when the survey was, completed 
were scattered over a fairly wide area. It was estimated in 
1950* that some six or seven thousand persons.belonging to 
mining families-were living outside the new^inlng estates 
It is* Impossible to estimate these number?*, very accurately, -: 
and. in fast they have''varied considerably during the pei-lof.^  
of investigation, i.e. 1929-1914. Three factors, affecting 
them have' been at'work - (1) a marked lnorea.se' over the ■
# Social Survey by Kent Community Council, lit©.
period In the number of miners employed In Kent; (2) an 
Increase In housing accommodation on some of the new 
mining estates? (5) the migratory nature of some at 
least ©f the mining population. The extent to which the 
first two of these factors counteract each other cannot he 
stated with any exactitude. It Is fcnown however that in the 
case of each colliery many miners and their families were 
liming In towns and old villages at varying distances from 
the pithead» Nevertheless, with the exception of a very 
small number of ©Id villages of which lytheme and Icrtb- 
boumt are the chief examples, the prorbrtlen of the mining 
population to the rest of the town or village population was 
b o  small that it proved neither practicable n©r desirable 
for-local authorities or other bodies to provide social 
amenities specifically for them. The presence of miners 
in their midst may be recognised and perhaps even in some 
cases resented by the native population. But on the whole 
the mining families appear to be comparatively easily ab­
sorbed in the social life of a heterogeneous population 
sueh as Inhabits the towns of Dover and lamsgate. The 
relative paucity of their numbers elsewhere gives them llitl* 
opportunity of influencing t© any great -.-.extent the ©rganiatSu
social life ©f the Indigenous population among whom they
. . .  _
dwell. 15
- It is however the purpose of this survey'to present a 
more detailed ploture ef the social life of the inhabitants 
of the new mining estates which have been created to meet
15 .
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the need of housing: part of the immigrant population which 
1b invading East Kent in response to wining developments. 
Belowls set out the names of these estates, the colliery 
which each serves, the the number of occupied houses In 
each in February 1950. At that time fifty houses in Ayleshaw 
and thirty two in ¥111 Bead were being built, and one hundred 
houses have been built eirce in Elvington. All these houses 
were occupied when the survey was completed. The Mill load 
Estate is the only one on which there was any considerable 
development between 1950 and 1954. During this period it 
grew rapidly In size.
By January 1952 there were some three hundred and sixty 
two houses occupied and in the spring of 1954 building was
still going on.
Mining Estate. "r lew Mining Istates.Local Government Colliery served Area In which served by Estate is sltua- Estate.’ ■’ ted.
Wo. of' Houses'- in, 
February' Iff0, «
1. Ayleeha®. Eastry lurai District. Enowdown. ' 90S •
2. Hereden. Blean lural District. Chlslet. - ! '174.
5, Elvington* lastry lural District. Tilmanstone. ' ‘ If«. .
4. Mill load. ■ Deal 'Borough, v ’■! • ■ 
South Ward. _  Betteshanger.
( . >
100.
5. Betteshanger lastry tura1
Oolliery. District." ' letteshanger.' ' '7®,
0. Woollege Breen.''Bridge lural ' 'SnOwdown.-'1'"* ; ' 'v ■" Id(White Olty) District. , ,
7. Smowdown. _  lastry lural District, __ Inowdown. '... .  1®.
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The geographical situation of the estates and cf the 
collieries they served are shown on the wap of last Kent on 
page 10 -V ‘ 'With the exception of Mil Bead which lies on 
the outskirts of Deal and Upper Walwer In the Borough of 
Deal, each of these estates is situated in rural surroundings 
at a distance varying fro* four to -heirsBr. wiles from the near­
est town. Three of the largest estates, Ayleshaw, Hereden 
and Elvlngton are isolated communities largely cut off from 
active participation In the social life of their nearest 
towns, partly owing to distance, partly to the expenses of 
travelling. All these, In their own ways and to varying 
extents, are engaged upon the task of evolving & conscious 
comsunlty life of their own. From this point of view eaeh 
of the three estates la discussed In some detail In Parts II 
and III of the survey. Snowdown Estate la little wore than 
an ad Junot of Aylesham, a group of houses Inhabited by safety 
workers dwelling close to the pit head. Woellage Green, 
known -leoai-ly -as White X-ltyy is a similar group of houses 
built some distance away from the colliery in the parish of 
Wowenswold, and to a certain extent sharing in the life ©f 
the old village. Betttsbanger Colliery Tillage consists ©t, 
a symmetrically arranged group of mlnert^ Rouses adjoining 
the oolliery. Thie estate differs from the others In the 
Important respect that its inhabitants take an active part 
In the social life of the neighbouring ©Id village of !©rfch-
bouroe. These estates also will be discussed In detail in 
Part III.
S c a l e : I i n c h  t o  I m i l e .
J £  ist,
from The Lamp Utilisation Survey of Britain 1932.
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Some Idea of the nature of the immediate geographical 
environment may he gained by reference to the reaps-on 
pages IW.lr.c and cL . These have been copied frew.the 
Hand Utilisation Survey Maps of Great Britain wade under 
the auspiees of the London School Of Economics in the course 
of 1958 and 1955. It will he seen that each of the estates 
and the roads and footpaths leading from them to the
collieries lie in a varied countryside of pasture land and 
cultivated fields interspersed here and there with woodland.
A fairly extensive wood stretches from the Worth and West ©f 
Elvington in the direction of Barfreston«.and Wonington. Thera, 
are in the neighbourhood of the mining estates several large 
privately owned parbs e.g. Waldershare Parb, south of Fy- 
thorne, Betteshanger Farb, west of Betteshanger Colliery and 
Worthhoume Court, south east of the colliery. But much of 
the area is a sparsely populated, ©pen countryside with many 
of its roads unhedged and land uncultivated.
Hereden built on the very edge of the main road from 
Canterbury to Dover stands above the lew lying marshland of 
the Stour valley. It is healthily situated but the neigh­
bouring countryside is perhaps leas picturesque and lees 
varied than that which surrounds each of the other estate®. 
It is but a few miles from the Isle of Thanet with its flat 
windswept and rather desolate stretches ®f ©pen fields and 
meadows.
To the casual observer Mill load would appear t© be a
19
newly arising suburb of Walmer, although actually It Is 
situated In Deal. But on closer scrutiny the Inhabitants 
are seen to be a community apart. The men have the gait 
peculiar to miners? they speak «any dlaleots, all foreign 
to Kent. If one visits the estate In the early afternoon on 
a weekday one^eets numbers of black-faced ®en and youths In 
pit clothes each carrying his snap tin, sows cycling home 
fro® Betteshanger Colliery, others being conveyed In buses 
fro® which the passengers alight one here, one there, as 
they approachftelr hemes. The children playing In the roads*, 
often at gases plotted out In white chalk across the roadway*, 
seem more numerous than in other parts of faimer.
****
M i ne r $ at A yfe « kan> R e t u r n  ina f ro m  \nIork - o »
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OHAPTFB ITI.
„..'.Popu lation .
' The area to he considered in this chapter censiste 
of the County Borough of Canterbury, the Municipal Borough«, 
of Dover, Basegate, Deal and Sandwich, the Urban District 
©f Wal®er and the Kural Districts of Blean, Bridge, Dover 
and Eastry. The whole region cowers rather «ore than 
160,800 acres. It is shown on the trap on pagalo a which 
Indicates the density of population in each of the local 
government areas. The map is based upon the figures of 
the Census Beturn of Population in 1981. It should be note# 
that in 1981 the greater part of the area had a population 
of under one person per acre, leference to Table I on page 
21 shows that in none of the rural districts did the popula­
tion reach 0.5 persons per acre, and in that of Bridge the 
population was only 0.29 persons per acre. It is in this 
sparsely populated region that the four collieries, Chislet, 
Snowdown, Betteshanger and Tilagnatone and the new «ining 
estates are situated. The County Borough of Canterbury, 
the Borough of Sandwich and the Urban District of Walwer 
had each of the« a lees dense population than the average 
of the total of runicipal boroughs and urban districts in 
the County which was $.« persons per acre, The Municipal 
Borough«;of Deal, Bass pite and Dover had on the other hand %  
considerably denser population., that of Dover being as such
t
POPULATION MAP OF COALFIELD AREA
1931.
20c*.
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T A B L E  I.,
Local Areas. Acreage and Population from Census Report
1951. ■ • ■ . ' —
Local Area. Acreage. Total i Persons Peculation. ! per Acre.
Canterbury County 
Borough. 5,975 24,448 6 . 1
Deal Borough. 1,114 13,681 12.5
Dover Borough. 2,032 14,097 2 0 .2
Rawsgate Borough. 2,506 '
.. i,"56,561 ■¡14.6 '
Sandwich Borough. 708 . 5,287 4 • 6 r
Waltser Urban District. 988 5,538
, ,
5.4
Blean Rural District. ,26.88s ■ • 11.023 ; ' " • 0.41 :
Dever Rural District. 27.0 5 0
1
9.058 1 0*55
Bridge Rural District, I 41.796 1 '12.281 ’ -o.*f
f „ t Eastry Rural ; r * " - 1District,. 1 45,685 ¡18,4481 " 5 • ■, | 0 • 48 i.■ 1 '
as 20.2 persona per acre, but even in Dover the total 
population was less than 42,000 persons. Should there
occur at seme future date a eonsiderable development of 
the coal mining industry in'East Kent, together with a
growth of ancillary trades such as has been'anticipated, 
the area would be able to support a much larger population 
without being unduly densely populated cr over industrial­
ised.
In the Final Beport of the East Kent Regional Town 
Planning Scheme, 1929, it was suggested that the coal mining 
industry alone might in ten years require a population of 
about 150,000 persons. Events since 1928 indicate however 
that so great an expansion of the industry is unlikely to 
occur In this comparatively short period. But’the faot re­
mains that if or when it should prove desirable to develop 
the! East Kent coalfield on an extensive scale, there will be 
ample available space upon which to accommodate the neoeesary 
industrial population.
in this chapter an examination of the population of " 
the Kent coalfield area will be made for (a) the Inter- 
censal Period 1921-1951 In order to not© 'the chief changes 
which took place during this decade, and (b) the period to 
which Part II of this survey mainly applle«, l.e. IMS»
1982 in order to note annual variations both' generally «id . 
locally. An attempt will also be 'made to ' estimate''«•!»• of 
the oaueee of'these’variation«. ' "■■■■ v’:
First however It should he pointed out that the exam­
ination of population figures involves a comparison of rates 
of changes, and, in this respect, it should he remembered 
that the size of the population is a factor that mu3t not 
be ignored. In an area in which the total population is 
small there is lively to be greater range both in birth 
rates and in death rates over any given period than in an 
area in which the total population is large5 for such factors 
as a local epidemic of disease, or the Incidence of ohanee 
happenings are less lively to neutralise each other in the 
area of small populations• With the exception of the Borough 
of Dover, all the areas here considered have small populations 
some, e.g. the Borough ©f Sandwich and the tTrbmn District 
of Waiver, very small. Therefor© undue emphasis must not 
be laid upon high annual rates of change in these areas.
On the other hand since the mining population in last lent 
is only a handful of persons ©©»pared with the total popu­
lation of the county it is only by examining areas of »»all, 
population within the county that the influence of change* 
due to mining activities may be »ten at all,
■ The census return of the population of dreat Britain 
in 1931 affords a means - by whioh a comparison may be »a€e 
between'the size and condition and "distribution of popula­
tion in Kent in 1931 and ,In Itil.whon the previous■ tenant 
was tahen. Table II on'.page B4 set« out-this ©ousparliiOit« • ■ 
It should be noted.that In the County of Kpnt with the
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associated County Borough of Canterbury the total popula­
tion increased during the decade by 6.8$, 1.7$ of this 
Increase is attributed to migration and 6.1* to natural 
increase, i.e. excess of births over deaths, *n the 
combined coalfield areas the total increase of population 
was 6.1^ l.e* * rate of increase rather less than that of 
the oounty as a whole. Ineach of the smaller areas, except 
the Urban District of Ualreer and the Borough of Ramsgate 
there was an increase of population but the rate of increase 
varied much in the different areas. The deelinejin population 
in lamegate is attributed entirely to emigration, the natural 
increase of 3.1$ being much more than offset by a lose 
through emigration of 11.2$. The returns of other Kentish 
seaside resorts, e.g. Margate, ireadstalrs, Folkestone, 
show a similar loss of population and in each case the 
chief cause is quite unrelated to coalfield development.
The explanation is to be found mainly in the faot that the 
oensua of 1921 was tabenjlo dune during a spell of very 
fine weather\ the census of 1981 was taken in April, the 
populations of the seaside towns wore inflated by visitors 
when the earlier census was taken to a much greater extent 
than they were when the later census was taken, feverihe« 
less a small'part of the deoline in Ramsgate may be attri­
buted to a movement ©f the mining population. The majority 
: of the houses on the miming estate at leroden in.the Rural
District of Hearn were midt during the,lm%erooii«»t period
In 1951 the estate accomodated about 594* miners wording 
at Chlslet and their families. The Medical Officer ©f Health- 
for the Borough of Bamsgate stated in a letter dated 1st.
May, 1931 - .
•Many miners who used to reside here revered to 
Hersden on completion of houses in connection with 
the housing scheme there, so that whereas the returns '
. of the 1951 Census would assist the information ©f 
the 1921 census is now definitely inoorreet as regards, 
the number of miners resident here.*
The decline in population in Walmer during the inter- 
eeneal period is ©f oo great importance. The total population 
is-small, less than 8,500 persons and the actual decrease in 
the ten years amounted to only 15 persons. The natural de­
crease - 0.7 »ay be explained by the fact that in WaInter resit©
■ - : ;
a number of . elderly persons who come to the district when they
retire from active work. This phenomenon tends to cause a
relatively high death rate and correspondingly low birth
rate. ,The decrease by migration - 1.0^ is probably due to
the same.causes as affected other Kentish, seaside resort*•
Among, those local areas in which, there has been an. inoreaae
in the total population, 19il«li§i,. the range. In tbt.PSt* of ■
increase was very wide. . Dover .Itwal District had only 1.8^
’ increase while Sastry lural Bietrtot had. » ? ..IP **••*..... .
inral Pi strict an'i^ rease of_9.T< Is reoorded and In, M tM£±-9S , 
• Pieros fro« Medical Offioer of Health's Annual Be port 
for last Kent (Bo.1) United District 1951.
2d„
.?
All the other areas had an Increase of lees than except 
the Borough of Deal with an increase of B.S^. The areas 
arranged in descending order according to their rate of 
increase are i- Eastry, Blean, Bridge, Deal, Sandwich, 
Canterbury, Borough of Dover, Dural District of Dover, |
halmer, Bamsg&te. It is noteworthy that the four areas 
which head this list are the cnee in which the four 
collieries and the adjacent wining estates are situated*
Apart from Palmer which has already been considered, 
all the local areas show a natural increase of population 
during the intercenaal period, but the rate of increase Is 
lower than the county rate except in the Borough ©f Dover 
and the Dural District of Eastry. Eastry has had for a 
succession of years a much, higher birth rate than the rates 
of other rural districts in East Kent. This is probably 
due entirely to the influx of miners into the area.
The Medical Officer of Health for East Kent (Wo.®)
. . .  ,  - . . i- i : . , ,  i-
United District which includes the Bural Districts of lastry,- 
Bridge and Dover has investigated the relative birth rates 
of the mining and the indigenous populations in the United 
District. In his Annual Deport for 1981 he pointed cut 
that the birth rates among the' indigenous populations ®f 
Eastry and Bridge were practically stationary, while that
©f Dover was stationary or decreasing. Further In the die*■ ■ 
trlct of Eastry where the largest number of mining families
reside,'an investigation' ®f the birth returns showed that 63^
27.
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©f the births occurred areeng the reining papulation and 47^ 
among the Indigenous population. Proa this it was estimated 
that the mining hirth rate was about 88.2 per 1,000 and the 
Indigenous hirth rate about 12.8 per 1#000. A similar In­
vestigation of the death returns showed that the death rate 
among the mining population was about 9.2 per 1,000, that of 
the Indigenous population*about12.4 per 1^000. It may be 
concluded that any future increase in population In these 
three rural districts Is lively to be due to the wining ' 
population, partly through natural Increase, partly through 
1 »migration, - ■ * *: :
The column In Table II, page 84 which indicates the 
Inereaeijor Decrease of Population by Migration, shews that 
betweer^.921 and 1981 there were marked mevereentsjof population"' 
bothjoutward and inward, in the eoalfield area. In the 
district of Eastry lrereigratlon on a considerable seale took 
place. ‘ This was probably due entirely to reining develop­
ment. In Bridge lural District an lncreaee of population 
by migration also occurred but on a much smaller «©ale.
The increased activities ©f Smewdewn Oolllery no doubt 
account for this. Again in the Borough of Deal the inereace 
©f population by migration may be ©»plained by the BpoitiKtg 
of Betteshanger Colliery and the erection of the nor- '»tistng • 
estate at Mill load in the South Ward of the Borough of © e a l ^  
1 ; ., It will be noted that in six out Of the nine local 
areas "there was a decrea#»' in »©fiileiiOh by migration ■
29
"between 1921 and 1831. This decreaee in Ramsgate,and 
Walter has already been eeneidered., The decrease In Dower 
Is probably due partly to the faot that the town accommo­
dates annually a certain number of holiday waiters and.was
affected by influence3 at wcrb in Kentish seaside resorts 
generally* probably perhaps to the general economic de­
pression which is likely to be reflected in a commercial
port by sore exodus of population.
The decline in population by migration, 1921-1951, in
Canterbury is slight and may probably be yery largely due
to the fact-that a certain number of raining families living
in Canterbury, like «owe of those in Ramsgate, mowed to
Hersden when accommodation was prcwided close to Chislet 
Colliery. The decline in population by migration in Sandwich^
**Avery ewa** *nd the insignificance of the change la era-
phaslsed when the email el*« ©f the total population is re-
called. The few persons who wigrated from Sandwich during
the decade may hawe been chiefly raining families who when
opportunity arose went to reside nearer the colliery in
which their wen folk were employed.. , u
In Dower Rural District the decline in population by
emigration is probably due to eausee unrelated to raining
developments.’'" There as elsewhere in *«nt the population *
in June 1921 was inflated by wlsiters. There is evidence,
too, that emigration has been going on for, • owe year« fr«i"
all the rural areae > tit ■ lect;'Kent. c^la litiMifi»'JlPidiB* ini-
so
Eastry Rural Districts the movement of sows of the agri­
cultural population to towns and elsewhere owing to the 
■ general derression in agriculture experienced In Kent as
In other parts of the country, was more than balanced ,by. 
the Influx of the mining population. Until now Dower 
Rural District has been affected to a much less extent by 
the new immigrant population, so that the opposing emlgrat(|ryp» 
movement Is more apparent in that area. It may bo noted, 
too, that a certain number of Kentish wen living in the 
vicinity of the collieries haf« been absorbed into the 
wining industry. Some of these were formerly agricultural 
labourers. Thus emigration from villages in the Rural 
Districts of Blean, Bridge and Eastry has been somewhat 
checked .
At this point it way be desirable to sum up the ©hlef
changes in population which took plaee in the coalfields 
area between 1921 and 1951' » - '  -
1, In the course of the period there was an increase of population in the area as a whole. , _m
g, A natural inorease of population oeourred in all 
’ the local areas except in the Urban District of
....Walwer. . .
5., In rural areas this natural inorease was due »ainljror entirely to the mining population; ■ the indlgiitolMi: population at the end of the period being »tattonary ;
* 5 ' if not declining.'
•;t 4. Immigration and ewigra^°%ere taking place' eowiurrintty
ever the area during the decade.
B. There was a marked inoreaee if population due to
81..
Immigration in the Rural Dietriote of Fastry, Bridge, 
and Blean, areas vitb*\which are situated the new 
reining estates and the collieries which they serve.
6. There was a definite decline, in population due to
emigration in all seaside resorts situated in the 
coalfield area, except in the Borough of Deal whieh was affected by the reining development at Bettesbanger 
Colliery.
7, The decline in population due to emigration. reay he attri**.4
huted reainly to causes unrelated to raining activity 
in Fast Kent.
The striding increase in population between 1921 and 1931
in each of the civil parishes and wards in which the new 
raining estates are situated is shorn, on Table Til page R2.
A matter of some significance in regard to the composition 
of the population in Fast Kent is the relative proportions of 
males and females in the total population. The diagram.on nag» 
31a illustrates the approximate sex distribution of the popula­
tion in the local areas under consideration in 1921 and 1951.
It is based on figures obtained fro™' the census returns and is 
correct to the nearest hundred persons. It will be seen that 
in 1921 the number of rales exceeded the number of females in 
the Blean and Cover Rural Districts, and in Faetry the number« 
of the two sexes were ecual. In the ether local areas, as in 
the county as a whole and in England and ^ales, the number of 
females exceeded the number of males. Tho exceptional condi­
tion prevailing in Blean is accounted for by the fact that 
about,one hundred more males than females wore residing in 
institutions in the district. The existence ©f military
j , i :■ - [ .
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TABLE III.
Acreage and Population of 01*11 Perishes and *»*•<*« 
In which Mining Estates are situated. Census Berorts
1981 and 19?f.
Area. Acreage.
Popul&t
1921. ,icn*1931
iIncrease ■; 1921-1951.
m
Deal South ?ard ' (Mill Bead Estate) i 614 * §492 7348 '
_ _ — —
BSS
Sturry, ®ivil Parish 
(Hersden Estate) 5148 1886 22 §1 ■ 905
-
WoTBcnswold CiTil Parish (Woollare 3re«n Estate) 1722 314 " 880 266 «
Eythorne Civil Parish (Elvington Estate) ; 1325 989 • ■ 1699 770
Bonireton Civil Parish 
(Ayleshara and Cnowdcsm 
Estates!
■ . 1 f
3802 ' 1 897 4388 5459
Worthhoume Civil Parish] \ (Betteshanger Colliery j ,
Estate) 5. SdflO 5 7°* j ' ■1823 ! iSS
t
the high, proportion of rale* in Dover Rural Distriet. *;But 
the relatively large rusher of rales in Ea3try Rural Dis­
trict may he largely attributed to mining activities at 
Snowdown and Tilmanetore Collieries* During the early stag«# 
of development of the coal mining industry in any particular 
locality men from other parte tend to he attracted to the 
neighbourhood of a colliery through hop© of employment. Many
* 1 ' * t ' " - ■ ■'1 ■ -■ ' ' "" " tof these men are young unmarried menf others are married men 
some of'whom leave their families behind them until they be­
come settled'in permanent employment.
The influence of t^e mining element en the sex distrlbu- 
tion ©f population was much more significant in 1911. By that 
date progress in mining had led to a considerable increase of 
the population through immigration in' certain:o f •the'local;" 
government areas. This Increase ©f population and change in 
its sex distribution oan be seen in the diagram on page 
It shows that the greatest increase of population during the 
decade took place in Sastry Rural District in which are sit­
uated Tllmaretene, Snowdown and Bettesbanger Collieries. The 
greater part of the Increase consisted of immigrant »ales." ’t‘' 
In the Boroughs of Deal and Dovev then# was 'a' very definite ' ' 
increase in the male population while the female population 
was approximately unchanged, " Many Winers and famillei
came to settle in Deal between till and-lift, and, aw tat-’"" "'7' 
lastry, the larger number of these were males. In Dover on 
the other hand the increase in the male population may be
84.
explained at least in part by an increase in the number of 
members of H.li. Forces residing in the borough in 1981 
Persons living in barracks etc., rose from 742 in 1921 to 
1,815 in 1931. The approximately unchanged number of females», 
in these towns i3 partly due tc the fact that seasonal female, 
labour tends to be imported into all seaside resorts during
summer months when there is a demand for female domestic 
servants etc., The female population was thus inflated in
June 1921 but in «arch 1951 the holiday season had not begun.
In Blesn Bural District in which Chislet Colliery is 
situated there was also a considerable increase in population,^ 
but in the course of the decade the relative number of the two* 
sexes changed.in the opposite way from that which occurred in 
Dover and Deal. As has already been pointed out in 1921 the 
males slightly outnumbered the females; in 1951 the females- 
outnumbered the males in rather greater numbers. The re­
organisation of Public Assistance Institutions by Kent 
■ ■ ®'**^*™*&T Council took place In the interval, in 1911 glean 
Institution housed inmates of* both sexes. In 1981 it was used 
for female mental patients only. This change affected the 
balance of numbers of the sexes in the district. It m e t  %# 
remembered also that for some years prior to.1981 the rwtber 
.. of .miners employed at Chislet Colliery .had..remained mere or, 
less stable. By 1981 therefore sufficient time had-eicfeci 
■ for the women folk to follow those-men who had found: ferwpienl 
employment in Kent. . ■ In 1911 there would bo •,,.JUrgo.:..-fn#v.- 
portion of «tMTled miners■ who had■ loft their families behind -
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them until they were permanently settled In their new work*
relative numbers of th9 sexes In the operate local government 
areas was to some extent duetto the development of the coal 
mining industry? but other factors were operating in 
different directions to change the halance and affect the 
rate of growth. A few ef the most obvious of these faotcrs 
have been suggested but it is of course impossible to e m u -  
erate or to guess the relative Importance ef all. It has
Hi ,
be*n shown that one faotor was the differing numbers of 
persons inhabiting institutions of various binds. If© doubt 
seme of these persons were natives of the local areas in 
which the Institutions were situated but some were drawn frost 
other areas.
A study of population figures in the civil parishes 
in which the new mining estates are situated eheuld however 
throw further light on possible local changes resulting from, 
mining activities.
Table IV page 56 shews that already in 1981 the »«¡iber:
c *
ef males was greater than that ef the females in three
parishes - Eythome, lenlngton and Worthboume. If lilt" "
the proportion of males to females had considerably lnoreased 
in.these parishes and males had come to predominate oven* ■'
females in numbers in Sturry and Wemenewold alee. In. the
South lard of Deal females still formed the larger mmWw
of the population In IfSl hut their proportion **«
To ever up again it would appear that the growth of 
population in East Kent in 1921-51 and the changes in the
88.
Population 1921 - 1951 ©f Oiyil Parl.be« In which 
— Mining Lete top are sit i m m ;
TABLE IV.
P 0 P U L A T 1 0 I
Area.
D eal B. South 
^ard (Including 
Will Hoad).
Blean P .D.
(a) 48TP.
Tinelud ing 
Hersden)
Bridge.B.n. 
loionewo'irn.P- 
. (Including 
ioollags Green*)
(a)jaatry B.p.Kyr-horna O'fp,
(including 
Elrlngton)
(a)Eaetry B.Di
(lncludlngTrlelhaw.and Snewdcwn)
(a)Eaatry B.D. i 
Fonthhourna C.pj 
(including*“ 
Battephe.nger)
Execsa of Vale« (ij 
or Pe«al«a 
(F)
(a) The increase in population in this O.P. i*
atÌrÌ*yte3 fairly to Solliery daTcler».*** Wote in If81 0ensu», . fwent.
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. . .......  TAí&E V«
„ . . _ A'o-'iwalgeylatrar.G e n e r a l R e t o r n a  o f Retirât?* Pcmlatloru
Area, 1928 1929 1930. 1931 1932
Canterbury
U.P« 25,310 23,980 23,980 24,030 24,270
Deal B» , 12,100 12,520 12,910 13,520 14,550
Derer B. 41,330 41,920 41,350 40,920 41,550
Eanefrate P. 30,370 31,440 52,380 53,450 53,890
Bandwich B. 5,434 5,476 5,565 5,268 5,544
WalAer tT.B. 4,996 5,178 5,181 5,176 5,197
Bisan B.D. 9,955 9,633 10,610 10,920 11,260
P^iSire R.B. 11,940 12,000 12,170 12,510 11,860
D©rer B.n. 8,772 8,786 8,707 8,652 8,895
Eastrr B.n. 15,440 15,640 17,220 18,450 18,720
considerably less than in 1921. The above facte are a 
clear indication of the influence of the raining industry 
on the ccrapopiticn of the population.
Closer consideration must n w  he given to changes of 
population during the period 1928-1932. Table V page 37, 
shows the Registrar Several's Annual Returns of Estimated 
Population in the separate local government areas which 
comprise the coalfield region, and in the area as a whole.
In the latter there was a very definite but not entirely 
regular annual increase of population ever the period. As 
in the case of the decade 1921-1931 this increase is due 
partly to the natural increase of peculation, partly to the 
effect of migration. But although in the combined area a 
natural inorease occurred, closer study of the table and a 
comparison of it with Table VI on page 39 showing birth rates 
and death rates in the emaller areas, malres it clear that in 
some of these areas there was actually a decrement of popula­
tion (i.e. an excess of deaths oyer births) in certain years.
.Moreover in those areas in which a natural increment occurred 
in a particular year, there was not always a corresponding in-> 
crease if population in the following year. It may be inferred 
that in such an area the natural increase was offset by 
emigration. There were at wort in fact during the period 
four ■'“actors affecting population numbers in the separate 
areas, a combination of two of these accounting in any one 
area for the difference in population between one year and-
38.
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Birth Rate? and Death Rates.
1958 1959 1930 1931 1935
Area. Birth Death Birth Death Birth Death Birth Death Birth Deat
TABLE VI.
Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate : Rate Rate
Canterbury
C.B. 15.8 15.6
1
15.6 16.5 15.8 12.2 14.6 13.1 13.4 11.9
Deal B. 15.8 15.6 15.0 13.8 16.5 12.8 18.2 14.2 18.5 15.9
Dover B. 18.5
115.0 15.5 15.6 16.1 10.9 16.5 11.4 15.6 11.6
Rameeate B. 15.9 13.5 17.4 13.8 16.0 14.2 14.9 12.9 14.2 10.7
Sandwioh B. 14.8 14.2 16.4 12.4 16.8 10.2 15.4 18.1 13.4 1 5.2
Walner B.D. 14.4 16.4 13.3 13.2 10.1 14.7 11.8 17.1 12.5 14.2
Blean R.D. 13.0 11.9 13.9 12.1 16.5 9.9 14.5 12.5 13.7 11.1
Bridge R.D.
i a.t i " 
14.5 10.8
*
14.1 12.0 13.2 10.1 11.8 11.3 15.3 12.3
Dover R.D. 12. S 11.0 12.3 10.5 14.1 9.7 14.5 11.4 11.1 11.8
Faetry R.D. 19.5 10.6 21.0 13.5 19.5 11.7 20.2 11.9 18.0
!
9.8
England and V/alees 18.7 11.7
!
16.3 13.4 16.3 11.4 15.8 12.3 15.3 12.0
Tvom Anrvual Heiports of l)te Hectical Officers of KeakK, 
Cah.ter'lu.ry C.^.Counnl "Kent Co\utty Council*
Blrtha and Death» Hate? are calculated per 1000
of the population.
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th© following. Thee© factors were (1) an excess of blrth^
°ver deaths (2) an excess of deaths over births, (8) an 
excess of immigration over emigration (4) an excess of 
emigration over immigration. Thus in Walmer during IfSI 
there was an excess of deathe over births, the death rat© 
for that year being 17.1 and the birth rate 11.8, but in 
1952 there was a total population in Walmer of 21 in excess 
of the preceding year. It teayjbe assumed that the amount of. 
Immigration into the area more than compensated for the 
loss of population due to the high death rate In 1981. On 
the other hand in the Rural District of Bridge in 1952 the 
total population was 480,less than in 1951 yet in the latter* 
year the birth rate exoeeded the death rate by 3.1 per 1000 
of the population. The inference is that in this area 
©migration was greater than immigration during 1981, Again 
in the Rural District of Eastry throughout’the period 1928* 
1982 the birth rat© was relatively high and the death rate 
considerably lower. But this could not alone account for
the fact that in 1950 the population was 17,280 while in 
the year before it was'only 18,840. In lastry.the'increase 
of 1,880 during 1929-1950 was due partly to the natural
inorease of population but mainly to immigration.
Another fact of considerable significano© revealed by 
a comparison of the 1921 and 1951 ©ensue-* Rettifili is that 
between these two datos the average si*# of the family in 
Eastry Rural Distriot Increased fro» 8,9 to 5.95. In no
■■■■ x :
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other country district in Kent was an increase recorded.
It would appear that the increase is due to reining population.
Table VII. page 42 shows the nureber of persons Hying in, 
Private fareilies compared with the total population and the 
number of private families in eaoh of the parishes in which
is situated one or more of the reining estates. A private 
family is defined as of a person or group of persons being 
In separate occupation of premises or part of premises. Lodm« 
boarding with a family are counted .as members of the family, 
Prom the second and third columns ©f figures, it may be de­
duced that the average sise of a family in eaeh of the re­
spective parishes was ae follows-I-
Deal - South Ward. ' 3.01'"..
Sturry, 0*P« "4. o r ""
Woreenewold C.P. ; 6.57 ■■
lythorn# C.P. 4.1® “
Ileningten C.P.
Worthbouroe C.P. .4.8« '■- u- -
When it Is added that the'average site "®f the family for 
the County of Kent Is 3.64, the influence of the reining 
population upon the else of the fareily In Kent is wanifeat.
The factors affecting the ei*e and movements of the 
population of the coalfield area between 1921 and 1931 sum­
marised- in Table II were equally operating during the perio^ 
ltts-ltii, but' probably, some ..of, there., were bringing about more 
marked effects■or more rapid change* during the latter period«
42.
Population, Private Fawilies and Dwellings, 1951, 
Prow Census Returns.
TABLE VII.
j!
Area. I
I1
’otal
3opu-
Lation.
Popula­
tion in 
Private 
Pawilies.
Private 
Pawilies. I
Struct­
urally
separate
dwellings
Rooms
occu­
pied.
s
Persons
per
Room.
Deal B*____ t- 0.08South Ward.i (including , 
Mill Road)
7,345 0,017 1,806 1,778 10,214 0.85
Blean R.D. [_ 0.70___
Sturry C.P, (including 
Hersden) 2,291 2,219 530 501 2,509 0.88
Bridge R.D, 0.89
Wowenswold
(including 580 White City) 509 106 100 003 0.94
Wastry R.D • 0.80
Eythorne C 
(including 
Elvington)
• P.
1099 1,091 404 595 2,045 0.83
Eastry R.D • 0.80
flonington
C.P.
(including
Aylesham A’ Snowdown
4326
)
4234 801
L
810 3,084 1.15
Eastrv R.D \__________ 0.80
Rorthhourne
(inciuding *323 Betteshanger)
1313 300 290 *,419 0.90
County of Kent 0.73
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In the Census 1921, 1,904 eoal win^s are recorded as being. 
In Kent and the average’number of persons employed at the 
four collieries increased fro® 5,553 in 1928 to 8,582 in 
1932 (See Table XIX page £ 0- ) and the majority of new
employees came from outside Kent.
The investigation of annual variations is confined to
the very brief period of five years. It would be unwise 
therefore to place very great significance upon even marked 
difference between one year and the next, as well as between, 
one area and another of a different type. It is possible 
however that sons of these striking difference? are related
to coal mining activities, and it .is relevant,.to consider 
here to what extent this say be so*
, , Variations fro® year to year in the size of population 
in the different leoal areas•are set out in the following 
.table, the figure» in which are based upon the Registrar 
General’s Returns of Estimated Population *•-
Local Area.
uffsr
1929.
Canterbury C.B. 
Deal B. 
hover B.
Ramsrate B.
Sandwich B. 
Palmer U.D. 
Blean B.h. 
Bridge 1*0* 
Dover R.h* 
tastry l*h*
T
t
.Increase («•) or Deoreaes (-) in. Total , ■ 
Peculation over f r e e s I ? ? ® ...
m i  . .: I lMit“  ■ 1.11155* ' . . ,,i§ii....
1958
4 *40,4 670 
+ 180
4 890
4 1070
-, ’ •*
4 t_ 42
4 ISO
- : 110 4
4 14
4 iOO
1980.
* ■- ■ •
0
4 I f  0
V. «70 ^
4 1140
-  ' I t i
* ■; ■j 5.
4 ; ' i f f  :
4-, If®
• V 79
4 m m
1981.
4 80
' •• '£ '■ ,, ;v
4 410
4 4801 t i*
4 870
- 8®
8
4 280 
* 140 
- 6®
4 1210
4 1030 
4 430
4
.4
4
4
440
76
21
870
460
245
290
This table clearly indicates how irregular the changes 
of population in these areas were from year to year# The 
Irregularity is probably due mainly, although not entirely, 
to migratory movements, during the period. • ,
But^th© figures given in Table V on page 57 are eon- 
Bldered separately in regard to each area, it may be noted 
that the natural increase ©F natural decrease .of population 
Over the period was by no means a steady phenomenon. Thus 
In Walmer although there was a natural decrease in four out 
of the five years considered, in the remaining year 1950, 
there was a natural Increase, and in the oourse of the five 
years there were variations ranging from 8.5 per 1000 more 
deaths than births in 1951 to 3.6 per 1000 more births than 
deaths in IS 3CWi ^  Again in the Borough of Sandwich in 1928- 
30 the birth rate exceeded the death rate, but in 1951 and 
1952 when the death rates were unusually high the death 
nates exceeded the birth rates. Other instances of varia­
tions in the rate of change in population art found in the 
County Borough of■ Canterbury which had;a-natural■Increase
of population in 1ft®, 1950, I f f !  and 1912,butv® natural1,
decrease In 1929| and in Dover lural District which had a
natural increase 1928-1931 but a natural decrease in 1952 
In which year the „death rate was; the .'highest in the five,,
years under.review.
On the whole it is probably true that in the Boroughs 
of Canterbury:and Sandwich,:the Drban District of Walmer
and the lural District ©f Dover fluctuations la population
44;
to natural' Increase« or decrease» can fee explained fey 
reference to the swell size of their populations, and to 
the fact that the rate of increase when suoh occurred was 
inAcaee low, so that a comparatively swell change In the 
total number of deaths in any one area ms|r cause a natural-* 
Increase In one year to he followed fey a natural decrease in 
the following year cr wlce versa. These fluctuations were 
prohahly not greatly affected fey the developing coal wining 
industry. There is evidence* however that in Walmer 1951-52 
eeyeral large housee were occupied fey miners, former single 
residences feeing used-as flats for this purpose, and it ! 
would atea that mining activities contributed to the follow­
ing striking changes in population during the period 1988- 
1958. ^ _ , . . . . ,f . ,
(1) 4 relatively large increase in .population in llemn 
Rural District 1989-50 owing to the occupation of 100 new 
houses in Hersden, the erection of which was completed in 
May 1989. The latter cause is also reflected in the figure* 
for Canterbury 1989-1950 and 1981-1982» which shew no ©hang* 
in the population numbers of 1989 and 1950 and* an increase 
of only fifty persons 1951-1932.
(2) A ©onsiderafele inoreas# in population'annually'1« the. 
Borough of Deal particularly 1931-1952 owing to the increased,, 
employment at Betteehanger Oolllery, together with the
erection of the 1111 load mining fstate in the South Pard
of the lereuah* ■ i? J  r~:........... -....—
* Annual leptri ..ft xtho Medical Off lorn** ^-ff-loalth. for ,
Walmer Urban'District, 1932.
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(3) A very great inoreaee in population in the Kura1 
Distrlot of Eagtry 1929-1930 and 1930-1931 owing to in­
creased employment at Snowdown, Betteehanger and Til- 
manstone Collieries and to the erection of houses at 
Elvington and Ayleeham. The latter cause probably 
accounts also for a part of the decline in population in 
the Borough of Dower 1929-1930 and 1930-1931 for in those, 
years many miners residing in Dower removed to the new 
raining estates,
Migratory movements of population in the coalfield 
area in Kent during the period under review «ay be class!* 
fled into
(a) external i.e. movements into or out of the area,
’ (b)internal, i,e, movements within tbe area. Emigration 
to other parts of the country was taking place slmultane- 
ously with immigration into the ©oalfield area from other 
parts. The emigrants were mainly agricultural workers 
from rural areas and residents fro» seaside resorts. and 
the port of Dover. Many were workers and their dependants, 
who under changing conditions and during trade depression 
could no longer find a means of earning their living* A 
•nail number were miners from depreseed area* who, having 
migrated to Kent, failed to'find or did not desire per­
manent employment there. - After a short stay 4n teat 
Kent they returned to their former homes or sought employ* 
raent elsewhere. ■ The immigrants were mainly winers from
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depressed are*». Internal movements of population were 
due partly to wining activities e.g., the erection of new 
houses on a wining estate, leading in sows instances to thf 
removal of miners and their families frow one local govern­
ment area to another.
Another fact which has hearing on future population 
problems in East Kent remains to he discussed, i.e. the age 
composition of the population* This is shewn for each of 
the local areas in Table VIII on page 49. It is significant 
that in 1931 the average age of the wale population in the 
following areas was below that in the County as a wholel- 
Boroughs of Dover and Ramsgate, the Urban District of 
Walmer and the Rural Districts of Dover and Eaetry. The 
existence of military barraobs in Dover, both in the 
Borough and in the Rural District, and in Walmer, undoubted 
ly tends to increase the proportion of young wales in these 
areas. But certainly in Eaetry Rural District and probably 
in Walmer too to a lees extent the low average age ie 
partly due to the result of the residence of a number of 
comparatively young miners.
The average age of fema l e s  is above that of the whole
county in all the various areas of the coalfield region
exoept In the Borough of D o v e r  and the Rural District of
Eastry* It has already.been noted that there art »ore »alec
tha n'females in lastry. A population with a relatively tarp
number of young persons of both »exes and with ft preponder­ance
. 48.
LocalArea.
• Average Age. 
Malta.
•
CanterburyC.B. 53.1 38.0
Deal B. 52.9 35.7
Dover B. 51.8 33.9
Bawagate B. 52.5 35.7
Sandwich B. 54.1 35.8 ;
Falser tJ.D. 51.1 36.7■ "
Blear B.D., 54.5 55.7
Bridge B.D. 35.5 56.4
Dover R.D. 51.1 55.4-
Eastry R.D. 31.2 32.0
Kent County 34.6Iwlth aasc elated Cm Borough)
if. 32 . O
a sty
Hunter of Married 
Worren aged less 
than 45 per 1000 
Ptwalee of all 
ages.
SIT
225 
858 
228 
■ 250'- 
208 
227 
205
!
215
267 
; 235
Punter @f 
Pe®alesi i).« 
1000
1,188
1»U?
j 1,0S4 , 
1,800 
1,04*
M U
1»08i
1*048
t»s
H e
!»08T
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of males over females is on© which tends to malre for 
raany and early marriages. Moreover Table VII page 4® 
also shows that in Eaetry there were in 1931 «ore married 
women under 45 years per 1000 females of all ages than 
in any of the other local areas that comprise the coal­
field region or than in the whole county, in other words 
the potential fertility of this district was high, and 
apart from ohanges due to migration this indicates a 
probable future growth of population through natural 
increase. The probability is strengthened by’the high 
hirth rate which prevails and which as has already been 
shown is due to the mining population. Should a future 
development of the coalmining industry In Kent tatre ' 
plaoe, it will probably occur mainly in a region in 
which the natural growth of population will be proceeding 
more rapidly than in other parts of the county.
####
See Annual leport ©f the IpdlfAl Officer of Health far fainter Urban lisifiii/ If**.
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CHAPTFP IV. .
Housln«»'' and Town Piercing«
The Census returns referred to In earlier chapters dis­
close- the fact that in 1901 over 90^ of the population of 
East Kent was Hying In private families 1” eaclj of the l0®al 
areas except In Wilwr Urban District and In Bridge and Dover 
Bural Districts. This Is shown In Table IX page 61. It hae 
already been mentioned that in Bridge there was a large in­
stitution for insane persons as well a» a small public 
assistance institution and that in and Walter Dlstriots
a number of soldiers were garrisoned. As would be expected 
therefore the percentage of persons liwlng in private fawlllee 
was lower in these district« than elsewhere. The numbers 
living in different types of Instut itions are given in Table X 
page 02.
The members of mining communities H r ®  normally in 
Private families. Only in exceptional circumstances e.g. In 
time of sicirese will .a miner or any of hie family be found 
inhabiting an institution. Therefore in thie ehapter the 
bousing accommodation in private dwellings particularly in 
those on the new mining estates will be considered, to attempt 
will be made to discues the various local housing problems that 
exist in the towns, villages and seaside resort» of Sait lent 
except so far as they directly affect the mining communities, 
local problems e.g. Heir of homeing • w w w t o t i «  for ^
- : ^
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t h e  T a b l e  l e  n e c e s s a r y .  A  « s t r u c t u r a l l y  . « e p a r a t e  d w e l l i n g « .  •' 
m e a n s  a  r o o m  o r ,  s e t  o f  r o o m s  I n t e n d e d  o r  u e e d  f o r  h a b i t a t i o n -  
h a y i n g  s e p a r a t e ,  a c c e s s  e i t h e r ,  t o  t h e  s t r e e t  o r  t o .  a .  c o m m o n  
l a n d i n g  o r  s t a i r c a s e .  A  p r i v a t e  h o u s e  n e t  . s t r u c t u r a l l y . , . . ,  
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t h e  f a m i l y  u n i t .
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P l a n  o f  w o o l l a g e  g r f f m  
H o u s in g  E s t a t e  .
«Jamuarv 1932.

arid iettesharger housing estai««* ■" They ..are. reproduced « . ' 
to «hoir the extent to which the town; planning eohewea 
had been carried out by January 1953* It will he ««en 
that every house has a garden baclr and front. ' The" arrange­
ment of the roads and houses'/present a definite attempt 
to avoid too great uniformity in appearance* This is .V ig­
nore marked in Elvingten, Woollage Green end Mill Bead — 
than dn Aylesbaœ and-Betteshanger.1'':
: In most of the roads on the Elylrgton Estate the ‘ 
houses are grouped irregularly in two«', threes or'fours, 
and nowhere' is there.a'depressing-suggestion-©? rears-:'of • • 
'houses without variation from one end of the street to the 
other,- such -as le characteristic of/many .-of the older 
mining'villages in'other 'parts of the country. led and 
yellow hrieh houses 'are'interspersed with-cream atucoo 
'houses an"arrangement uhioh gives pleasing variation in 
Velour* ■* A :read herder« ’each -ride ; of the ouadrangular 
plot of land upon whioh 'the eetate 1» huilt and the inner 
"roads fer® V  fan, .'the spokes of 'which; n«et near the centre 
of one ffide, and this again is bordered hy irregular shaped-
Vroup? rof houets.- v;-
A 'quite ’different but 'equally 'effective - attempt Vr/:-.-.":;:;. 
'achieve diversity has been made V n the s es all estate at 
Vcollage Green* :-this .«state'is known locally a» White 
Gity whish la In feet a eienocer for the houses are, either ■', 
Venerate or brick. : There 1» greater uniformity in the
57.  .
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types c t Hcuseir and Benta In Mining Fetatee,. ■
Batee ere in addition to rant, except where otherwisestated." '• sr*ESExstsr*Tt*r-#!atsr*at 1
lining Fetote. , * Type of House. Bent per weeb. -
Ayleehan. (1) Parlour, bltcher-llylnr roc*-,'
? 3 bedrooms, bathreo®, acullery. • 10« ®d
(2) Kitohen-llving room, 3 Bed-rcwg, bathroom, scullery. 10, Cd
(8) Bttcben-llwing re cm,, B Bed- t t , fcg 4d roo®«, bathroom, scullery* ' to '
' ■ , ' 9 » . ' 8d Hi
Elvinrtoo. " , Parlour and. non-par lour chouse* . 10» 4d
*2 and S bedrcome* ' ' ’ ‘ * * * ‘ to ' "
"■*' -- • ■ ■ - _ _ _  U e  4d.
Hereden. (1) parlour, Kitchen-living roe®, 18a Od A3 bedroo"«, bathroom, scullery. 17s M
• • - • including_________  • '* rates.
... , . ' • -(fe ) "t I t in g" r or*, }  { c fc #n-e c ul le r y , • " ’'OTT^f1^
2  bedroom«, hathroe®. Including
*r ' ' ’ J: r : • ' : ■. ■ rates.(3) Officials' Feus© - S pitting • ‘ ' ' rooms, 4  be^ raerc, hltehan,scullery, bathroom. to# <M
Bstto^ hanncr. A«'for Ayleofc»**. A# for Aylesbt®.
Showdown, .
, - / . , s • & - “
“■-■i •■« •<■*' ■-= •
v. • .*■ iv  '
, Ae_ for Ayleehtr.and
(4) Hutrrete *- Kitchen, 8 ledrocuts, (B) Officials1 Hans©«* - 'f Pitting roe«*», 4 bedrocks, hitcher, ecnllrryv be throe®, • ’ >
Ae for Aylestm®.
; : .n
Weollage Grain, 
(ffhite City)
Kill Bead,
< f[ ’, - , ., t
* An for Ayleoha®. > _ , As for Ayleshaw. «
(1) Parlour, Kitchen-living room,3 bedrcore, bathroom, scullery.'"(2) Kitoben-lirlng low»,' 8 bedroom# • 
■' - hathrooi®,. aeuilery.(3) Kltchen-liiring roor, § bedroom# • bathroom, scullery.
10» 8d 
io»«d &7@8d
§« w
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of steel with concrete facings.
In Ayle shaft in January 1CS2 there were'662 house« of 
which Iff, were, far lour; houses with, three bedrooms, 266 
were non-parlour houses with three heircobs, and 100 were 
non-pari cur houses with two bedrooms, ■ Aylesham differs".“ 
from the other estates In that It has been: planned'as ’a’'"' 
small town, not as a village or mere plot*of houses. But 
the plan was of course only partially’carried out when thv
survey was made. ; In some of the road« e.g»1; in Milner ' 
ipeeeent, see Plan 7C on page the attempt to avoid 
monotony has not been altogether successful. Anyone who 
traverse« the road from on® end to the other, is struck 
with a sense,.of rather dreary repetition.
The same eflticiem might be rade of the Bettesharger 
Colliery Estate were it not that this estate is in itself 
very email. Nevertheless the symmetrically oval road on 
both sides of which most of the'houses are built tends to
give an impression of sameness.
In 1088 Snewdown estate possessed «erne of each of the 
three types of houses mentioned above. There were then 44 ■ 
p a r l o u r  house» and t non-parlour hutments and, in addition,* 
four official** bout»#» each consisting of three sitting 
rooms, four, bedroom«,'..a bathroom, a kitchen and a eeullery** 
., Betteehanger Colliery Estate comprised 7« houses, B§ 
of which were parlour house» with three bedroom#, SO were
non-parlour house® with three be ireerne end 10 were non- 
parlour houses, with .two;bedroom»*
H W  fàoad .
f i e r s  d-e. n
Sn a wc/ouJn Collier^
A  y  i c s  h a m -
The Mill Bead Estate contained three typos» of 
houses ccreistdrv of respectively (1) a ;parlour*, a kitchfnv 
■living r00», three bedrooms, a ■bathroom<and a scullery, ■ 
some'of these being double fronted bouses? (S) a klteben- 
livlng room, three bedrooms, a bathroom and a eculleryj ?■
(3) a kitchen-living room, tiro bedrooms* a ; bathroom and a 
scullery* .■ .
On Woollage Green Estate there were 44 parlour houses 
all with three;bedrooms* and 14 non-parlour houses, of 
which 8 had two bedrooms and 6 had three .bedrooms#
Hersden.Estate possessed three types of house«.con- - 
slating ©ft- (1) a parlour, a kltohen-llvlng.room* ...t,bed-' 
roome and a bathroom? (2) a living room,' a kitchen-scullery, 
2 bedrooms and a bathroom? (2) offlcisl^e*houses with 
two sitting rooms, 4 bedrooms,■ a kitchen, a scullery and .
‘ a -bathroom.
.The owners of the houses on the various estates are 
as follows I- ■■■
' Estate. ' Owner.
(1) Ayleeha®. Aylesham Tenants Ltd.,
( 2 ) Ilvington. < IlvingtonsTenant«-itd#*yi;.-
(2) Hersden. Chislet Colliery Company,
(4) Betteehanger. Bstteshanger and Mill Bead, Ltd.,
(5) Mill Bead. ditto.
(«) Snowdown. ■ Pear»on &.Borman;Long Ltd.,
(7) WoollageGreen. ditto.
Ayteeha® Tenant« Ltd., and Ilvington Tenants Ltd. are
81.
T Public Utility Societies. Elvlngton Tenants Ltd. re­
ceives a grant from ICastry Rural District Council as well, 
as from Tllmanstone Kent Collieries Ltd., Betteebanger
i;> r-i-- r J. ' , ‘ ;
and Mill Road Ltd.» le a Public Utility Society and is
*■ .* * -1:. t  ■ > • : . ' r
' virtually'a' Department of, Pearson & Dorman Long Ltd.'," It 
. does not receive a grant t r m  .the local authority.
With reyard to each of the estates, the colliery has 
an arrangèrent by,.which the .miner*s .rent . is deducted from 
his wages. '- :In sore cases rent'includes rates j •""■in others 
rates are paid separately. Excluding officialH* houses, 
rents vary from 19/4d weekly for «ore houses at Elvington 
to 6/4d weekly for" certain houses at Ayleshtrn," Bnowdewn 
and Betteshanger. ■
°n the estate serving the needs cf the collieries
owned by.Pearson & por»an. Long,Ltd., a distinction is rado,
between' the .economic rent and the nett rent paid by the1 ; 'r '■ * '■
miner. Rates are raid on these estates in addition to rent 
The.following detallf'ftgcrding the Mill Road Estate 
illustrate the actual amount' required to be paid by minors
for the housing accommodation provide1 t-
P a r le u r  hone». 8 bedroom«t
i »Economic rent.Rent credit (allowed to mineroccur1er)
-'fett-rent (deducted from wages) 
General .rate«*..,. • »
* -' r Water'Rate* ■ ■ . •* -
Meter - h i r e .--y' -
lent .'.and rates, and .meter hire.,,
y Weefrly ; 
■ 14r:; id.'
r -4« Od
10»- 61 
g® id 
4d 
Id
18« : Id.
II. Won-parlour house, 8 bedrooms.r
Economic 'rent. V :<V: - ' 13»
Bent credit (allowed'terminer occupier)■ Ss 6d
Wett rent (deducted :fress wages) General'rates. • •
Water rate. "Meter Mre. ••
10a Od Ss Od 
4d Id
Bent and rates and!weter ■ hire* 18a ■ m
Watt rent (deducted fro» wages) 
General rates. ••
Water rate. ' 4V.
Meter'Mre. _____  .."
Bent and rates and reter hire» H s  ; 84
III. Won-parlour house, 8 bedrooms. '
— . Economic rent. ' " ■  .. ' 12s fld
Bent credit (allowed to miner occupier) ■ Ss Od
Os 6d 
1. lOd 
5d 
Id
IV.. Won-parlour house» 3 bedrooms r.., "
. *T*"’Ihese houses were.built' in 1950, the rent..beingbased cn the rents of similar houses built In the area before the-war», v s. v; ■
Wett rent, (deducted from wages) General rates.! - - ..
Water rat®. . ..Meter rate. ________».
Va
.2«
m
Od
4d'id
Bent and rates and meter hire. 9s lid
■Beferenoe te Tabi® B U I  j$ag®'"'§4 show® that locaivv'--;-- 
rat«« in 1952 were as followti- fer Fastrw Bural Districò . 
(Elwington, Betteshaager, Aylesha» and.Bnewdewn Estate») 
8/dd in thè f| fer Bridge Bural Dlstrict (Woollag,« Green 
Estate 8/» in thè £$ for llean Bural DIstriot (Htr«dert 
Fatate! G/lOd In thè f,\ for Deal Boreugh (Kilt Boad Fatate* 
9/Sd in thè f.
A espirate eharge va« vado for electriciiy, and thè
aseunt warled en ih® different estate«. In Ayltsbai® a :,fiai
«4.
, TABLE XIII.
Local Taxation
From Statement of Minister of Health. 
Total Fates In £•_
Local Area. 1928-29 1989-30 1930-31. 1931..32'; 1932-38 :
e. ■d* 8. d. 8. d. 8. du 8. d.
Canterbury O.B, 11. 5. 10. 11. 11. 0. 10. 8. 5.
Deal B. 12. 8. 11. 8. 10. 10, 10. 4. 9. 8,
Dover B. 1C. 0. 12. 9. 12. :;c. 11. 7. 10, 6.
Eawegate B. 15. 0. 14. 6. 16. 0. 14. 13. 4.
Sandwich B* 8. 5. 10. 1. 11. 8. 10. 3,f 9. 11.
Walser O.D. 11. 4. 10. 0. 9. 6. 9. 6. 8. ' 4.
Haan P.D. 10. 8. 8. 4. 8, 4. 7. 7. 8. 10,
Bridge P.D* 11. 4.'. 10. 0. ■ 8 • 10. 8. 5* ; e.- 0,
Dover P.D. 3» 'J* M :10. 10. 0# 8. 5* 7. S. { 7. 0.
Eaetry P.D., J 11. 6. ¡10., ;
i
1
6. 10. 1,
• . 1' "1
9. ■ ■ f 4. jit|
i. 8.
rat« of i/- per wmk waa^charged, , In Snowdown a flat rat# 
of 1/64 per *•«&..*&« ..6tar&e&/ln::r»*p*eVofieartaln houses f 
6d per unit In respect of others, the latter charge working .- 
out at a rather core expenatv© rate than the flat rate,
. . . . .  ,• - . . ....... ' . . . .  . . i > .r v
this rat© was higher In iinotrdown than in kflmhm because 
power use! In hnowdown waa generated at the pit» and sold 
to a corpany fror which part was bought back to supply the 
needs of the colliery house«, Electricity generated ~ 
at lilranetone Colliery was supplies to the newer houses 
at Elwlrgton at a charge of 4d per unit and M  per week. : 
for re ter rent. Xhe older houses are lighted by ga»# ;
In iioradan electricity costs m  per unit,
■■■!/■ r: h'. ■' . ■ v' - l- --- '■ • ■
: . ’ • :h ■ f  V V/Vv
-y-i-■■-h-i *#«##'■■■ :■ ■'■:■■■
■r ’! 1 :: :■'■■■■ '■ ' ■;
■■■■'■■■ * . ....  ■ •
i. . ■ V-f v-A - a'A 1-A - "'A if: ' f V'y
t, ■■¿■r.rx-i .*■ ■ ■ a c r v. ;■ £ .i.\< a /.?'■ 1 y^i-v. ■ ry,i ■ ¿ o . xiyyv'y
. v1. ;s-;''! ■ ■* f ■ '■<" ■ ■ ■ !'
;■ .■ -t • . .
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CHAPTER v*
. Employment, Out, nit and Earn In gw»
It has been pointed out that'the "opening'up of the ' 
last Kent coalfield was not as rapid in 'the'latter'years' " 
of the 1920*s and the early gears’ of the 1930*s as had been 
anticipated by the last Kent Joint Town Planning Committee 
whoso Preliminary Survey on East Kent was issued in 1925 - 
and Pinal Report In 1928« World movements, unforeseen or 
Incorrectly valued, have rad® it ImposeIble to predict with 
any accuracy the rat® or extent of'progress:In Kent* In 
fact the forecast of future developments made In the Pre­
liminary Survey was considerably medified 'In
the Final Report published only'three years later* Events ' 
of the"six years which..have elapsed since then hav® proved 
that this second prophecy is not being entirely fulfilled* 
'-’■'In 1928 it'was estimated that at the end Of'ten year® 
after the time when the preliminary survey was published, 
i*e* by 1935, twelve pit© would be working in Kent and 
would be producing an annual total output of 10,000,000 
tons of coal. But In fact In the Spring of 1934 there 
were still only four pit® at work, the ea*** number as in 
1928. The total output of coal from these in 1932, the 
latest year for which figures are available, was 1,^P*,883 
tons, i.e. lees than one fifth of the amount that It had 
been anticipated would be produced in five years* time.
A brief review of the condition of the, coal. pining
Industry in,Great Britain during the. years 1029-1932 will»' . 
9e r r 9 to shew that development in, East..Kent, was. much handi- 
capped by the economic position of ..the cealsinlng, industry 
both In this country and. abroad# In ®r-lt® of, thle* -the; out-, 
put of coal and the rusher of.workers.,In Kent increased 
steadily from 1028 to 19S2 a« is shown in Tables XYXXt and 
XIX parts $1 ^  /. ., t .
• The (year. 1020. was exceptionally ..good., m  regards',, the..
output in Great Britain and in,coal «ining countries.,abroad#■ 
In Great Britain there wa» a,.steady increase in/the number ■ ■ 
of persons' employed and erploysent.was mere. regular rthan :
in the previous year# .The.cost of production was lower and 
the price» of ..ooal increased# ..The.general .improvement in ., 
the Industry continued for the first quarter of 1030 when 
for various reason» a decline set In and It continued 
throughout the rest of the period under review 1*», until 
the end of 1932* .. ,
The increase in. enployvent which had characterised. 1922* 
'continued until Taroh 1930»; then it fell rapidly* and 
before the end of the year the lowest figure» for employ­
ment during the post war year» were, recorded* Employment 
«ereoyer heoawt Irregular, The world-wide trade depression
led te a reduced.-demand for British coal abroad and Indus« 
trial" activity declined 'greatly at hove during; the'la#i. ■
three quarter# o f the year. In spite of this however prices 
roee'slightly*
In 1951 the decline in production continued. The world 
output of coal was approximately 1/8 lower in 1951 than In 
1930, and 1/5 lower than in 1929. Luring the year a legal 
maximum ©f 7f .hours cf presence.'he low ground, was established^ 
in all dletricte. Actual employment was very irregular and 
the numbers employed fell greatly., The amount of time loet ■ 
through want ©f trade varied in different parte of the 
country, being about days per weeb in Torbehlre,-
Lancashire and the Midlands, but elsewhere, averaging about 
day per wceb. There was a alight .Increase, in employment ■ 
during the'last four months of the. year, : . On ..the whole .. 
prices- generally were maintained,.'
..In 1932 the.position of .the industry.' became, still 
worse. ' The output' of British ,coal was 8^ lower than in 
1931 and 19%. lower than in 1229. _ In fact it was the lowest 
amount of production for :the..last thirty .fcur years ex­
cluding the years .1921. and : 1926 wrhen. the email outputs 
were due 1® trad® stoppages. - Pur ing 1932 worb was even 
more irregular than it had .been for;»■generation«.-It. 
should be noted however that:in Staffordshire, Salop, Wor- 
oestershiro and Warwiobshlre and. in other small English 
dietricts'thsre.wae;».«wall.insreaee in production amount­
ing to less than 1*. A b ro a d ,the ■position was even worse.
The situation was aggravated by the fact that since .1929 - 
there had been an .increasing .»«cumulation of .stoobs of 
coal and cobs at" the mints through the falling off of 
demand.By. the end of 1§S27those »eou«mlatii»sVaw©unttd;:.''"'V
to three times as much as at the end of 1929. British 
coal exports were lower in 1932 than in 1 9 3 1 although 
the decrease was relatively leas than in nest'other eo%l 
exporting countries. At the ease tIsa In Great Britain 
the'decline' in the demand for coal for home'consumption 
continued. This decline was attributed to a number of 
causes of which the »cet important were î» (1 ) trade 
depression! ■ (2) the sore econonical use of -eoal| (5 ) a 
greater use of oil! ■' (4) improvements at fas worts result*», 
ing in a larger'yield of gas per ton of coal ( B f Improve*, 
sents at electricity supply worhs resulting in a greater- 
number:of units of electricity per ton ©f coal used.-.; Some - 
of these causes/-might be regarded as of a temporary: nature». 
implying In themselves hop© of future-revival of-tht-ln- ■: 
dustry# Moreover there' were already in 1932 Indications 
of future Improvements, the outcome- of- investigations. -Into 
a! wider use of ©oal, the, production. ©fv petroleum,, cheaper -, 
methods1 of production etc*, but this latter, goes beyond the 
scope of the survey, - The, price of British coat•= for export 
in ItBt was lower than In 1031,".but it compared well with 
"prices..abroad#: The price at;hose-was maintained fairly 
well"on the whele, hut varied considerably in different 
"parts of the country. In . the group of coalfields Includ­
ing South Derby, Leicestershire, CannocV Sliaee, Harwiéb­
ahir® and lent -the .price..fell * H  ten compared with
':ltSl*-:-':lutV'itt';®8^tl«nd,''I@rth»«berland and/Mrb«,'-^
prices, were ;1 /4df. 1/ld and 0d .respectively lower rth€®-,i» //:
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1930. „ Tbs average number of .persons ' employed; in-coalmining 
in Great Britain fell again In-1932. '.
v, t .For ■ some■.years'before <'1939 working : time' i n  the •coal 
mining;Industry bad tended. >to be■ curtailed¿'while'the 
number ef; workers for .'which employment was • found' had -?; 
been reduced. This was partly due to the increasing ten­
dency to provide mines with mechanical -equipment,' thereby 5 
reducing the. relative demand- for human' labour,' 'a' device' 
necessitated by growing competition at'home and'abreadV' 
During.the period underrrevltw the maximum number cf days 
during whiehit-was practicable:to mine coal-under exist­
ing condition» was Bf per week. ;In;lf|9wber,;as-already,< 
noted,,there was unueual activity In the . Industry* the
actual„number of days.onwhich ©calwas-wound-averaged-■
A  %less than gt and in 1932:it averaged little more than 4-h/f.
, . .• Throughout; the 'period 1928-1952' wage« •:with;„.fcwi; 9xoep- % '• 
tlons. remained '- at - the minima. AoocrdingV-to-wage. agreements
- - -  '-Sr ’
a certain .-.proportion of the revenue cf the Industry was 
used for., purpose» of jtagec* In 1931, this .revenue •lightly,., 
exceeded,expend!turo#.'but,©oly,;In a few instances wa«:;tha/.< 
balance,.©ufficiently-larfe.dn amount to justify the:wmi«--ys 
ing- of .wages'-; above-'the minima. In .Warwickshire .alone 'dn.;;; | 
l » r . w w ;  wages, eo, raised..,;;: i .-.V
I t  is  n e c e s s a r y  to b e a r  in  mind f o r e g o in g  ubetch  of 
th e - 'P o e U lo n  cf.the e o a ln ln lu f  In d u s t r y  of Srcat- Britain 
d u r i n g « I S i 9 »  1®W when c o n d i t io n s  ''In  Kent a r e  b e in g  con -
e Idered. Bur ini this period the ..mine«: producing lent Ish < <

The Miners Welfare Fuhd bas been a west important
»eans by ;which condition» of. work for. coalminers. In. Kent
.hare been steadily improving as the development of the
local, industry bas progressed. This Fund 1« wade up of-
(1) The Output Welfare Levy* and (S) the Boyalties Welfare
Levy, Under the Mining IndustryAot, 1980, Coal owners.
ape required to contribute to a fund to be Known as the
Output Welfare Levy, administered by a Miners Welfare
Committee, It le to be _
; * "applied for euch _ purposes connected with the V
. ; codai well-being, reoreatien and conditions of
living of workers in and about coalmines and with
v; wining- education and reeearob a® the Board of Trade,
■ 'after consultation with any tovernwent Department
■ =:-i - concerned way approve." : -
The levy was to be raised for a period of 5 years in
the first instance but by.= later aote of Parliament was
extended. During the period 1§8S»193S it consisted of
a,charge of.-Id per ton of coal produced. The Miners1
Welfare Committee le required to credit each District
with 4y$ of its own contribution, the remaining l/tH* to
be paid into a General Fuhd.
The Bofftltiee Levy wac instituted under the Mining
Industry Act, 192S, which required all persons who pay
mineral rights duty from the working of coal to pay into
the Miners’Welfare Fund a contribution of l/- for every
VExtract'fro« Mining Industry Act IPSO, quoted in the 
■ Tenth leport of the Miners* Welfare Fund, 1951.
20/- cf the rental value cf the right to"work coal. Th<| 
Minei^Velfar© Committee is empowered to administer this 
fund also, but for general purposes only, no part of the 
contribution being allocated to particular districts. The 
Committee is required to use the fund In the first in­
stance to provide'pit baths and'arrangement« for drying 
olothes, A Departmental Committee of Enquiry into the 
Miners* Welfare Fund appointed by the Secretary for Mines 
in 1931 recommended in December 1932 that the levy should 
be reduoed to fd per ten of coal raised and should be 
continued for 20 years, but ne change was brought aboutv 
before the end of 1933.; ■ 3. , Table XI7 page 74 shews the amounts credited te Kent
from the Output Welfare Levy Fund 1926-1932, and Table
XV"page 73 shows - the purposes for which the money was "
used. Under the heading Becreaticn may be .' Included play-..
lng fields at Aylesham, Mens* Institute at Mill Bead etc.
As required by Act" 'of Parliament t W  General1 Fund
d u r i n g 'the period lt28-lfSS” was ‘used to provide'bathing.
f acilities at the pitheads. ' The District" Fund was used
t e ''pay th9 c©et f: h t  ' thé. ewteneion of baths ; at Oh 1# 1 e t ? the
cost' of the other bathe was' bom" by’ the General Fund • A 7
levy ©f 3d per week for 'the use of bath» is deducted fro« ■
the men»« wages.: Details regarding.the acccmmedatlon'®tc„
provided thereby, are set out In Table XVI, page
The value of pithead baths■is not always appreciated
by the wen at the time-'- of bheir installation. Natural
73 .
74.
Output Welfare Levy Fund.
Financial Foalticn at 81st# Decesher,
TABLE XIV.
Tear. ' !  Amount ’ Credited' to 'Kent»-' f ' Allocation® 
___  ■ f | Approved»
* i;,i X 1938 s £8, 616. : 5,:,; la. ;
■ f ,• * i
t
..,,1
\  ....h
'■ t
£8,014. la 7d:^ -
1029. :f_ £11,271. 10, 04 j / .£8,884. lfl.74 '
1080.,,;
:
[ £18,848.; ;£ ...
K
■ 7. . 74 ‘ £18,884. 16. 2d
L9S1. V£i9#eso. 19. J &  \ £18,874* 16* Sd.
..982,., J.fSS.lSS., I f . : 4a. i I . ;£28,888, 7. lOd
Under the' Mining Industry Act,' 1920, each district 
la''credited with four-fifths of the contributions 
reoelved‘therefrom*: The f eiminirg: one-fifth 1»
placed to the credit of the'General Fund, /
Figures from Annual Report® of Miner«*
Welfare Fund, ' ■
TABES * XV,
Miners * Wolf are -  Fund.;
Allocations from District Fund at Slat*' December.
Kent.
Purpose of * Amount Allocated During the Year*«-
‘Allocation. | ' 1928* 1529 1950
1881
. ■ A. : ■ ' M j. ; I"
'£500 ’
, ■ . .
Reoreatien, £4045,1.7. £1450.14. 8, --
1 5 5 2 .
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Education.
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■ ■.
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Pithead Baths lr> Kent en 51e t. December, 195S.
Prou Mirers* Welfare Report, 1988*
TÀBLP XVI.
Colliery
Company*
■" tamo of Colliery* Wo*‘of jPl the ads Bath's* bersene] Îoco^tÔ^" Opening
'eispley-| 'dation.'
ed*- i date.
OhieletColliery
Ltd.
Pear«en <t 
Dorman 
Long Ld*
Chielet )
" extension* ) 14.02
«00
318
Pette«hanrer.
!
Tilœ&neton© ! '
(Kent) ...Collieries I filsanitone* 
Ltd. . ' ; - ■r\
!
1659 1016
18.IV.1W* 19.8, 1950.
Bathe 
under c on et m o ­
tion •
•* „ 1046 1008« 11.X.1930
The figuro ' fer •aèeoieaedatton 1« at Betteahanger and 
Tliman»tonr-the -'in«herv *f*/pa'Ir» * of locherà (one for 
©aeh'clean and'one f or'-pit'elothee) f at Chielet it 1»
the number -of, elsthe» hangers*
y ‘ , ’ - ' ' : ?  ^Vr : ■' ■ -, t ; .j/T '
; -V -:"'V ;
: ;s S\ v: ;;*ì. 'V '/• y/''
■: "'Ss s' '■ » jf'Ss-S5/-p PS Æî; '■/.SS’ S|SS SsîsSS;
ooneervatisa mabee «©re loath to five up their Ilfs Iona 
habit of washing at heirs. . The disadvantages of a long* 
established .custom. are not always fully recognised by 
those bound by it. Per are the advantages of arriving 
hose .clean entirely, appreciated without actual experience*
. Moreover the ran are eousetlves influenced, by a prevailing 
opinion that risk of catching cold is incurred by those 
,who...taketheir baths at the rit head and Journey hove 
afterwards in all kinds_ of weather. Experience however 
shows that in Kent as elsewhere use of the baths increase^» 
in popularity In course of tire. The position ie summed 
up in an abstract fro® the Annual Eeport of the Inspector*?, 
of Mines for the Midland and Southern Pivision lS?5t- 
•paths have been well patronised, there is no doubt
that when winere* wives have experienced the advantages 
©f husbands coring hove clean and in clean clothe«
the use of pithead baths will increase* Pithead 
'■ baths will in course of tine p'lay a great part in
• '1 raising the statue of the minor both physically ■
' and-mentally.*
■ It way be noted that the number of baths provided at 
Ohislet and Tilwarstore Collieries was net equal to the 
to the rubber of rlnere employed In 19SS. Even in these 
neighbourhoods are not «elder r.»fc blaeb-faced miner« in 
pit clothes returning te their bores after work. Without, 
any future increase in erpleyvant the bathing aeeesveda- 
tion in Kentish nine« is not entirely adequate.
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Tho Yiners'jFeJfsre General Fund is ale© used a« a »«ana, 
of providing educational facilities to miner« and their 
families., P a i r l i . : . S c h o l a r s h i p  . 
Scheme administer®! by a special oomrlttee. The application,
of the Firid to,.thls-p^rpoce.Jf-dlecucsed In the chapter on 
Education.' :.
Table r m  page 70 «hove the Incidence of accident« 
from various causes involving (a) death (b) disablement 
for more than 3 days in Kent nines. The total number of 
accidents from all causes in Kent nay be compared with the 
total number of accidents from all'caun«s In Great Britain,' 
the figures for which are also given. It rill be noticed; 
that whiltviha-numbeiyfor Great Britain 1PS0-1932 were 
steadily diminishing the numbers in Kent tends 1 to increase 
during the same period. ■ The movement in opposite -directlion«
v.
i .
In the two oases m y  be partly, -though probably not entire­
ly accounted for by the fact;that activity in the nines in 
Great Britain was diminishing during.this period while in 
Kent the number of person® employed rose annually If29*1933. 
The total number.of'accident0 resulting In deaths is so few 
In Kent that it.Is i*po«"iblo to generalise regarding them ; 
when so short a period,as four yesrs is wider consideration. 
It.»ay'perhapi be pointed out,/heweyer, that, two ©f these 
©«¿Ident«» both ©f which occurred at Pncwdown nine, .-one an 
.underground haulage accident in 1929, another an accident 
through machinery in 19S0, are selected by the Divisional
I 3 1 7 id.
DISTRIBUTION BY CAUSES OF PERSONS 
KILLED OR SERIOUSLY INJURED DURING 1333
ini Midland and Southern Division.
fr o m  A n n u a l  Report o f  Inspectors  op M inies 
tor M io lakjo  a n d  So u t h e r n  D iv is io n .
P'" ? i P P: TABLE XVII.
Perecne killed and Injured By Accidentst:-i n:->. -''W«. -1^  .Wfref*. ; ! i:'a •?■ — ’
■ ps— '^ .J-vP— PpaP, . Pa 
t,, n 1^ 7^ 1-11.0 a 1
■Fro«: Annual’”Reports -'uf”Seeretary-:ftr.. -.a. p trine«* P . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■"■*■ ay": ';:■.■ a ,-a; . ■■V., } * V > *'
Place of 
Accident,
!1 . Cane© Of
? * Accident,
1029 : 1950
— ~ --- -- «
1051 1052*
- , ' ' |P • t ’ . - 7 1 . . . A, v o, of Perdere Killed,
1
!
f
■ ■ i ■
Kent,
* P', P'
■ * '-■':■■■■ ' • ■
■ « :
Palls of Ground,
'"Shaft Accidents,■
. |Underprcuri lTaulare ■
. Accidents,
,0«;Surface.• , . , f
" f 5 
1
. . 3
i-t . ■ ** • .
1 ‘ 1.* .
s .
‘ . !. !. . .
5■ .p ,•
p
p
5 '
1
1
*f ,'"i Total,
'■ ' I r * 1« *  ;
7
Great * /
Britain,
All Causes, ’ ' *' - 1.1 1 e a r 1000 i
- m è  : ■877
i • # ■ ■ ' ■ 'B, Wo, of Injured who were dilearned for
rare than 8 dare * .____t _ J
Kent,
'Ì
Palls of Ground, ■ ' |■' 484 840 l
i
15 j
781 ' ' 840
"Shaft Accident#. j 11 ’ ' 4  *
it ' ’ IUnderground Haulaye ; !
575 |1
\ r i
Ape Herts* , {- :■ -5 ■- ■ " - ■• • •:■ • •• - %|. Ulscellar.ecua Under , |
530 ,383 471
n f _
ground Accidents, \ 423 489 " 491 445
*' # • On Eurfaoe, f 7 7 70 j ' 98 ,83
* ■ ■.• r-' -, . •■. Total j....  ■ ... - ’ . ■
1,508 1,584] 1,787 1,830
Great., 
Britlan. All Oau«eo.
174 o n  ' 188841 141014 118841
Inspectors In thetr Annual reports, ae worthy ©f note*
In the first accident, carelessness or'stupidity, "in'the 
second acoidert, bad discipline among the workers.leading 
to a definite breach of rules made for their own safety,--'
J . -■ ... y ;. .
: were, in the opinion of the Inspector, the causes of the 
s accidents, [This has hearing upon local opinion regarding-y, ty 
) accidents which will he referred to in Part II
The quantity of saleable coal raised in Kent rose’fro«
, 929,803 tone in ,1928 to 1,823,833 tone in 1939 (See Table'..18 ■ 
page 81, ) l.e* oyer a period of five years the output
;, almost;doubled. The actual a«cunts of increase in each 
' year oyer the.preceding year were as- follows-;-t-
.,1929 .'  1930—   :|95l— -v- -- j §39 -..... ■■ ■
219,130 tone. 143,717 tons 294,070 tons 257,133 tons.
Thus it will be'seen that progress in the amount of pro-
y w . -s r,- -- n v- -i> ’ r *y • «V *
ducticn was not uniform oyer the period, greatest, pregrese,
" being made in 1931, least, in 1930. A comparison between , 
the-quantitie« -and net-selling-yalues at the mine of eeal
V-. .. ‘produced In Kent andhin treat Britain is shown on Table 
XVIII' page* 81.; -'.The decline'' ir production of .coal in Great, 
Britain which began in the second quarter of 1230 oontln- 
...u lug. to. the e n O f  the period, under review, andwpieh has ,
. already been referred to, was accompanied by a :r&rked,yhiy v 
increasein production in Kent. / ; th s total nett/«elliniy Vyy.;. 
yalu© of Goal in treat: Britain rot© :in ;19tf. as oonpartd 
: with th© 'previous:'ytar, but ■ thereafter :it fell annually
80.
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taBtK m u .
Quantity and Pott Selling Value cf Ceil laieed (1) In Kent, (2) In Great Britain, 1928-22»
1929. 1229 1950 . 1951 1952Total Quantity ■ i;"-' '
©f Saleable Tons, Tons Tens : Ten» Ten».
Ooal raised •: ■ ■ f
(1) in Kent, 929,805.. 1,143,903. 1,291,630, 1,885,760.1,825,8 G3;
(t) in Great
Britain. *857;4tt;93i‘6S?,$00^0$.243,881,624,819;488,951.808,783,
,_____________________ _ _______  140i>—  ; : :— —  ---- -— — --- 1
Total Wett. . £ £ ; £ . £ £Selling Value'' 
of Goal at Mine
(1) In Kent. ; ' £842,185 ' £1,020,463 \ 1,819,424.1,539,63?
(2 ) In G r e a t '' ’ ■ ■ ■ iBritlan. *182,818,988.173,253,199.105,735,075.147,748,742.138,578,1■ ■ ■ ■ ■ -988 1
Average lett 
Selling Value
per ton ©f Ooal at Mine
». d. ■ ». d. ». d. ». d. ». . d.
(1) in.Kent, . 14. 3. s/ 14. 8. , 18, 10. IS* 5. 15. 3.
(2) In Great 13. '7.. Britain. " 12*10» - ' ■ 13. * 8* ' ‘ 'IB.' 0..: 18,.,8.
,„:i- From.Annual B®parts. c£ Secretary for-tine». -
.Total eoete and Proceed». of Co*l--Mined'.in'flnafcer land,Forth Wales, South Staffordehire, Shropshire, Bristol,
;Forest *f. Dean, Somerset, Kent*
V S S ï i  « 3 5  '
Total Ceete* ■ 15« ■ é^ d' ' ^ 14» iOd. 18* ;0?d ' ' IS®' 4.v; ;; 18. :t)| 
Proceed«*' " / 14s ïf|d \ . 14. ' 8d ; 14. ■ Ilf ; y 7, 18® t|.y;;l4.10|
to tbs end'Cf-th® period’under’review.;: 'in Kent-on' the ■>••. 
other hand’the •.■■total-nett telling• valuereee annually'as 
mifett- be? expected'elnoe the Annual Out put: era a ’ inert»« lug'" 
considerably*^' With regard to the' average nett ■ telling ' 
value per : terr of coil.-at the hire ■irfKent'-and"in' Great" ' 
Britain,.variations-from year to;year, ’'1028-1932, were"■ irj, - 
th® 'Same direction hut the rate of‘change differed" very'* 
much. In lent as in: Great 'Britain- the--«selling‘ price "of ■ 
coal at.-the'mins’rose in 1929 and again 'In' 1930, ;then fell. 
In 1931 .'and -again in 1S3S. I Th» 'actual: increases and de­
creases iin the' average nett "selling value -per ton of 'coal 
at the’'mine are set ■ eut'^below - - '.
. '';-rv.w* ■¿■■1 9 9 9  " •’ 1230 V". lt?l - ’ . :ylP38 '—
Kent. -' f iSd-: - p ' l/fe4 - ' M  ; T ■'7 • Q \
Great t ^  f ’’ 2d "Id ^ ‘ - ¥ d " /"-';
Throughout.the period the selling.price per ton of coal .; .,
was considerably higher in Kcntpthan in Great Britain* The 
greatest dlff erene® ©ccurred ..In. 155.8 .when Kentish cCal 
averaged C/- per, ton more than the average price in Great 
Britain*... In.I928.'the; least difference», /botween the two ■ 
prices, (l/3dV occurred* Th» »Ignlficanc® of these figures, 
cannotv he fully.recofnlsed, unless .they are compared with . •. 
tho/eost of. production figures for Kent and for Great. 
Britain., Unfortunatily, tha figures for Kent art, not 
iesuodi apart:.frm.etlstr arc*#*. Lit, wm generally accepted
in-.th.e-. locality however, that, the-Chiclet Mine was lust
,..., 82.
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paying It« way during this period. Tilicanstene colliery
was said to he losing (1950-1932) £800-£70Q per we eh.
The position of Gnowdown and Eetteshanger collieries was 
"not generally Imom• It was assumed, however? that a 
fir® of Pearson & Borman Long*« experience and standing 
would not exploit coal In Kent for any lengthened period 
unless the position ■were'financially sound»"] Wages were : 
at the jRlniaa throughout.the period, and the wage hill 1® 
the'biggest item in the cost of -production» Below Table 
XVIII is set out the total costs and proceeds of coal 
nlnedLin grotipa cf area®, cne of which 1« Kent»
' Table XDC page 84 shows; the average number of wage- 
earners employed above and.below ground-and the average;,. , 
number of clerbs and salaried parsons employed in the 
coalmining inHstry in Kent 198B-1932. The total average . 
number of persons employed, in Kent nine a in 1988 was . 3,15.5%, 
By 1932 the total average number had Increased to '6,388;.;,.. 
and in each intervening;year"there was a considerable in- 
crease over the preceding'ene.; ' "'might be expected the 
.greatest increase, 805persona, occurred '.¿in'; 1929 when there 
was & general «stimulation to production In the industry* 
but during the; years .; 1930, 1931 and 1932, while the annual 
average number of pe^so^s employed in coal wining In Great 
Britain was falling, the increases in Kent were TOT, 80S 
and 704 for tho respective years. It is doubtless Justi­
fiable to aasuwe that:had the; coalmining industry of
Great,Britain been normallyprosperous during these year»
04.
Persona ew>t>lcye»1 ' in Kerit If 1 no* ,
yabiæ XXX« ( :
' • i ■
. ) ■ '
_ m n .:
the rate of Increase in the number of person« employed 
In Kent would have been far ttcro rapid. As it was the j
total average number of persona employed, Ilk© the out* 
put, almost doubled,between 1928 and. 1952*
Table XX page 8Q gives the actual number« of the' 
different-typess of persons employed In the coal wining ' 
industry In Kent and In the midland and Southern Division 
on a certain date in December of the years 1923 to 1933, j 
and provides.a comparison between the average number of
*„persona employed annually 19$8«1958 In the larger and the
«mailer area«*-'■■An examination of >. these figure« ■ reveal» '« •: , a a Ia-s*
twe elgnlfleant facts t* (1) The average total number ©f 
-'-"persona employed lrt the larger area decreased 1933*1930, 
and, Increased 1950*88• '‘Owing to the fact that'a. relatively 
small number of -persons;were employed In this Division, the  ^
Increasing numbers employed In Kent appear to have converted 1 
■ a fall'Into a rise In the' amount-of employment after 1930*
(2)In Kent the proportion of norson« employed under S3 
■- years-of age compared with the number of. persons evsr- 80. 
years is distinctly higher than the proport ion in the - whsle: ' 
Division. - .This ©an partly be accounted for by the fact 
that large;number® cf, young men undergo years of age have 
tended to migrate t© Kent from distressed areas. It alto . 
tends to indicate that there was durinw this period plenty 
©f work available for toys In wining.families.leaving 
ached who wished to enter the Industry* ^ This; in fast ^ as ^A;:
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Table XXI pare 68 shews the average weaTtly and 
aggregate marcher of days or which the pits wound coal 
In Kent and in Croat Britain in the year? 1989-1938»
and the graph on page % ] & , «pew*. the' weekly output of 
coal in Great. Britain during the sera years* These two 
Illustrations should he studied together. It will he 
eeen that each year the weekly output of coal fell 
greatly during the wethe in which the public holidays at 
Paster, Phltcmn, .August Ban* Holiday and Christmas and
the Hew Tear occur. It will he noted, too, that each' yean,s r... ,
there was a tendency fev the output to. ...diminish from Batter 
to the end .of July, and then to increase till the Christmas 
and the Pew Tear.interval, after which it retained rela­
tively, high until Faster. Under present day condition® 
tine is inevitably lost during the weebs in which the 
Puhlio Holiday® occur, and the rite tend to he lees active 
in th®'runner wonthe than in the winter norths. A® ha® 
already beer .‘wenttoned an average'of Sf day® per weeh 1« 
the r'srlrur number upon which it. la practicable to wind 
coal.'"-.In Groat Britain, even in 1929,'the average weekly ; 
mjfflher* ef day® w®e only 4 , P 3 and In 1952 it was a* lew 
a® d.Sd. In Kent 'there was, on the other hand, little
variation from year to year, • Purinr 'the period 1929-52.
: * ■each year the number was over 5, the aver®g® for the 
four ysare botry 15*8** Frpleyweui wa® «or# regular 1«
Kent than in Great Britain, and, In thl* respect also,
Kent was apparently little affected by annual variation® 
in th® prosperity tf the coal wining industry a® a whole.
Weekly Output of Co a l in  Gr e a t  Br it a in
DURING THE YEARS (320 TO 0 3 2 .
from A nnual. Report  of S ecr etar y  for  M in e s .
vwv ft5<?3...... 1030
—  - 1031 
--- - 1032
°0
88
/.verace Feehly and Aggregate. Uuaeber of Bays on which the Pita wound Gcal in Kent, 
: and,in Great Britain 1S29-1Ö52, ''
TABLE XXI
I. Average -To* cf
• . ", ■ V - - 
1220 1030 !.. * i- .v' f-- , i 1232.Days on which J 
the Pita wound !
Coal; 1a) In Kent. : | 5.25
b) In Groat 1Britain.'; ; "4.25
e.17
"
.
■' 4,ea : ■
8.28 
4.82 '
, C.2S 
4.56
’
11, Aggregate Ko. of 
Days on which ‘ 
the Pits wound 
; Coal'. ' 
ft) in Kent. S7S.77 .. 268.68 274,78 172.18
b) in Great 'Britain,
.
.
'seeded. j:- ; 243.41/ ;.284,$a':'.■’ ''220,63
From Annusi Bepcrtß cf' fecretery itr Vines.
Reference b< to District lane A €e—
ments- f i x i n g  minimum wa g® s in  the indus t ry  in  the v a r ­
ious c o a l f i e l d  a r eas . .H o  such agreements e x i s t e d  in 
Kent,  1930 -1934, hut each c o l l i e r y  made i t s  bun 
arrangements.  I t  i s  not p o s s ib l e  here to y i v e  a l l  the 
d e t a i l s  reftardinsf  these .  The arrangements mere v e r y  
comulex and not e n t i r e l y  uniform throughout  the p e r ­
iod .  'Gome workers  mere, ra id  on niece r a t e s ,  others  
on time ra tes . - .Pu t  c e r t a i n  time ma,ye r a t e s  u r e v a i l i n y  
a t  O h is l e t  C o l l i e r y  in Tarch .1934 may he quoted here 
to i l l u s t r a t e  the v a r i a t i o n s  and Comdex methods of  
c a l c u l a t i o n  r e g a r d in g  the .earnings o f . d i f f e r e n t -  t r u e «  
o f  ¿Porters.  Table TIT I m  re SO r.h o r  s th e ha s e d a y 
mares- r a t e s  f o r  adu l t  workers. "o there bas i c  r a t e s
must be'added 3?k f o r  a l l  underground men r e c e i v i n g  
a baric rare  of 3/- or l e s s  and f o r  a l l  sur face men 
r e c e i v i n g  a b a r i c  rags of  4/9 or less.; and 33; f o r  
a l l  o ther  markers,  in a d d i t i o n  to  Mure t i e rcentares  
on bas ic  mares a subsistence al lowance i s  r>nid to 
c e r t a i n  c l a s s e s  o f  marr ied workmen. I f  a nurrisd man 
eradoyed underrround earns l e s s  than 0/7f  net s h i f t  
a f t e r  h i s  nsrcentime has, been added to h i s  bas i c  mare 
he r e c e i v e s  a subs is tence  a l l owance ohieh v a r i e s  in 
amount accord in ' *  to the tvr>r o f  work Performed hut 
d i c k  in no case enures h i s  t o t a l  mares to r i s e  above
0/7-; ner shift. ’ subs irte nee allcrancc calculated 
aceoHinr- to a Tirila- origini, io ^  to a narriti
Tqble >TH.
Base Dam Pâ tes  f o r  Adult  Po rke r sT
ChTsTet Col l i e r  y 1934.
Fnderrround Men.
Cornera is  6/3 i o  7/Î07* ner s h i f t ,
Trammers and l e a d e r s  
l e a d i n g  Chaftsmen 
A s s i s t a n t  ”
Onse i t e r s
A s s i s t a n t  Onsetiers 
Hanlare Fnrineman 
Main Pumpmen 
Bopemen Pinemen 
Boadmen
A s s i s t a n t  Boadmen 
Colliers
Surface Men 
Power House men
Fan men . .
Pumomen and Motor Att endants  5/~ to 5/9
t ,/lOi6 /- 97-
776 to 0/- •
77- to 7/TC&
67- t o67/~
67-
5/r  to 6/-
7,6 to 7/TOl- 
67- to 6/9 
77J0-?
6/- to ?/-
5/- to 5/6 per 
5 /—
lh  i  f  t
Compressor A t tendants  
Fnrine Cleaners  
S tokers  Oharpemen ■ 
Stokers
.. Ash whee le rs  .
B o i l e r  Gleaners  
Banksmen Char pensn 
Banksmen A s s i s t a n t  
Bank Trammers 
Blnk l abou re rs  
Tub B en a i r e r s  
: Blacksmiths ( S t r i k e r s ) - ’" 
lampmen (Foremen)
Lamnmen 
P l a t e l a y e r s  
Chunterc Basherrs 
Screen Foremen 
T in n i e r s  and -s ltmen 
^nr'on Towerc-rs 
Hauers
Hauers A s s i s t a n t s  
Carnen t s r r  (Foremen) 
Carpenters  
F i t t e r s  fForemen) fitters
Blacksmiths (Foremen) 
Blacksmi ths
Masons and P r i e ' ' l a y e r s  
F ie  c t r i c i a n s
«.HtJ j j x s .
t  nor a l l owances  and ether
5/- to 5/6 
4/9
É çer s h i f t  osr s h i f t
- 4/y • ■ ,
4/9 to: 5/-
6 7,7
4/9 to 5/fk?
4 7o ' '
4 Tq f 0 5 /4 
5/- to 5/f>
4/6 to  5/- 
5/8
57- to  5,(4 
5/4 to 5/10 
5 /4 ■
4/9 to 5/-fi'/q •
5/-
5 7. to 5/4
5/7 to 5/TO 
4/9 to  5,77 
6 /i: nsr s h i f t
5/3 to 6/~
ry /„
r tf to 6/9 
6 '8
5/3 to  6/-  
5/4 to  6/7 
5/3 to  0/~
_5/rviPj:/6.... _
î d d i t i o n s ' t o  base r a t e s  
nares 09 * .
sec
man employed above ground i f  Mr- wares i n c lu d in g  the 
percentage are lees than B/,2 ner shift, X workman 
entitled tj j*jjbsi|tejac|^allomance is ra id  a c h i l d r e n !
allowance*for each c h i l d  under 14 years of  areA * Oiiif
ters, fitters, blacksmiths, masons and bricklayers, 
electricians, crane and locomotive drivers are not 
entitled to the subsistence allowance but they re­
ceive instead a craftsmen’s allowance of 1/3 ner 
shift.
Basic rates for boys aged 14 to 21 years are cal­
culated on a scale graduated according to the age of 
the worker and according to thither the employment i s  
underground or on the surface.-It varies from 1/8 
nerjshift for a boy of 14 yea rs  work ing  on the surface . 
to 4/6 per shift for. a boy o f  20 years  work ing  under­
ground, hoys are•entitled to  a subsistence al lowance  
of 1/r! per shift.
-Bes ides the s t a t u t o r y  deduct ions  from wages r eq u i r ed  
as c o n t r i b u t i o n s .under the n a t i o n a l  hea l th  and the 
national 'unemployment incur *nce schemes, certain other 
deduct ions  must'.be - taken i n t o  account when an estimate 
ofthe ; wages ■ of colliery workers in "ent is made. One 
of. these . i s  .the charge of (Id ner week levied.. .on the 
users':of pithead baths,  \nother i s  the customary l e v y  
r a i s e d  periodic illy to assist the dependants l e f t  hr 
a workman on h i s  decease .  T en te r s  o f  the rent ??ine 
Workers’ A s s o c i a t i o n  employed a t  C h i c l e t  C o l l i e r y  arc
r eq u i r ed  to cos t r i b u t e  to the C h i s l e t  C o l l i e r y  'Death
2und. Tv remission of the management l/~  i s  deducted 
y/rTen necessary
^fromthe wages o f  each man and 6d from the wares of  
each boy employed, a t  the colliery. A grant  o f  not more 
than £30 i s  paid to the defendants of  a workman whose 
death was e i t h e r  due to a f a t a l  a c c id en t  a t  the 
c o l l i e r y  or from na tura l  causes.  A grant of not more
than £10 may be made to  a workman on the death^of 
h i s  w i f e  or o f  h i s  mother i f  he was the l a t t e r ' s  
so le  .support'  a t  the time of  her death.
The problem of  the re latire value of  the c o a l ­
miner *c earn ings  and those o f  other  workers  is a f f e c t *  
ed by the f a c t  that in -some.instances the miner can 
ob ta in  f u e l  f o r  household nurposes e i t h e r  :f r e e  -or at  
a lower £rice than that "mid. bv h is  ns imh hours who
are not employed' at the c o l l i e r y .  7or instance a hotisi- 
holder employed a t  O h i s l s t  CoP iery in 193-1 war 
supplied with coa l  from the n i t  a t  the r a t e  o f  6/-
ner.load' of '16.ewte ner month from 1st October to the
middle  o f  A p r i l  and 16 m t s  « c r  C. weeks from the 
middle of A n r i l  to 30th Tentenher .  \ workman a t  the 
c o l l i e r y  . .night a l s o  ob ta in  f i r e  r o o d , comnored of  
scran t im ber ,  prov ided  i t  was a v a i l a b l e  on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays, free of c o s t .
The v a r i ou s  deduct ions  from wages r e f e r r e d  to 
above are f o r  the most m r t  naymentr, out . o f  wager 
i f o r  b e n e f i t s  feceived. C on t r ibu t i o n s  to tbb death 
fund c o n s t i t u t e  for" the marr ied worker wi th d e f e n ­
dants and f o r  the worker who has a mother defendant
unon him a form of  insurance inT,0-ed upon him by hir.
trade union. For other  c o n t r i b u t o r s  i t  may he r e ­
garded as a true deduct ion  from wages with no 
corresponding b e n e f i t .  On the other  hand the p r i -  
v i l e g e s r a l l o w e d  to househo lders  o f  supp l i es  of 
f u e l  from the n i t  form a d e f i n i t e  a d d i t i o n  to 
r e a l  wages ' f o r  those e n t i t l e d  to them.
These f a c t s  i n d i c a t e  the d i f f i c u l t y  o f  comparing 
* the r e a l  earn ings  of Kentish miners w i th  those o f  
other  types o f  workers .  The i r  money wages and t h e i r  
r e a l  wages are in some ins tances  d i f f e r e n t  in 
va lue  and they va ry  p a r t l y  a c c o r d in g  to i n d i v i d u a l  
c i rcumstance s. . I t  may., however he. po in ted  out that  
a c o l l i e r  e a rn in g  the minimum day wage o f IDs  4d 
per s h i f t ,  i . e .  7s I0|d ( s e e . .Table ;X m ) : * .32 r\  
and work ing  an average  o f  ' 5 * ? 3  s h i f t s  per week 
'earns  app rox im ate l y  an average. - of... 54 s per week in ■ 
money wages.
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CHAPTKK VI. .
Bona Public Social Services»«
(a) The Welfare of tho Mother and tho Pre-School Child«'
Social services nay be classified Into (1) Public 
Social Service» provided by the State mainly through the
machinery of local government authorities and (2) Voluntary
. - •. \ ; ^
Social Services provided by voluntary organisations which 
in many spheres may (a) provide services not supplied by 
the State| or (b) supplement ntato service»j or (o) work 
in co-operation with those local authorities which provide 
sooial services. This chapter will deal chiefly with 
public social services.
The moot important sooial service which provides for 
the welfare of .the mother and tho child under school age la 
the maternity and child welfare service authorioed under the 
Maternity and Child V/elfare Act 1913. Kent County Council
If i »? '-o f V* ■ it '*■ " ' . r. -=">• ; ” • ‘ •• ■ V--. • • ' ' — • •- ;
administers this act in the greater part of Past Kent. The
• .-A. U- -• '■’I. ' ! ■ !- i ‘ ■ - ' ' ' - •>" ‘ "
County Borough Council of Canterbury and the Borough Councils 
of Dover and Bamogate administer It in their own areas. The 
work of each of these authorities will be outlined in turn.
In accordance with its maternity and child welfare 
scheme, Kent County Council is responsible for tho administra 
tion of the Notification of Births Act, 1907-1915, the 
Maternity and Child Kelfars Aot 1 9 1 8, ^  1>ort j of
Children's Act, 1903, and since January 1923, tha Children 
and Young Persons Act, 1932.’Tho;last two aot%provide for 
til© protection of Infants placed with foster parents for 
reward. It nay be noted in passing that, sinews November 1933 
the greater part of the Children Act, 1903 (apart from Part X»)
v *
has been superseded by the,Children and Young Persons Act, 
1933, and this Aot is also administered by Kent County 
Council/
• <K
The county area of East’Kent has been divided into a 
number of public health districts, in ear^ i of which a whole 
tine public health worker Is,employed. . :% r  duties include 
health visiting, infant life protection, visiting, a|^ xool 
nursing and tuberculosis nursing. | KapTgQX. page 92«, shows 
the council’s health organisation in East Kent• Areas II,
III, IV, V and IX are those in which^ t^ ie new mining estates 
are situated. Their boundaries do not coincide with those 
of local government areas dealt with heretofore* Como of
■ v.' '• 'M ' '*'■ '■ *them, e.g. II and VII include districts t^sth,within and 
without..the coalfield area as it has been defined for tha 
purpose;of this survey. ‘
Eight health visitors are employed by Kent County 
Council in this part of East Kent. An n^&lya|.0 of, tjaelr 
health visiting activities during 1953 is'given. . ///■
XXIII page 93. According to the'county ¡<p''#ne roughly r^x 
home visits are paid by the health,visitor during the first
❖ 
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Proa Annual Hoport of Mtdlcal' Offloor of Health 
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year, of the infant’s life, three visits during the second 
year, and two visits during each of the third, fourth and 
fifth years* A t the end of "ti^ s tine the health,and general 
welfare of the child passes to the care of the local edila­
tion authority. Since, as already mentioned, the health 
visitor In Kent performs other duties besides those of 
health visiting, e.g. that of school nurse, tuberculosis 
nurse or infant life protection visitor, she will often pay 
visits in addition to the routine visits when eho calls 
upon a family in one of her other capacities, bhe will also 
often see an older child when paying & hone visit on behalf 
of a younger child of the sane family. Ivon so many of 
those experienced in this kind of social work would main­
tain that more frequent visits than those provided for 
under the county scheme would benefit both no Uxor and In-
TUfant in many instances* The time incurred by increased 
travelling and the heavier coat of the service when more 
frequent visits are paid aro the chief arguments used 
against multiplying the number of visits* This survey 
relates to a period during which rigid stops war© taken by 
the Government to reduce the coat of public* social services** 
The Government’s policy ia reflected in tho following 
figures which refer to the number of homo visits paid by 
health visitors In the whole county area, 1929-10ZB t-
iTear« Bo. of Horte Via Ite Paid * "'" Ho, of, Bertha,
1929 ' 65*728 ' ,17,824 "
1930 01,058 17,859
1931 50,689 1 17,076
. ,1938 05,102 17,725 ^
Tha reduction in tho number of visits paid in 1931, the 
year'in which the demand for economy was acted upon by / . V,; 
local authorities, Is quit© out of proportion to tho 
reduction in the number of births that year, Como idea 
of the work undertaken at the county Maternity and child 
welfare centres nay be gathered from a perusal of Table 
XXIV page 98« In 1931, thirteen county centres existed 
in the coalfield area. Three of these were situated on 
raining estates, vis* Ayleshan Centre on'Ayleehan Eetat© 
and within easy reach of Snowdown Estate} Eyt|iorne 
Centre on Elvington Estate} Chiolet colliery Centre 
close to Heraden Estate. This centre was however closed 
at tho end of 1932* The great Majority no them,attend^
lng the three centres were drawn from the raining popula­
tion. Many mothers frora Batteshanger Colliery Estate 
and hill Hoad Estate attended the Deal or Walraer Centres» 
Those living on Woollage Green Estate were within reasonable 
distance of Ayleshara, Barham and Shepherd’s* Well centres 
Bother» of raining families living outside t^ io raining 
©states attended such centres as Starry, c&ndvit^i and Esc try# 
Attendance at the centre» • 1» a means which,4 t|i© mother
flay pain assistance and advice from the doctor and healtft
* Annual Reports of the Medical Officer of Health for 
Kent County Council, 1931 ani lg.s>
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The figures for table, KXIV are from the Annual Beport 
of Medical Officer of Health, Kent County Council.Centres situated on new mining estates are underlined*
* * ,  ■ , ■ -
visitors regarding the feeding and care of her infant and 
regarding her own health during pregnancy and while nursing 
her child* Breaat feeding is encouraged whenever possible* 
Milk, virol and colllver oil aro sold at cost price at the 
centres to those mothers who cannot afford usual retail 
prices*, Talks to mothers on health matters are given v 
periodically by the health visitors and doctors*
Attendance at the centre is also a means by which a 
mother may have oooial Intercourse with her neighbours, 
many of t/kemin rif.al areas nay live at some distance from 
her* , This opportunity for social intercourse is of great 
value in the Kent mining area because it encourages mothers 
of mining families to form friendly relations with Kentish 
mothers* Further the centre is a useful milieu in which 
mothers of mining 'families,, newly arrived in Kent, may get 
to know one another* As will be shewn later, one of the 
moat striking social problems in Kent is how the barriers 
between social groups may be broken down within and with­
out the mining population, so that a united and self con­
scious community may be created*,, The problem la the aong 
difficult to" tackle'beoauee >son'employed at each of the 
collieries are drawn from many-parts of Kngland, Scotland '
and Walea*^.When they first come to Kent they and their
f a m i l i e s  are o f t e n  commiete s t r ange rs  to  on? another
i e l l  as to the na t i ve  Kent ish neop le .  The men.meet
at  t h e i r  work, at  the - I t i n e r s 1 We l fa re  I n s t i t u t e  , . e t c ,
and in time h a r r i e r s  between groups of  miners tend to 
d isappear .  Kilt the women f o l k  l i v i n g  a t  home are more 
i s o l a t e d .  The s o c i a l  g a th e r in g  a t  the cent re  thus 
has va lue  unite  apar t  from i t s  d i r e c t  e f f e c t  unon the
*
h ea l th  among mothers and i n f a n t s .
Kent County Counci l  encourages the es tab l i shment  of  
v o lu n ta r y  c en t r e s  by l o c a l  i n t e r e s t e d  oersons .  Then 
such a centre  r eaches  a c e r t a i n  standard o f . u s e f u l n e s s  
and e f f i c i e n c y  the Counci l  t a k e s " i t  over .  Th is  i s  an 
instance  of  v o lu n ta r y  o r ga n i sa t i o n s  supplement ing  the; 
.work o f  a l o c a l  a u t h o r i t y .  In 1933 . such a ' v o l u n t a r y  
m a t e r n i t y .and c h i l d  w e l f a r e  centre  was e s t a b l i s h e d  I n  
Great Konreham, .-Close..■■■•to.'thefhoraer o f  many mining  
f a m i l i e s - c o n n e c t e d  w ith  Ke f t eshanger  C o l l i e r y .
. Dental  t reatment-  f o r  expec tant  and nu rs ing  mothers 
and i n f a n t s  under f i v e  r ea r s  o f  are forms mart o f  the 
C o u n c i l ’ s mate m i  tv  and c h i l d  w e l f a r e  s e r v i c e .  Dental  
surpeons attend the m a te rn i t y  and c h i l d  w e l f a r e  cen­
t r e s  o e r i o d i c a l l v  and recommend mothers and in f a n t s  
re m i  i r inm  treatment  to a t t end  the n ea re s t  d e n t a l  c l i n i c .  
In T93T IT c l i n i c s  were prov ided  ir, the countv a r ea ,  
two, s i tu a t ed  a t  K l v i m i o n  and “’a l m r  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  
b e in g  w i th in  easy ac c e ss  of  the m in ing  modulat ion.  The,
were said to be ouch appreciated by the slneri*' families* ■
Before the establishment' o f  the Elvlngton clinic in i?3 0
»any patients iron the Ayleshas and Elvington Estates 
travelled to,the falser Clinic*.
In Kent as elsewhere the 'number-of ante-natal clinics - 
in existence as compared with the needs of the population
la still snail. In 1929 the hintstry, of Health erphaslsed
the value of ante-natal work and urged Maternity and child
welfare authorities to consider the desirability of develop- *
ing this aspect of their work and of establishing ante-natal
clinics in areas where there was n&nifeat need* During
1930 and 1931 thirteen clinics were established by lent
County Council* and one other having existed since 1920*
Of these fourteen clinics three were set up %i 1931 at
Aylcehaa* Deal and Slurry* on or In c lose  p ro x ln lty  to the ;
rinlng estates at Ayleaha®* Mill Road, Betiechanger Colliery
and Heraden* . Details of the work performed at these clinics
in 1931'and 1932 are given In Table XXV page 100*
Experience has proved that the success of ante-natal
clinics often depends partly upon recommendations to 
attend given by the nothere thecaelves to their neighbours*
Until the clinic is known there m f  be reluctance on the
part of the pregnant woaan to attend* especially In early
stages of pregnancy and In the cate of a first confinement*
the table shewn that .there waa an Increased number of total
attendances In 1933 compared with 1 9 3 1  at each of the
100,
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v ©llnlet».; is4 a®«» .to'.fea&r- put. ,th® rvi«*r. euygsatad abova 
;;:«n4 to foracaat increased attendant»® in future years when
< tfe® v&iu®. of, ife#/ellnlo 1«-feetier,too»» locally* Unfor-
tumt®ly: tfe« Council fcund it noeeseary ..to eloa® the
*■
.. Sturry Clinic :'la: 1§1S*:
: /^® natamlty and child.wolf&r®.eervic® m  It is 
■; odoinistspod in in«/last Kent coalfield reelon outside the .
county, ansa i.®* In the county v Borough. of. C&nt®r.feury and 
, th® Borough®. e t . .Cover and E&nas&t®, trill next 1® cenaid®r®d, 
; Canterbury Borough .Connell employed in i<m on« whole tin« 
health visitor.who*», dutlo® included tfe® visitation of 
...Cents;of expectant mother® and infants undtr five yaart - 
of aft, and the y&yrsnt of her® visits for certain In*- 
factious diaeasta. Ifee health visitor also acted as til® 
Council*• official visitor in if.® adainiatratien of tfe® 
i outs! iroatrfnt let 1050* lb.® tt®il»vlng officer 1«
Irfant lift protection visitor except in «pecl&X c&a«» .
when tfe® health visitor acta in tMi capacity, ■ Both .
Cover and S&rsgat® Eerevyfe Councils orpjoyai in the aar®
’ year four f u l l  tic# official« each of «1% m  combined th® 
daties of fetalth visitor m i l  telco! nur*# and.infant Ilf® , 
.protection visitor! 10# visit« or® r*id hy h m t t h  
visitors in this last capacity in Bover &nd SIT in
SarsfAt® in . .. .  *
Tfetr# i» a ratemity and child v»lf»r® centra In raofe
Of tfe® three tc w m *  In Cant®rtury and tovsr.it i® .
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provided by the local authority! in Raosgate by the 
St, Lawrence Maternity Association and Motliercraft Club# 
a voluntary organisation working in co-ordination with 
the Borough Council* At the Canterbury Centre infant 
welfare clinics were held twice weekly in 1953. The usual 
advioe and assistance is given to mothers# drugs and 
patent foods are sold at cost price and lecture clinics 
are held weekly on various health subjects. Twelve volun­
tary workers assist at the clinics and organise a Thrift
Club and a Clothing Club, Members of the latter club are buy
enabled to teeing-material at cost price and garments are 
made free of charge by the ladies*' forking Party, In W 2  
107 necessitous cases, reported by health,visitors#' were - • 
assisted by the Alford Aid Society and 10 by the bnited : 
Services Fund* - At the Cover- Centre three, infant-clinics ■ 
»ere held weekly' in . 1952* free milk is. provided-.in'- 
necessitous cases <*F the ladies’ Voluntary Committee, work­
ing in co-operation with the Borough Council, The Council 
aleo provide»hone helps,!*## women whose function ie to ■ 
perform the domestic duties'of. the wife and mother in the 
home while the latter is incapacitated through her confine­
ment* The Council contribute«’to the.cost of .the hose'■ 
help*» fee«,. In 1933'thirty six families.were thus 
sealsted* 'At the Raasgate.Centre.consultation clinics are 
held weekly for infanta under one year of .age# .and f or i-t;, 
nightly for children between one and five year« of v;
103,
- ,;TABLE XXVI, .
... WT'11 jll J I I I M H N M M  I.IIII U ' - .
Health Visiting In East Kent Outaide the County Area,
T
Local
Area.
Acreage,
■
Estimated
Population.
■■■■■■
Estimated 
Ho,-of, - Births*
Ho. of
. Visits paid 
by Health Visitors.
.
Canterbury
County IS 313976■
1931"
24,450 - v 5,557
Borough.
■ 24,270 . ' . . . . ? 320 5,316
Dover-1 -. - 1931
2115
41,095
■
. . .
: :;"fl74- —
. . .
6,442
Borough, , ; 1932 ■.
- 41,580 - -
; ■ 1 ■ ■ ■ ■
5,623 -
Ramsgate ’ IS 31’ 33,450 ’ 496 5,3372278
Borough, .v / 1938 • 33,890 481 6,316
s • ■ $
: Frora Annual lieporta of Helical Officers 
of Health for the "Areas.
f
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Free fresh and dried milk are provided by the Comoil in 
necessitous cases.
Dental treatment for children under five years of 
age la included in the Canterbury Maternity and child 
welfare service. In 1932 children under five years of age 
requiring dental treatment attended the school dental 
clinic. Arrangements are also made by Ramsgate Borough 
Council for the dental treatment of pre-school children,
Ko such provision is made by Dover Borough Council, Ante­
natal clinics are held at each of the three centres, weekly 
at Dover, fortnightly at Canterbury and Ramsgate, Ilia ad­
ministration of the maternity and child welfare service in 
each of these tome also affords examples of how a local 
authority may co-operate with voluntary workers and or-
' . . ¡-, . i . . •- ' .i . , ... ,T
ganleations in the provision of a public social service..
Ihe operation of th# Kldwlves Acts 1002-1926» was in 
the'hands of Kent 'County- 'Council for the whole coalfield 
area during the period Under review. In 1932 thirty-three 
trained midwives were engaged in private practice in the 
urban areas, and twenty three in'rural areas of the coal­
field region, Two of these, cne practising at Elvington, 
the other in the Winghwa district, were.subsidised by the 
Council, which also gt^ranteed to all practising midwivaa 
. their usualconfinement fee (not exceeding S guineas) 
where women were unable to afford it.
In 1932 Rent County Council had arrangements with
the following hospitals and naternity homes in or near 
the coalfield area for the reception of complicated 
maternity cases and cases in which the home conditions 
ware unsuitable for the confinementt- Kent & Canterbury 
Hospital, Canterbury| Katernity Hostel, Dane John, Can­
terbury! Royal Victoria Hospital, Dover; General 
Hospital, Ramsgate; 3t. George’s Hursing Home, Herne Bay.
Canterbury Borough Council had similar arrangements for ; 
the use of,two,beds in the Kent and Canterbury-Hospital,
■ 'and;for, the recaption, of patients.at the Canterbury:Maternity 
;' Hospital which had; accommodation for. six women* Ramsgate.; 
Borough Council arranged for patients in necessitous cir­
cumstances to, be admitted to the maternity ward.of the 
Ramsgate General Hospital, opened In 1951, and instituted 
a,scale of fees according to family circumstances.
In that part of the coalfield which'lies in the county';
' area,-, the treatment of op^halmla neonatorum, puerperal- 
fever^and, puerperal; pyrexia la provided according to - 
arrangements made.by the Kent County Council in the 
following hospitals *- Deal Borough Isolation Hospital, 
Dover- Borough. Isolation Hospital,, Kent and Canterbury ■ 
Hospital,;Raaegste General Hospital and Blean Rural Iso- ■ 
latlcn Hospital. Various district nursing associations 
have agreed to provide, for the home nursing of ophthalmic ■ 
casts when required , to-, do so* In areas in which the 
; ■'services •of a.district;nurse are not available the county
. . 105. .
h e a l t h  v i s i t o r s  u u d o r ta k e  t h i s  w o rk ,  C a n te r b u r y  C o u n ty "
£  o r  cugh C o u n c i l  jsakes no special provision f o r  G ases o f  
p u e r p e r a l  fever a n d  puerperal pyrexia. P r o v is io n  l a  esadt 
by Hans gate B o ro u g h  Council for any case, that r a y  o c c u r  to ■ 
..bo. seat If . n e c e s s a r y: t o  th e  Runagate Cor oral H o s p i t a l  .a n d  
b y  th e  Hover B o ro u g h  C o u n c i l  t o  th e  H o v e r B o ro u g h  I s o l a t i o n  
H o s p i t a l ,  "?■■■:
I t  w o u ld  a p p e a r  t h a t  c n  th e  -w ho le  a d e q u a te  p r o v i s i o n  i s  
K a d e  b y  - th e  l o c a l  a u t h o r i t i e s  w i t h i n  a n d  w i t h o u t  th e  c o u n ty  
a r e a ■ f o r  t h e  h e a l t h  a n d  g e n e r a l  w e l l - b e in g  o f  th e  n u r s in g
a n d  e x p e c ta n t  m o th e r  a n d  the p r e - s c h o o l  c h i l d .  This aeeaa 
■to bo born cut by the f a c t  t h a t  Infant nortality a n d  
natorual mortality r a t e s  In th e  c o u n ty  ccnpare f a v o u r a b ly  
with those o f  England and "falsa,- I n f a n t  mortality r a t e «  
1 9 2 8 -1 0 3 3  a r e  show n o n  f a b l e  XX7XX p a g e  1 0 7  i n  w h ic h  the 
rates in B a a t  l e n t ■ a r c  c o m p a re d  w i t h  th o s e  i n  t h e  c o u n ty  
a n d  In England a n d  t a l e s .  S in c e  i t  l a  generally recognised 
t h a t - t h e e ®  r a t e s  &r# 'liable t o  f l u o t u a t o  v c o n s id tm b ly .  f r o s  
y e a r  t o  y e a r  especially i n  areas i n  which t h e  nurber of 
b i r t h s  l a  snail, c.f, rates IOCS-1033 in the Borough of • 
Sandwich, Urban District of f a l s e r  and Rural District of 
h le a n ,  th e  a v e ra g e  r a t e s  f o r  th e  five y o u r s  1920-1533 a r t  
also given, fhe county rata for,«ach year and t h e  average 
for f i v e  years is considerably below that of E n g la n d  and 
. falsa. In the Borough» of Heal and H assagai*# the Urbaa 
District of falser, and t h e  Rural D i s t r i c t »  o f  B r id g e  a n d
. ' 108 .
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TABLE XXVI1» -
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l i g u r e #  f r o n  A n n u a l R e p o r ts  o f  R a d ic a l  O f f i c e r «  
of Health Rent County Connoti ar4 Canterbury - 
Borough Counoil.
i n f a n t  Mortality Kate© a r t  calculated,per 1 *0 0 0  
birib» per annum•
Dover .the average rat# ia below that of the county as a 
whole,. Kasy..fact ore contribute towards high or low infant 
mortality, rates*.'These include housing accommodation,
s a n i t a r y . c o n d i t i o n s  o f  th e  h o n e ,  p a r e n t a l  k n o w le d g e  o f  
personal h y g ie n e  a n d ., i n f a n t  . c a r « ,  ths.occupation o f  th e  
m o th e r  before a n d  a f t e r  h e r  c o n f in e m e n t ,  s ta n d a r d  of effi­
ciency m i midwifery. I t  l a  a i g n i f i c & h t .  t h a t  t h e r e  I s  no... 
s e r io u s . . .s lu m  p ro b le m  i n  h a s t  .K e n t .  Slums.exist I n  the : 
County. Borough of Canterbury a n d  i n  the b o ro u g h s  of Bansgate 
a n d , D o v e r , ,b u t  th e y  a r c  n o t  s o  s e r io u s  an  evil as in many 
o t l ie r . . : p a r t s ,  of. the country and a r c  being dealt w i t h  by the 
local authorities, The a v e ra g e  infant mortality rates f o r  
those tovna 1023-1952, arc 52, 45, 53 respectively compared 
with 67 for E n g la n d  a n d  W a le s ,  It is n o t  the practice In 
E a s t  Kent for married woman to go out to work* there . 
appear to be an adequate number of trained nidwives* I t  i s  
noteworthy that the highest average rate3 19?3-10S2 among
the separate local aroaa are Esctry Jhzr&l Idatriet 56 and 
Blasts. Hurtl district 60* Until recently infant mortality -
..rates showed a clear tendency to be higher in urban area®
than in rural areas, but latterly rites in urban area# have
declined mere rapidly than in rural areas* ^everthelecs
the question arises as to whether the rates In ha?try and
Ble&n arc affected adversely by the number of deaths of
Infanta among the mining population* In blean the mining
population is proportionately smaller than in imstry and
the high average rate for 1928-1958 is clearly partly 
due to the unusually high rate in 1928, tile average 
for 1C29-1D33 teing only 4d, but in ¿-astry 53$ of the 
births in.J.032 occurred ai&ctig the cining population*
It right be useful tc' ascertain ever’a period of several 
years to core the «usher of infant denude in islnlng 
fasilies in'order to find out whether the,influx of the 
lining population ..is tending to raise infant mortality ■ 
rates and, if it is, it night be regarded as desirable that
■ - ' ■ .I-wore active step« should b*> taken to check the tendency. \ 
the number of births in the has try District is in future j
ilikely t© be sufficiently large to provide suitable :
figures fer tuch an investigation. It Is generally re- <■
ccgnicsd that nary mining families arrive In Kant i n  a y-
debilitated state cf health, the result of prolonged i
unemployment cf the breadwinners before emigrating to ;
Kent, Xhe Infant rental tty rate end Paternal mortality 
rat® would bo lilely to be hlfher waong such faniliea, -;| 
In this ccrxectlen It ray bo suggested that the closing ;.j 
of Sturry ante 'natal cl ini© in 1933 and Chialet infant 
welfare centre in 1932 ray be measures of false eaoKony 
on the pert cf Pent Ccunty Council. An ©spansion of the 1 
maternity and child welfare service, particularly of ¡j
ant« natal work ehculd Is proportionate to new need*
created by f u t u r e  irrirratten.
;> -y> - : t i ;5;h. -h';., :; ♦* 4 :,V-: h" ;'Vl" *. \ '; ;d;-c/■;
*10«.
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CHAPTER VII
Hob:a Public Social nervloes (Ccntd,)
(b) The Health and General Well being of the School Child and the Adolescent,
asszw '
The health and general well,being of the school child 
is recognised as the concern of the State tinder the Edu­
cation Act, 1921, which requires every local education 
authority for elementary and for higher education to . 
include a school nodical service in its »chons for the 
provision of public elementary or secondary education in 
it» area. When this survey was made the very great majority 
of the children of school age in mining families in Kent 
were attending th»-public elementary schools, the chapter 
will deal mainly with the amenities for their health and 
general well-being which the authorities for these schools 
provide* the work of the local authority in undertaking o 
their education proper will be dealt with In & later-.;chapter 
Kent County Council act» as the local authority for 
higher education everywhere in the Hast Kent coalfield 
area except, of course,- in the County borough of Canter­
bury, It eats m  the local authority for eleKent«Tr,^;^g~;'; 
education throughout the region except in the. County 
Borough of Canterbury and the .boroughs of ,Heal,Hover;.eM;.,y.: 
Best gate .where .the reipectlvs local author! ti®» act for ; 
thtsmelvet*
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VThe- school medical service provided ty Kent'County 
Council Is carefully co-ordinated with the raternity and 
child welfare service and ether county health service«*
Ihe varied activities cf the health visitor in addition 
to her work of health visiting, a matter referred to in 
the preceding chapter, exemplify this. She plays her part 
in the lives of- the school children in her capacity of 
school nurse, infant life protection visitor, tuberculosis i
nurse and visitor for cental welfare, The school medical 
officer is nlao county medical officer#1 Ihe -eight, school ■ 
medical inspectors who'-work in the county are, all w h o l e , '} 
time officials and spend part of their lime,in maternity • ■j
and child welfare 'work, * . . ■ j-
- In the elementary schools arrangement»'are, made for. *\(j 
the periodic medical inspection of the following group»-:--. VV 
of children!- (i) entrants, l.e* children recently admitted 
to an elementary school, (fi) intermediate*, 1.«* .children ; Vi: 
aged 6-3 years, . (3) .leaver», i*»«■children aged 13-14 yrs Vj 
■: (4) -specials# 1*«» .children of various age«', apparently 
needing medical -"examination: (5) re-examinations, ,i.o*
.childrenpreviously examined, who have not keen recorded 
- a»' having reeeived .naoest&ry treatment, v. In -the. secondary | 
schools the following;group*:of children-are periodically I 
examined!-- (1) pupils aged,16 y»ar#f ■ :-(8) pupil® aged | 
1-4 y»tr«|:-s--(5) pupil« .1 aged ll.ytars* ,,|4) epecialaj (6) i 
re-exarin&tlcna. Parents: are invited,to. attend, ^ he.^:.:
1X2.
a®dl0al .«mslnation,-of .;tli«ir:,cM14r#n, they are notified 
of any defects requiring-treatment and they are pivan in* 
formation as to how It nay be obtained. The school nurse 
•follows up* cases by vieiting the homos of children 
needing treatment. She also visit® the homes of those 
children whose parents fail to provide then with necessary 
spectacles* fable XVIXX page 115. shows the numbera of 
children.who underwent medical inspection 1928*1922 and - 
the numbers_requiring,treatment^  During this brief period 
of five years there appear« to be a definite tendency for 
the percentage of children requiring treatment to decrease, 
at least among entrants and leavers. ' fhla may,be,an tndi* 
caticn.cn the one hand of the growing efficiency of the 
maternity and child welfare service which enables‘defects 
to be discovered and dealt with before the child reaches 
school agej and on the other, hard the increasing recogni­
tion by parents c? the value cf school medical inspection 
ea a mean® of ascertaining and - taking • steps . to remedy;. \- 
defeats in the child'whtlo at school.
In 1932 K e n t  County Council provided 19 school minor 
ailment centres at which such dieeaaas a« trpeligo, ring*, 
worn and scabies are treated, ihe-ocfcool nurse visit» in 
their heres those erdldreri who ere suffering from these 
ailments but *fco reside at too great & distance frem a 
clinic to be able to attend for treatment*
Outbreaks cf impelled tend to occur in certain mining
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areas and cause concern to the district Medical officers. 
An Instance that cay be cited was an outbreak in the 
Sturry and Chiolet district in 1930-1051* In September 
1930 fifty children suffering froc lcpeligo were excluded 
from Heraden Elementary School. A temporary clinic was
opened and by February 1931 the number had been reduced 
to twenty five. This outbreak was largely confined to 
miners *' families and about „the„ same„ time there were- cany 
cases in the Aylesham district. Lack of cleanliness pro­
bably account® for the intermittent outbreaks of this 
disease in those parte of East Kent - inhabited by the 
mining population*\ '■■■*-■■■■ ■
In the elementary schools* school nurses periodically
inspect the pupils in order to discover, and if necessary 
recommend for exclusion,those children whose persons or 
clothing &r® verminous, Table XXVIII page 115 gives a 
summary of the work carried out by school nurses in the* 7 
County of Kent in thia respect* It will',, be-seen that 
there is a tendency'for'the'percentages of both boys and 
girls found on examination to be verminous to decrease
during the period 1923-1933. This conforms with a ten­
dency which has been manifesting itself clearly for a long 
period in the country as a whole,' In 1925 the number of 
verminous children in Kent schools was more than double 
the number in 1932. It may be noted from the table that 
the Kent County Council did not use its powers,;; conferred.;;
on it by the Education Act 1931, to make arrangements for
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the; cleans Ing^eminoua children attending ita elensen-' 
tarr;schools.': Should thenumber of mining' fainiH®« in
Kent-increase5considerably at some 'future' tir.e, it eight
ba.-'considered desirable^  that the : council'should acPtrf 
the matter. On the other hand.it Right-be argued'that a
pref arable.policy,would-be: to instil into.the rinds of 
thechildren and, their. .parent» •, who; are. new, comer § - to - Kent 
the importance.ofpltanlinesa 'from a health point of view, 
thua preventing a possible.increase in uncleanUntes . due 
to Immigration.,At present-the proportion of m i n i n g  
families--to,the; total population was so small that the 
itandard, of ..cleanliness could not be affected to any 
significant degree. , Moreover it must be remembered that 
infestation with vermin is the exception and not the rule 
among mining families as well as among Kentish families* 
nevertheless the current view that the standard Is on the 
whole lower among some newly arrived mining families in 
Kent than among the Kentish folk generally In whose 
environ» they come to U;ve has probably some basis of' 
fact* and present» a problem that need» to be tackled. ■
. Kent County Council has in operation, a scheme for 
dental inspection and treatment of children attending 
elementary schools and employe for the purpose a staff of 
dental surgeons* Schools are visited periodically and
where necessary children are recommended to attend a 
school dental olinio for treatment* When the scheme was 
first instituted in i©38* many parents failed to take
117*
steps to enable their children to receive the necessary 
treatment. In rural areas there was the difficulty of 
travelling expenses to and from the clinic. Shis was 
partly overcome by the setting up of temporary eliniss, 
Health visitors assisted by persuading parents where 
possible to send their children. There is evidence that 
this reluot&nce to obtain treatment for their children 
was not characteristic of- the■mining population. The -v 
following is an extract from the report of on© of the 
school dental-surgeons in lMcff» ■ ■ ■': l,
•In agricultural areas as might be expected,:,-' - 
' ; '!' ': response is slow, whils lCO^ acceptance is;'not 
■ uncommon in mining areas.* ,
■ During the period 1728-1932 school' dental' clinics ;sltm*-*: 
ted on mining estates or in the neighbourhood of mining 
populations were held at'falser, Canterbury, Sandwich,
: llvington and Aylesham. In'-1928 a member of the Kent 
Education Committee gave a trophy for competition among 
-■ elementary schools■ in the Sandwich and Aylenham districts 
to be held for one year by the school which had the beat 
dental record for the preceding year# The trophy was 
^awarded a® follows I . .
„ ** auoted from Annual.Report of. School fedical Officer, 
Kent County Council, 1980. ■
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fear School 4 of children with
. v "■ ' fit Mouths.
1929 Goodnestone 34.9 ...
W O Ayleah&m Central.. 40*2
1931 Elvington temporary 60.5
1932 Elvington Temporary 62.0
Ibi3 may be perhaps regarded as evidence of the response 
on the part of the mining families to the opportunity of 
taking advantage of a public health service, the Talus of 
which Is not to the sane extent recognised by the native 
population, for the very great majority of children attend­
ing the Ayleehan and Elvington Schools belong to mining 
families.■ A possible - alternative1 inference . that- the ©on- 
dltion of the teeth of innigrant children is healthier on 
their arrival in Kent and dots not ■■tonthe sane .extent nec­
essitate treatment, as compared with native children, is 
unlikely* It la-undoubtedly true that some of the.children 
cosing to Kent from •depreaaed areas* are debilitated' and 
undernourished. Among such children the proportion.of fit 
souths is not likely to be higher than among other children 
not subjected to these disadvantages.
Kent Education Committee'has a scheme in operation for 
the provision of meals for s c h o o l -children..\Xn-1938# W 
school canteens in t h e  c o u n t y # -provided'a hot'-tvo*course^ ;;. 
meal at »Id-day# School ' Canteen' Committees, each formed,- 
of a group of voluntary workers-«©»operated with the local
authority for -this purpose* -
the following figures show'the extent to which »sals
were provided in the county *- , . i :
Year. So.of Canteens. Meala Served. Bp.of Free Meals,
119.
1928 41 438,410 20,748
1929 43 : 'y'4Z& ,ZQ i l v : - ' 15,532
1930 ■; .45 472, 543 . ,9,949
1931 52 599,741 9,310
1933 55 760,019 8,148
The average coat of the meal varied from l,778d to 1.857d 
Many free meals were provided out of voluntary funds or 
from the balance made by canteens.
In 1930 a number of milk clubs were instituted in 
certain Kentish elementary schools* Fresh milk was served 
to children at a coat of Id for 1/3 pint bottle. Free milk 
was also provided in certain cases. One of the schools 
selected for this purpose was Heraden Elementary school*
At that time all the children attending the school belonged 
to mining families.
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In accordance with the requirements of the Education 
Act 1021, Kent County Council provides a number of day and 
residential schools for abnormal children, i.e, those 
suffering from blindness,- deafness,-physical defects, 
cental defect and epilepsy. - It also provides open air 
schools for tuberculous children. It carrie¿out an 
orthopaedic scheme for the treatment of crippling defects, 
etc., in school children in hospitals and clinics, and in 
this work it receives assistance from the Kent Community 
Council. Xatle XXX page 121 seta out the number of
. a
children'dealt with by the County Council .under the scheme 
between 1928 and 1932. ■
V
4It will be seen that the number of children who attend­
ed for treatment rose .from 333--in-1§ 29 to 395 in, IS S3»- h v 
Xhis increase is of cc'wrse very much greater'than the ■
” normal increase due to growth ©f:population, and indicates,' 
'the development of the scheme and growing appreciation of 
. the'benefits" of treatment on the part of parents.V: Kent 
County Council co-operates with the KenI Voluntary Asa©- 
’elation for Mental folfare in the supervision and car© of ; 
'mentally defective children and young personal and with 
■ with the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty^ ;. 
to Children in the protection of ill-treated or neglected ■
: children*
■ From tills brief review, of- these provision» included 
In the county council1* scheme f o r .  providing tor, the
; TAELS XXX ■ v.-'..:
Orthopaedic- Treatment of School children In the 
Pent County Area,JBSSSiK
No . of patients (
who attended 1 '{■' 
during year.
1928 1929 1930 m i
533 418 533 568
1952
1595
s S Î 1
0 1 1nio)So. of ! 1651
i . 1 2243 ; j; 2857' 3076 ' | ■4280
jattendan- Î- . -k . - ’ §
: SrecieJ)e©8, > 1373 2852 l 2453 2047. . { 4081
Total Ho. of « Î
r
.' $ -
attendances - - - ^ 
■during year. ?
3024 1
1
4894 -\: 5310 \I 8123
! 8291
No* of Patiente*-' $ ii : ■ i
admitted for. ! f } 1 ' lIn-Patient ! "48 i " : 50 | . 40 ■ P 30 j . 88 - ■ ■-Treatment* ■ l ■ \ ■ ■ ■ - k ■' ■ 1
No. of htlents 5 \ ■ ■ j ' \t ;discharged = . \ !i ' '■ :i ■ . 'l . * :{ iijfrom In-Patient 35 i 39 ■ i 54 i•a_ ■ 47 - '64 ■ ,'treatment.' i î I 1
No. of Patienta i i if ■ iX-iayed. | 19 i1 \ 25 \ : ■ 27■': .... } i■I ■ n j . 17
surgical-' I i 1 ' - ■ i 143Appliancea. - J' ' " f. . : to 1 lie 1 123 1I . | 187
No. of catee : i < ■ f1 tIn which
1
1 f 1Travelling ■ ■ ' :f t1 97
. . !*• •
1 0 1Expenses were ! .44 Î ■ 47 : g? ! Is■' ■ paid. ■ ’*■ ..-it
■ Pros Annual .Reporte of. School I’edical 
Officer, Pant Count y Council* "
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health and welfare of the school child, it raay be in­
ferred that the children of mining families coming into 
Kent have the advantages of a well co-ordinated and 
comprehensive social service administered by an enter­
prising local authority. One omission in the service, as 
it is carried out in the county may perhaps be mentioned.
No Nursery Schools are provided by the council. It might 
well be argued that a nursery school on each of the largest 
mining estates would be beneficial to the large proportion 
of toddlers who live in houses many of which are known to 
be overcrowded. As is stated elsewhere in this survey it 
is the custom for many of the housewives on mining estates 
to take in lodgers, and in spite of the Housing Acts and
regulations made by the tompanies owning the houses over-?
crowding is a recognised evil in some of the miners homes.
A misery school Provided by a voluntary organisation exists 
in Aylesham, but there are none on the other estates. In 
most areas where nursery schools have been opened the 
general opinion has been that they have not only led to 
improvement in the general standard of health of the 
toddlers who*welfare is so provided for, but they have also 
tended to afford an educational stimulus to parents in the 
upbringing of their young children. There is in fact a 
strong case for providing nursery schools in areas in 
which the evils of overcrowding and insanitary home con­
ditions do not exist.
School .»radical services similar to those provided 
by Kent County Council, but of ooura® on ^  omllon 
scale, and adapted to the needs of urban areas, are f 
provided by those county and district councils which
act as local.education authorities for elementary edu­
cation in East Kent, l,e. Deal Borough and Dover and
Ramsgate Boroughs. It Is not proposed to give here 
details of the service provided by each. It nay however 
be mentioned that Deal Borough Council is the local edu­
cation authority for the district in which the Mill Road 
mining estate is situated. The Council appears to be well 
aware of the needs of the mining population which is grow­
ing up in the neighbourhood* In 1930 occurred the follow­
ing passage in the School Medical Officers Report to the 
Education Committee I-
•Particularly durirg the past year, with the in­
creasing work at the nearby Batteshanger Coal Mine, 
a large number of families with young children have 
come to reside in Deal* . These children .from Scotland 
(particularly Fifeshire), South Wales and Vorth Eng­
land (particularly Xorkshire), coma to this semi- 
rural seaside area from industrial centres, where - •
■ living conditions have recently been very far from 
good. It is gratifying however to note that the
newcomers from these sources are, on the whole, good
'-types of healthy children* There are exceptions of
course, as there must always be, but with better
IBS.
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living conditions, better wages and'environment, 
these children are serving to help maintain the 
good standard of health which the local youngsters 
have shown for the past several years,"
Kent County Council has in operation a scheme for the 
treatment of crippled children which includes the provision 
of eighty beds at Alexandra Hospital, Sw&nley. Forty-eight 
of these beds are reserved for tuberculous cripples. Edu­
cation is provided for children of school age in hospitals, 
Beds are also provided in the Kent and Canterbury Hospital, 
Canterbury, for crippled children requiring shorter periods 
of treatment. An orthopaedic out-patient clinlo Is held 
weekly at this hospital, necessary-surgical" appliance stars’“ 
provided,' electrical and massage1 treatment1'1»' given at 
various clinics and at St, jiary’a Convalescent Homo, 
Birchington. Parents of patients contribute according 
to "'their means
A recognised defect in the state social services in 
this county at the tin® when this 'survey' was mad® is the 
lack of provision for »afeguarding the health of the boy 
or girl1 worker who normally'leaves the elementary school 
¿t "the age of 14 years and,' who, If they enter an industry, 
are not qualified to come within the national Health In­
surance ache»# uniit..they.reach the age of .10 year«, The 
raising of the school leaving age and the lowering of the 
age of admittance to insurance would of course remedy this
. 18S.' .
defect and changes in the law in this .respect;,, are likely 
to be enforced shortly, file well being of young persons 
aged fourteen to eighteen years la in a certain direction 
dealt with by the vocational guidance and juvenile welfare 
service undertaken in the county of Sent by the Kant Edu­
cation Conmittee. Xhe latter body has in operation schemes 
for urban and rural areas administered through the agency 
of local juvenile welfare bureaux. Ihos© situated on
the hast Kent coalfield area are at*- Canterbury, Deal, 
Dover, Sandwich and Kanegate.
Under the 'scheme: school" conferences are arranged 
periodically, and by their;senna advice andTasaistance 
given to boys and girls about to leave school and to their 
parents regarding:the child*s future career r&nd choice of 
occupation.1:After-care workamong physically defective 
children who are leaving or have recently left school is 
carried-out with the'assistance "of voluntary workers, and 
in certainvcaies'"the industrial'supervision of beys and 
girls; in employment Is .'undertaken: by the schools and 
bureaux. Juvenile delinquents are' assisted in raking a 
fresh a tart and in:obtaining suitable employment. Young 
personsliving in' an'unfavourable environment are in acne 
instances removed to a healthier and happier one. During 
the'latter'part;of the period under review, the general 
trade depreesion.seriously affected the industrial pros*
. pacta -of Juveniles and there was much unemployment among
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the®. Active measures were taken to cope with the 
difficult situation. Co-operation with employers was 
sought w henever possible and steps were taken to prevent 
or check demoralisation resulting from prolonged enforced 
idleness, due to .unemployment* For the session-1931- 
1932 it was made a condition of unemployment benefit for 
young persons, aged sixteen to eighteen years, that they 
should attend a Juvenile Industrial Centre opened at 
Chatham or at Evening Classes provided by the Kent Edu- 
cation Committee.
In this natter of placing young persons In suitable 
employment, experience proved that boys of mining farai- 
lies in Kent easily obtained work In the pits, but the 
girls had great difficulty in finding suitable occupa­
tions, and those belonging to families which had recently 
migrated to Kent increased the'nuaber ©f unemployed 
Juveniles on the local registers. In 1931 41 boys and 
in 1932 4 boys obtained colliery work through the local 
bureaux. As little difficulty was experienced in ob­
taining work of this kind no doubt the majority of those 
desiring It would apply: direct to the colliery. Boys in 
mining families who did noi want to enter the,coal mining 
industry did not find.lt easy,to gain posts, especially 
those’living sene dietan©«.fro* the nearest town* So&w 
boys leaving Kereden Council school found work at a local
ouarry, at a garage i n  Canterbury etc*» hut chances for
■ : - . ■ '>■ - ■ ■ ■ *■ ■ ■  . ■■■ ■■ - ..... ■ >■ ■ ■ '■■■■'
Ayleaham boys to obtain work other than at the colliery
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appear to have been very alight.
Tables XXXI and XXXII pages 128 and iS9 give an 
analysis of the work carried out under the urban scheme
for vocational guidanoe and juvenile welfare at the 
five urban centres situated in the coalfield area.
Regarding TableSSSI it should be noticed that in almost 
every instance there were more registrations both boys 
and girls aged 16 to 18 years than of those ages 14 to 
16 years. This was probably partly due to the fact that 
registration was a condition of unemployment benefit for 
young persons in the older age group while those in the 
younger age group, not being within the Unemployment In­
surance Scheme, might not trouble to register. A more 
likely cause of a larger number of young persons 16 to
18 years registering was that they found greater difficulty' \ If' C ‘ ' f ' , . , „
in obtaining work. The following is an extract from the 
Annual Review of the work of Vocational Guidanoe and 
Juvenile Welfare in Kent for the year ended Jul£, 1932:«
«"Generally the cheapest form of work has been 
demanded. Girls have been employed, where
possible, instead of boys, and juveniles in the
younger age groups in preference to those between
the ages of sixteen and eighteen years."
This statement of course applies to the county as a whole.
Among the coal mining population the greater difficulty 
« Annual Review of Work of Vocational Guidanoe and 
Juvenile Welfare, Kent Education Committee, 1952.
TABLE m i ,From Review of Work of Vocational Guidance 
and Juvenile Welfare, Kent Eduoational 
Committee for year ended July 1932. Vocational Guidance and Juvenile Welfare.
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was usually experienced among girls in finding work.
Table XXXIII page 131 gives a summary of occupations
found for'boys and„girls under the Rural Scheme, Juveniles
living on each of the mining estates except Mill Road
com® within it. Regarding the 1 girls'the large proportions
(a) who obtained employment in domestic service and (b)
who remained at home should be noted. On the mining ©states
one hears again and again the opinion that domestic service
is the only occupation open to girls in mining families.
The majority of.those. who are not willing to go away from
.their homes to enter domestic service find no daily'employ-
ment but stay at home, usually Helping their mothers to
look after younger members of the family or the lodgers, or
minding a neighbour's baby, A ' small •'proportion ■ of girls
living at Hersden find employment as shop assistants in
Canterbury! those living in hlvingtcn and âylesham find
similar employment at Dover, Deal etc,, but apparently
little assistance could be given by the bureaux in this
%
respect. It will be noted that only one girl obtained such 
work under the Rural Schema in 1032, According to the 
figures published for 1931, no girls obtained work as shop 
assistants through the exchange.
The large proportion of girls and boys unemployed and 
seeking employment in July 1032 should also be noted on 
fable As might be expected a considerable number *
of the boys entered agricultural occupations, but this form
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CHAPTER 71II.
Provision for the Sick, the Infirm, the Aged and
Others in Seed."e::s
Kent is generally considered a healthy county. Death 
rates and infant mortality rates already referred to In 
earlier chapters tend to "bear out this view. The following 
T;able which shews the zymotic death rate for 1932 In the 
County of Kent compared with that for England and Wales, 
Indicates the same fact *-
Disease. Deaths per 1,000 Deaths per 1000
Living Persons in „ Diving Persons in Kent. : f England & Wales,
Small Fox ' 0.00 0.00
Scarlet Fever. 0.012 ■ 0*01
Diphtheria and menbranous croup. 0.012 0*06..
Enteric, typhus and 
continued fevers* O.OOS 0.01
Measles & Rubella, 0.074 o.oa
Whooping Cough. - 0.052 0.07
Diarrhoea (children 
under 2 years). 4.968 6.6
In 1932 deaths due to whooping cough, diarrhoea and measles
were more numerous than usual in Kent, yet in spite of this
the zymotic death rat® was!lower . than in England and ¡W a lts ,.
In East Kent there are ta number hf;voluntary, 
general hospitals which serve the needs . of the 'area \aa
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whole. The Kent and Canterbury Eoapital, Canterbury, 
with en# hundred and twenty six beds, received patienta 
residing'within and without the city#' In Beal there'is 
the Deal, Walreer and District War Memorial Hospital,''~ In 
1933"two new'wards'were added to" this"hospital to■provide 
for the- growing' population resulting fro-" the increasing 
activity of Betteshanger Colliery. Raresgat# possesses tha 
Ramsgate General Hospital supported chiefly by voluntary 
funds. In 3.S33 this hospital provided accommodation for 
twenty-five5 ml# patients and' twenty-five female;patients 
in general wards;for seven patients, cale;end female, in 
private wards;" for"twenty m ternity cases;and for twenty 
four children. Patienta residing In tha Blean Rural 
District nay-enter the Queen Victoria'Moncrlsl Hospital at 
Herne Day; the Rent and Canterbury Hospital, Canterbury| 
and Ramsgate and Margate General' Hospitals, The inhabi­
tants of Bpi&ge and Dorer Rural District are admitted to 
the Royal Victoria Hospital, Dover, and those of Rantry 
Rural District to the general hospitals at Deal, Doter and 
Canterbury,"
In April 1930 the Local Government Act, 1929, casse 
into oper&ticn. The act abolished boards of guard!ana 
and transferred their functions regarding necessitous 
persons to county councils and county borough» council».
In accordance with the requirements of the act Rent County 
Council drew up a aches# in which it proposed to reorganise
and classify the various Poor Law infirmaries and other 
institutions which passed to its control* The changes 
involved were being carried out while this survey was 
being made, e.g* the Medway Public Assistance Hospital, 
Chatham, was enlarged and purposed to be confined to the 
reception of general sick patientsj Blean Institution 
was confined to female mental patients. When-the changes 
come fully into effect there will be available to the 
inhabitants of the county a number of specialised institu­
tions serving the needs of various types ©f slok patients 
and other persons in need in place of the Infirmaries,
Poor Law hospitals and workhouses which had been maintain­
ed by the guardians* The new system of hospital provision 
was in a transitional stage anl therefore it would not be 
easy to say to what extent it meets the needs of the 
.growing population of Hast Kent.
In Canterbury the lunnery. Fields Infirmary, maintained 
by the public assistance committee of the county borough 
council provides ascosmodation for one hundred and sixteen 
persons. There are forty nine beds for male patients, 
fifty six beds for female patients, two beds for maternity 
cases, four beds for tuberc u I g u s  cases, and nine beds for 
children. , / :
A number of hospitals for infectious diseases are 
provided in Last Ken t* I n  Canterbury the Borough Infec­
tious Disease Moapital contains one hundred and forty four
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beds. The Borough Small Pox Hospital has eight beds, 
Elsewhere 'there are various Hospital® of which lastry
Isolation Hospital for scarlet fever and diphtheria cases,
Bannuli Hospital for strail pox cases, and Ramsgate Isola- 
tion Hospital, and Dover Borough Isolation Hospital are 
examples.
In 1931 a plan was outfitted to the Ministry of Health 
for the enlargement of Eastry Isolation Hospital in order
that it Bight serve as a central fever hospital for patients
residing in Eastry ar.d Bridge Rural Districts, Walmer Urban
District and the Boroughs of Deal and Sandwich# It was
' '(• ■ -j: , . .<! ■
considered "that-the great'increase of-population in the 
mining'areas .mad® this development necessary. Owing how­
ever to the financial crisis that occurred in that year, 
the operation of the plan was postponed and temporary 
- arrangements were Bade for the accommodation of surplus 
cases in the Eastry District in Bridge Isolation Hospital# 
-In a consideration of the health services of East ■
Kent provision made for the prevention, treatment and after 
care of tuberculosis is a matter of importance# Table 
XXX ¿Y page 137 shows that whereas the death rate from 
pulmonary tuberculosis in rural areas in East Kent compares 
favourably with the rates for England and Wales 1928-1033, 
the rates in Dover, Canterbury and Ramsgate tend to be high* 
The variations in the annual rates in Deal, Sandwich and 
Walmer may be explained by their small populations and
Tttbetéuiosi* Xte&fch S&te*
lese 1929 ’ 1930 19 3 V 0 ? 1932
Pai. :Jon.Pul, Pai. Ucra-Pai. Poi. 1oa»Pal. Pai.' ilon-Pul. Pttl. Moa-Pul.
C.B* 1.12 0.09 0.75 0.13
? - ^
1.75 0.04 0.70 0.16
B. 0.43 0.33 '■ 0.32 0.16 0.9$ 0.13 0.90 : 0.03 0.71 0.21
B. 0.8® 0.13 0.63 0.18 0*88 , 0.03 0.92 0.C5 0.97 V 0.22
B. 0.95 0.03 0.64 0.1$ 0.83 0.15 0.51 O.CO 0.77 0.21
S. i.ie 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.90 ' O.C0 c.ei 0,31 0.60 0.60
U.B. 1.62 0.40 0.44 0.00 0.90 0.23 0.75 0.00 0,38 0.00
M . 0.20 0.00 ■ . 0.43 0.00 0.2$ 0.09 0.83 0.09 ■v; 0.44 0.C3
S*D. 0.42 8•O 0.58 0.17 o.ea 0.03 0.65 0.C3 0,51 0*08
E.D. 0,4$ 0.12 ; 0.35 0.2S 0.2$ 0.12 0.24 0.12 • > 0.79 0.00
l E .D . 0.52 O.C£ 0.45 0.13 0.41 0.12 ■ 0.65 0.11 0*32 0.10
0.76 O 0.80 O* f-jf 0.74 o*i4» °r~h o* IfT £>* Li| 0 • |S"
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SABLE XXXV.
Persons Notified as Suffering from Tuberculosis.
Patients Notified for the First Sim# under Publio Health (Tuberculosis) Regulations during!-
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therefore are not of great significance. The prevalence 
of tuberculosis is not a natter for serious concern to 
the local authorities in Kent. But Table XXXV page 137a 
reveals facta which have some bearing upon the problem of 
dealing with the disease from the point of view of the 
mining population. The number of miners notified in Kent 
for the first time as suffering from the disease as com­
pared with the number of males notified in the county 
1923 to 1932. It is clear that the proportion of miners 
suffering from the disease is relatively large compared 
with other male patients. This fact is the more striking 
since coalmining is generally regarded a3 an occupation 
singularly free from tuberculosis. Probably the debilita­
ted and undernourished condition in which many miners and 
their families are when they arrive in Kent makes them 
more than normally predisposed to develop the disease. 
Herein may lie a future local problem for the public 
health authorities of East Kent.
Kent County Council co-operates with Kent Community 
Council in the administration of its scheme for dealing 
with tuberculosis.
The County is divided into twenty two districts in 
eaoh of which is a tuberculosis dispensary. The Community 
Council provides a liason officer^ who is a voluntary 
worker» for each district. His task is to gain the assis­
tance of looal voluntary organisations likely or willing
1»W.
to assist in after car® of patients attending th® dis­
pensary or di s charged; from a sanatorium. Th® community 
council*s health committee aots as the county tuberculosis 
after care committee, A case sub-committee assists liason 
officers with cases of special difficulty. The county 
sanatorium at Lenham also refers cases to the sub-committee 
Assistance given to patients includes finding adequate 
housing accommodation and suitable employment. During the 
period April, 1950 to March 1951, 89$ of the cases dealt 
with were assisted. A central fund consisting partly of 
voluntary donations is used to assist cases for which 
looal help is insufficient* -In some areas,local mothers - - 
unions make clothing for the patients* The oounty 
council makes a grant of approximately £275 per annum to 
the community council* Table XLIII page \ce shews a 
summary of the work of the health committee during the 
year-April'1951 to March 1952* - Kent County Council'has 
an-arrangement whereby beds are available for Rent 
patients"In various hospitals outside'the county* Be­
tween sixteen and seventeen hundred Kent patients In all 
received institutional care in 1952. At end of the year 
•lx hundred and forty five beds were in use under the 
oounty scheme.' Tuberculosis; of fleers 'give consul tat ions- - ■ 
at the dispensaries and keep’under;observation certain 
patients who are referred to the dispensary. Dispensaries
situated In the coalfield' area exist in Canterbury,
Dover, Ramsgate and Deal* Home visiting is undertaken
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by health vialtors. Extra nourishment Is provided In
necessitous cases on the recommendation of the tuber- 
oulosis offioer.
County Clinics for the diagnosis and treatment of 
venereal disease are held at the Kent and Canterbury 
Hospital, Canterbury, and at the Hoyal Victoria Hospital, 
Dover, The county council pays travelling expenses for 
those patients attending clinics who cannot afford fares.
As in all coalmining districts, accidents to workers 
causing short or long periods of Incapacity to work are 
relatively frequent. When such occur, the miner can claim 
redress under the Workman*a Compensation Act. A worker who 
can prove that the accident occurred during and in the 
CCuf'scP*' his work is entitled to periodical payments while 
he is incapacitated1from'working.: The amount of compensa­
tion depends upon the wages being earned at the time that 
.tyhether.-4n« accident.r«cultsin t o t a l  or mttial*■ the accident occurs. In no case however
■c-. . . . :• *  .f t l i c a m c i t v .  J
SO/- per week, nor Is it more than 7t% of the earnings/ at
,;.th? ,.ti.rae.;. of,, the -accident* - .. ■ •.If the accident results in the death of the worker the 
i\
nearest dependant can claim compensation of from £200 to 
£600 the amount depending upon the wages being earned at
'"'the time of the accident and upon the numbsr of dependants.
= Perhaps'an even more Important type of public social
■ service than those which provide for the sick and injured 
are the various services which aim at preventing Ill- 
health. The school medical service, the maternity and 
child welfare service, and, in some respects, the national
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health Insurance and ■unemployment insurance scheme are 
Instances of this. Each in its own way helps to remove 
some of the causes of ill-health. The provision of medical 
attendance and treatment and of 'medicine' as'a form of health 
insurance benefit is a means by which serious sickness 
accompanied'by unemployment is often prevented, since it 
encourages’ Insured persons to seek medical advise in the " 
early stages of ill-health. Sickness and disablement bene­
fits, weekly payments received on certain conditions by in­
sured persons who are incapacitated from working through
sickness, are also to a certain extent preventive in that
Teciment • .....the mind of the siclM«ostkw is partially at least relieved 
from financial1worry during ill-health. In the cases of 
wage earners dependent on their earnings'satiety' as to how 
to provide for family needs'during sickness or unemployment 
i*1 itself sometimes a'cause of" 111 health.' Again, maternity
| S' i • '< h - ‘ *benefit, paid to an insured woman and to the wife of an in­
sured man;at the"time of her'confinement if euffiolent con­
tributions" ha^e been' paid, may provide that which is ;-*© 
important a"factor"in' healthy recovery from childbirth - 
peace of mind, - to the expectant mother who would other- 
wise worry over the expenses of midwife*s or doctor*a fees.
As’the coalmining'industry'is one of the insured occupations
,-r .. t r .  . ■ - . .under the National Health Insurance Act*these benefits are
available to miners In Kent as elsewhere. Medical, Sick­
ness and disablement benefits are not available however to
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the wives and other members of the families of Insured 
persons, unless they are themselves Insured. When It is 
remembered that many members of miners’ families are de­
bilitated when they arrive in Kent, that septic troubles 
are common among the women and .children as wall as among 
the men, it might well be argued that tb® extension of 
medical benefit to the dependents of insured persons would 
be a desirable public health measure. But of course such 
an extension would necessarily be a national measure and 
the increased cost either to the taxpayer or to the worker 
or the employer who are compelled to contribute to the 
insurance fund is the strongest argument on the other side 
, ,.\v An unemployed miner who has paid the necessary number 
of contributions and carried cut certain other requisite 
conditions may claim unemplcjrmeni benefit under the Unem­
ployment Insurance .Acts* .-. Between 1928 and 1931 he might 
claim .’extended* benefit in.certain circumstances after 
hia right to ordinary benefit was exhausted# In November 
1931*’Iransitional payments’ replaced ’extended benefiV• 
This was ,given only to. claimants,who passed a means teat 
imposed by the public assistance committee*.. But during 
the period 1988-1934 there was in fact very little unem­
ployment among miners in East Kent, ihis will be evident 
l| reference is made to Table'iS- page 64* which shows 
how the number of employed persona in Kentish collieries 
increased steadily during these years. In alack periods
the number of shifts might be reduced, but, as has already 
been pointed out, on the whole employment was regular. 
Certainly on more than one occasion a number of workers was 
dismissed from Tilmanatone colliery, but there was no pro­
longed unemployment, Moat of the men were either taken on 
again at the pit shortly afterwards, or they found work at 
one of the other Kentish mines, or they returned to their 
former homes. Since there has been so little unemployment 
among the miners, very few of the inhabitants of the mining 
estates have had to make application for relief to the 
public assistance authority. Much ©f the most serious fora 
of unemployment existed among girls, fourteen years of age 
and upwards as has also been noted.
Under the national Health Insurance scheme the insured 
persen who has paid sufficient contributions becomes an- 
titled to the Old Age Icontributary) pension of 10/- per 
week at the age of sixty five years if he fulfils the 
conditions required by the Widows Orphans and Old Age 
(Contributary) Pensions Acts. Aged persona not entitled 
to the contributary pension may claim the state Old Age 
pension at the age of seventy years if qualified by reason 
of the,size of their income from'other sources, their 
nationality, and other conditions laid down in the Old Age 
Pensions Act, 1925. But these sources of income available 
for persons no longer able to support .themselves owing 
to increasing years, affected only a small minority of the
Inhabitants of the mining estates of East Kent in 1928- . 
1934* : The!number of aged persons living on the estates
ia small, A few;families may migrate to Kent and bring 
their old people with them, but this is exceptional*
The widow of an insured man is entitled under the
Widows Orphans and Old Age (Contributory) Pensions Act to 
a pension of 10/- a weelc if sufficient contributions were 
paid by her husband up to 'the time of his death. The 
pension is payable until she is of age to claim the state 
Old Age pension or until she remarries* ' She restive# in 
addition weekly allowances on behalf of dependent children, 
B/- in the case of the first or only dependant child, $/- 
in the case of every other child* This is paid until the 
child' reaches fourteen years 'of 'age*. The allowance may-i 
be extended up to the age of sixteen years so long aa the 
child is attending a full time day school*
144,
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CHAPTER IX. _ / 7 T  '
. Education,
It has been pointed out that .Kant County'Council .it
ths local authority for* elementary education throughout . 
the coalfield area except in the Boroughs of Deal, Dover 
and Ramsgate and In the County Borough of Canterbury* Higher 
(including secondary and technical) education is provided by 
the Kent County Council everywhere except in the County 
Borough of Canterbury*
’ The county area is divided into a number of districts
for the administration of elementary education* Their names
and boundaries do not correspond to the districts into which
the county is divided for other purposes of local government*
The districts for elementary education are t*
1, Canterbury - which includes JBle&n and Bridge and part of Eaetry Rural Districts* Kalmar Urban District*
and also Hern® Bay and Whitatable Urban District» 
which lie outside the area included in this survey,
2* Sandwich - which includes Sandwich Borough and moat 
of Eaatry Sural District*
3 , Deal» which includes part of Eaatry Rural District.
4* Dover - which includes Dover Sural District,
All the mining estates* except Dill Road in the Borough of 
Deal are situated in these areas. The number of schools
and the number of pupils in each area' for the month ending 
March 51, 1©S0, were as followa i-
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District, Bo. of Schools. Average No. on Roll.
Canterbury, ■ - 50 * 4SI?.-
Sandwich, 13 ■■',1931 *■
Deal. : \ r  '■ ■ ■■
Dover. 14 1939
It will be remembered that Kent County Council does-•
not provide any nursery schools, Chlldiren under S years
of age are however admitted to soma of the elementary
schools, although their names are not included on the
ordinary school attendance roll. On March 31, 1950, the
number of these children attending elementary schools were*
District, Ho, on Roll,
■'Canterbury, 84 ■.
• Sandwich, ■ M  :
- Deal :: . 13 •
. D o v e r , - ■■ 7 ■
It is clear that a very small proportion of children in
last Kent attend school before the age of S year's, whieh
is the age of admission for all the children living in 
mining estates. .
fable XXX7I page 147 shows the number of teachers in 
elementary school» in Kent and in England and Wales, It 
'should be noted that in'19E9: and J.031, in the county area 
of Kent there was a greater proportion of certificated 
teachers as compared with uncertificated than in the com» . 
bined area of all administrative counties in England and 
Wales excluding London, This ia true alec regarding the 
Borough of Dover, but in the Boroughs of Deal and ..Ramsgate.
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and in the County Borough of Canterbury the reverse applies. 
It may be inferred that generally speaking the Kent County 
Council tends to employ a staff better qualified from an 
academic point of view than is employed by county councils 
as a body. It is significant however that Deal Borough 
Council employs a less highly qualified staff in this re­
spect than the total of borough and urban district councils 
in the country^since with the development of Betteshanger■. 
Colliery and the growth of Mill Hoad Estate an increasing 
number of mining families as likely to live in the borough 
in tile future,
Another fact to be noted in the Table is that the 
number of teachers per 1,000 pupils in Kent County is 
fewer than the number per 1,000 in the total county area a 
of England and ¡»ales excluding London, Again this Is true 
also of the Borough of Deal compared with the total , 
boroughs and urban districts in the country. If elemen­
tary education is to be efficient the sice of classes 
must be reduced in East Kent as well aa elsewhere#
Secondary schools are provided by Kent County Council 
In the Boroughcjcf Dover, Ramsgate and Sandwich, Children 
attending these sohools live in the town or neighbouring 
rural area,  ^The cumber of pupil# under 14 year» of age .
in attendance on 1st, duly, 1929, was a» foliatet~
Secondary School, ' go, of Pupil a under ,ii,l!g£» ’
STS 
4 8 0  
U S
Dover,
Ramsgate.Sandwich,
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I'ii© only, secondary school.; whicb. under Kent County Council 
■in, that part of. East tot which.-is,outside the coalfield 
area is at Folkestone, :0n; 1st.-■ July, :!192§# 400 pupils 
under;14 yt&ra of age were on the roll of this school*
The' Simon -t*ngt<m, School, Canterbury, an endowed secondary 
sehoolvfor>boysoand pirla, is also outside the county, 
area- but a; number.... of its . pupils. lives within the .area.
The majority of the children inhabiting the mining 
estates;attend, public elementary schools, .At Ayleeham a 
large central eofcool was -erected in 19£0 , -It has. accommo­
dation for about 500 pupils. It is a large, up-to-date - 
building and: includes a fine ..school .hall, a gymnasium, . 
laboratories and well-fitted classrooms. . A school for 
Infante and junior® stands on adjacent ground, . .Technical 
evening classes are held at the Central school, A 
temporary elementary school was -opened in Klvlngtcn in : 
1932 to provide for the needs of children living on that 
estate* Before 1883 they attended £ythorn® Church School, 
a few children continuing to do cc after the new school , 
was opened* In 1939 a temporary .school,was opened at ■ . 
Hersden.5 This is to be replaced by a Central School in
course of erection in1 the Spring of 1934* - It will’accommo­
date, in addition to children living m  the estate, elder
pupil® from the neighbouring village echeola* Xtt 1931 a' 
new school was opened in Peal Borough close to Mill Bead 
estate to meet the req^iremente of the growing mining- " ,
population of that district. In the Spring of 1034 it 
«ras being considerably extended. Children living on the 
Betteshanger estate attend Korthbourne church school.
A very snail proportion of the pupils attending 
these schools win scholarships to secondary schools, The 
scholarship scheme drawn up by the Kent County Council to 
enable the cere'intelligent pupils in elementary schools 
to benefit from secondary education did not take account 
of the needs of the growing number of immigrants to Kent.
In this respect it had not been brought up to date at 
the time the survey was made. The number of scholarships 
to secondary schools available for children living outside 
the borough» of Dover and Ramsgate is very limited, Ae 
the Kent County scheme does not provide for new ©states 
in rural areas, a very high standard of attainment is 
required to win a scholarship. In 1933 two pupils of 
Hersden elementary school wen scholarships to the Simon 
Bangton School, Canterbury, and another pupil joined the 
school as a fee paying pupil.
Kent Education Committee la enthusiastically attempt» 
ing to provide educational facilities in the form of evening 
classes and part tine day classes for miners living in 
Kent. Arrangements have been ®ad# for courses of in­
struction to bo given at the following centres *- Deal 
and falser Evening School$ Dover technical Institute!
Eythorne-Klvington Evening Schoolj „ Bonington-Ayleaha® • 
Evening School| Bamsgate Technical Institut* and Eereden î
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Evening School and Chiclet colliery Technical Classes.
‘Ihe courses are as follows t- r =./.:■ 1':;
(1) A Junior Course of two years for youths under 18 
years of age. The eub jects of instruction are English, 
Technical Drawing, Mathematics, Woodwork and Science!
(2) A junior Course of two years for adults over 18
years of age. The subjects of instruction are the sane 
as for (1) with the omittance of woodwork. ; 1
(3) A Senior Course for Overmen and Onderman&gers,.--to.vt:,
cover normally a period of4years. It is divided into 
Preliminary and Senior Courses and is intended to cover
the requirements of the Board for Mining Examinations for 
2nd. Class Certificate of Competency. Subject to satis­
factory enrolment the first year, of the Senior course 
, might be taken in the session 1931-52, at Ramsgate,.
Ayleshara and Dover. In the following session a Senior 
Course was also begun at Deal and"Valvar Evening School. 
,The; second; year, of the, course night, ba taken; at B^ver* ^ ;^; 
Students are expected normally to attend .the centres 
nearest their heists. A sessional fee. of 2/- for Junior 
Courses and 10/- for Senior Courses-is charged. In certain 
circumstancea a student may be entitled to reduced fees 
or a.free placet and travelling expenses-say.b® allowed
■ to Students living more" than two mile® from the classes ; 
which they .Hand. Ba.idaa.thaea,technical course« and 
claasesfor nlr.ara* arranyaisenta have been node to provide
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for the cultural and technical education of the mining 
population in subjects other than those directly relating 
to the coal mining industry, e.g, rural sciences* domeatio 
subjects* folic dancing, physical training* choral singing* 
handicrafts, French.
At Harsden, Elvington and Ayle chain, where the classes 
were entirely or very largely confined to‘members of miners 
families, the response to the Kent Education Committee^ 
efforts was not very encouraging ar first. In 1933 certain 
olaesea were formed jet Eythorns, Aylesham and letteshanger* 
The Ambulance Classes alcne were fairly well attended. In 
1929 at attempt was made to hold classes at H®rad®n also, 
but only those in Ambulance and First Aid were successful. 
Similar efforts were made in 1930* for the most part they 
too mat with Indifferent success and classes had to be 
dosed from lack of numbers attending, they were more 
successful however in Aylscham and in Elvlrgton than in 
liereden. At Dover, Deal and Ramsgate the following courses 
were held during the session 1930-31 i-
Centre, Course. Ko. of students.in■ i*1“’"/’"T “V  .■ : • attendance. •/"/,/
i.-'-.-j 1. Mining Rathe,'-: y 23, y//;yy'/;yyy ■ ■-
\ g, Mining Engineering..;/. ' / / , / .  /■
■'j Dover;-''‘v / Science,/ ■ /y22, .■v\
s. Mining fosteology, 21*
. 1, 8peoial.Couree for Ken >;//.//->- .-^:^\:/:v/f
: Deal, .taking'Deputies : ■ 11*■.;..... ./ /„;-; Certificate. ;/'////, ;c///-:-/y/y/? -.///;
2, General Mining Subjects. SI*
163. •
Centre. Cour»#. Ho. of Students In - attendance.
Ramsgate* 1. Special Course for
Men taking Deputies 
:Certificate. v9.
Details of the various classes at Aylesham and El- 
vington held during the sessions 1930-31, 1931-32 and * ’ 
1932-33 are shewn in f&blea XXXVII and XXXVIII pages 
154 and 155 and the Junior and Senior Courses for Miners
i - -
outlined above were first held' in'" 1931-32.' It wia"as­
certained that the students at Aylesham were almost ex­
clusively netebere of miners * families. The majority of 
those at Elvington were connected, directly or indirectly 
with the lining- industry.' 'A .few..of ...the .students at , .:.
Eythorne-EIvington School lived at Ky thorns, but the 
majority at Elvington, Tables XXXIX and XL pages i5d 
and 157 give the number of students, classified accord­
ing to age and sex,; attending this school and Honington-
5 . I ■ ■
Aylesham Evening School.
► ■ Generalisations attempting to explain the distribu­
tion of "'students into the various groups would be rash, , 
since the total number of students attending la in any 
Case small. Moreover with at least a partly floating
... . .....i .... . :. ■: ;V
population fluctuations from year to year might be a*- 
peoted. ■ levert*1®1®00 ion* or. two points .saytba noted.
The': decrease in the total number of male students over 21 
years of age at Eyttcrne-Elvlngtcn School for the session
T A B U  XXXVII
Nonington-Ayle shorn Evwnìn School
Subject Number of tudents
flumber of Hotrs 
of Instruction 
given.
Number of Hours of 
Attendance mi do by 
students.
Remarks
ess ion Pession Session
1931-32 1052-33 1931-32 1932-33 1931-32 1532-33
Engl5sh 101 110 94 67 1080 808 4 Classes 1931-32
3 classes 1952-33
Woodwork' ~TW~ 79 “T5S~ 52 1B&S ~”10?4 3 classes 1SS2-32
2 classes 1932-33
Mathoeiatloa and Drawing 76 62 84 62 TÓ31 U T 2 ol sses 1931-32
2 classes 1932-33 a*
Science 37 39 42 40 514 564
Book-keeping 26 26 44 47 516 587
Shorthand 26 28 44 42 547 541
Recreative hour 28 34 20 22 266 314
Cookery 60 38 80 60 927 567 2 classes 1931-322 classes 1932-33 -r*
Bousecraft 33 m 38 854 m
Agricultural Science 28 m 16 «» 182 m
Jfcyalcal Training 17 25 6 4 46 48 Closed 1931-32
Closed 1932-33
Folk Dancing 28 34 30 33 372 453
Dres making 46 79 90 120 876 1,503 2 classes 1931-32
Crafts 70 147 88 134 1295 3,307 2 classes 1931-32
5 clae es 1932-33
Chord Pinging 41 23 61 46 1197 526
Ambulance 22 40 12 23 149 344
History and Geography m 22 - 11 MB» 95
j ni or ( Mathematics 21 21 48 49 526 516
.ning ( science 20 19 46 50 386 422
>urse ( Engineering Drawl n: 16 21 44 51 410 454
Science oto.Miners Refresher Course 17 12 28 18 205 134
One Class closed after 3 meetings, mm One class closed after 2 meetings.
Figures supplied by Kent Education Consulttee.
1.86.
t a b l e yjtmii,
Kythorne-KlTlngton Evening School»
, S c h e d u le  c f  c l a s s « # .  ...... .
to«of hour# of fco.ef Hour# Atten-
'. Subject* Fo* of Students. Instruction given. dance «ad# by* student#»
Seeaicns. Bsaalor.a Sessions* •
103:0/31.1951/2.ISSg/d.if SO/I.lC3i/2*i§d2./?**19.E0/l*lC31/3.1S»33/?
Book»keeping. • ue ' ■ m ;. 14 40 - 34 602 , » 226
hugllah* ■ m 13 45 ' as _ 11 DX $21 107 330 ■
Short­hand. 2? 19 1C m 44 CO 1073 470 6 0s'
Technical 
Drawing) , «* 3? ) 40) . e mi 22 ) 54 ) DBSh&ths. | m 55 - DO - $14
rirat
Aid. 35"- 19 04 - *24 ' 559 v m •
«lining -
Technology. 17 ^ 0*. m . 66 ■«** .■ 5SS
Dress­
making. * 13 * 20 • - i m • -
Science. ; - ■ * m e* ■ m  : «* - .4m- 429
Figure# supplied by Kent Education Conrltteo*
, ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■ . . ■ :
■ //./.- • ■' ' ■ ■  ; _ / 7 -7-.
7 :- ;7 7 l7 7 7 7
'■' ...... ..... i ..
. . . . .
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  ■ ' ■ ■ : . ■  : . . ....;. ......' .
. ■■■■■■■:
.. . .... ...... . . . . . . . ■ ■ ' ■■■■■■ . ■ ;:r ..'.
■ ■ . ■ ■■. . . ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■.. ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■■. ■ ■
: . . . . . . . . . . . . 7:7^777777
I M .
TABLE - XXXIX. '
Mcmlngton-Ayleahan • Evening School,
Kuiaber and Ages of studente *
Age
Session
1P30-ISS1.SaîtaTS f^faîea^
Session 
1931-1P33.
Session 
IP30-1PSR.La feaHTF© & & i, & a .
linden . 
14 yra*
14-lb .yr*«3S
lb-lô *
16- 17 •■
17- 10 *
: 9 
21
9
* p^ rti * i ofi Xo-i^ l fc-w
Oyer 21 ¡ 
years» I 72
f .«MtHM
6
16
9
6
2
4
61
Total HßsAll J1 1;: 104
4 < ■ ■ ■ -• *1i ■ j . !
Î 4 1 -.ai
I
i  21 Í 10 ■ !. í1 1
. v ' !
¡ ' l l j 11 11
Ì 1
I 16 '1 ',8- ■ " Ì4
1 : Ì ' _ ■ t?
16
101
6
01
187
9
2 0
9
m
10
21
71
6
2 4
11
9
6
10
73
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1931-38 as compared with, the previous session was due 
to the fact that no classes in Technical Drawing, Mathe­
matics and Mining Technology were held that year (see
Table 3XXSBL.) jwhen classes in Technical Drawing and 
Mathematics were recommenced in 1932-33, out of a total
of forty-four male students, thirty seven took Technical 
Drawing and thirty five took Mathematics. The increase 
on the other hand of the total number of male students 
attending Xcnington-Ayleshara School in 1931-32 as compared 
with the previous session can be accounted for largely by 
the existence for the first time of a Senior Mining Course 
and the fact that no classes in ta cimi cal raining subjects 
were available at Elvington that year* The number of 
male students over 21 years of age rose from 72 in 1930-31 
to 101 in 1931-32.
It is clear that during the sessione' 1930-1933 even­
ing school work at both centre» was’ very much in the 
experimental stage. The nature of the classes held at 
EIvingten varied much from session to session, English and 
Shorthand being in fact the only two subjects taught 
during each of the three session» (see Table XXXVIII),
At Ayleah&m there was oirilar variation aril experimenta­
tion during this period. In 1930-31 the following classes 
were held!- Cookory (2 classesf, Drafts, Dressmaking (2 
classes), Arithmetic, English'(8 classes), Deedlework, 
Book-Keeping,. Shorthand,,Engineering' Drawing, First Aid
(men), First Aid (women) Folk Dancing (2 classes),
French, Practical Mathematical 1'ralnlng (2 classes),
Mining Mathematics, Physical Training, Woodwork (5 
claases), Mining Technology and. Science, for Miners,t A 
course for mining Deputies was also held. , The session 
lasted frora Ootoher. to .April* In .JSoveaiher.>the. class; in.,,.. , 
Engineering Drawing was closed and the Arithmetic Class 
was closed in-February. ■ M . s
- It should be noted that the size of the population 
of Aylesham Justified the provision of a much greater 
variety of subjects than at Elvington where the total 
numbor of students was far fewer. In particular it was 
easier at Ayleshan to meet the various necdn and tastes 
of the .girls and women folk. Hence .the total number of 
female students ;aa .compared .with thetotal, .number of smal® ;> 
students was relatively higher than at Blvington. In fact 
in. 1932*1933 „the numbers for the two tenon at Aylechars 
were equal, women students over Cl years of age even out­
numbering the male . students in .the „corresponding,,age.,,', 
groups* It nay be that the evening school da already 
being recognised fcy rdr.erc* wives and daughters as a centre 
for social-life as ..well-, as for education, & significant 
„fact* since, aa will be shown in Fart II* there appears 
to be a lack of opportunity at Ayleeham, particularly
amongst the women, for reeldents to meet together in 
friendly intercourse, "
*! • ' ■ During’■ the sessions to which Tables XXXVII and XXXVIIX
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,pa£99 154 and 165 refer .the.average attendance of i:.:, 
students cannot be regarded-aw-high although'it was""
considerably better at hirington than at Aylesh&m, Ex­
cluding those subjects for which at least one class was
'closed'before"the■end of the session, the average attendance 
expressed as a percentage of the total possible attendances, 
at all classes was only 22% at Aylesham for each of the 
sessions 1051-32 and 1032-33. At Elvlngton it was 51$ for 
1350-51# 61!;4 for 1031-32 and AB% for 1932-33. Again the
floating nature of the population accounts partly for the 
low attendance figures, especially at AylSahara where there 
is a tendency for.a larger proportion of immigrants to 
cone to the neighbourhood for a short stay only, Thty are 
deterred fro® settling down permanently owing partly to the 
hard conditions of work at Snoxdown Colliery*
besides the work of the local authority various vol­
untary organisations have interested themselves in the 
educational w e l f a r e  o f  th e  mining p o p u la t io n  i n  K e n t#  a n d  
seme have made determined attempts to arouse enthusiasm 
in the miners a n d  their f a m i l i e s *  During t h e  session 
1930-33, Ihe Workers Educational Association conducted 
classes at Canterbury, Dover, Elfington and Ramsgate as 
follows»-
Centre* Subject* M o. of heatinge# ^n^clatflu8**^ 8
C a n t e r b u r y .  I n d u s t r i a l  34 V?
H is t o r y #  ‘ - ■ • ; 1
Dover* E lo c u t io n  S courses# IS  1®■ ■ & Drama* »««tings e a c h *
m .
Centre. Subject. Ko.of 'Ho, of_Students. Meetings. In class.
Elvington, Appreciation 2 courses, 22of Music. 18 meetings
each.
Ramsgate Biology 24 18
Eighteen out of the twenty-two students at Elvlngton 
were miners or their wives. In the other classes not more 
than two or three;students belonged'to miners’families. ' 
Similar courses were given in the following session at 
Dover, Elvington and-Ramsgate.- At Canterbury a University 
Extension Course was begun. In the session 1 0S H 9 3O-a;V"% 
class in Industrial History* was "carried' on at By them®and'- 
proved fairly successful# In 1931 an Organising Inter for 
East Rent was appointed by the University of Oxford Dele­
gacy for Extra-Mural Studies In co-operation with the 
Workers Educational Association,
At: Kere&en-and-at Eythorn® Women's Institutes had been 
in'existence sine® 198^. : Members’of both'were drawn from 
the Hentish*people and from mining families*--1 It was ■esti­
mated that at Hersden about and at Eythorn» 82$ were 
from mining famlliesV’ then the'inatitute»':were'formed 
membership was' high' but - it fell'-when the first enthusiasm 
had spent itself. In 1931 ©oaspii tit ions"' in rug making and 
ouilt making were arranged at Hersden and courseohf lectures 
' are given from tire to tina. V'A minimum of ten members
■' ia required to 'form a class*"' A certain indication ©f
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increasing interest in education on the part of the minor» 
in Kent was the formation.,in 1953 of a Mining Student»1 
Association at Ayleaham in.connection with Snow&own 
Colliery» the aim ..being . to arouse and encourage among - • 
membera of the mining industry, a desire for scientific 
knowledge applied to mining and to assist member» to obtain 
instruction and guidance, .
As has:already been noted a part of the Miners Welfare 
General--Pund1has.been reserved to provide for a National 
Scholarship Scheme under which scholarships are awarded 
1 annually by .a special.committee to {a) children of miners*
(B) working miners to enable then to have the advantages of 
University Courses etc*^, An analysis of the award» made 
1928-1933 to both type« of candidates is asfc out in Tables 
. XLI and XLII on page 163* It will be seen that during the - 
period no awards were made to Kentish candidates, although 
there was & email number of entries of each type from K m t f  
In the latter year« of the period*' Ihe migratory nature of 
the majority of the mining population in Kent may have 
handicapped some possible candidates during this period, 
but aa the settled population of, mining families .inore&aea 
in course of time in Kent and ns better facilities for 
higher education are provided, opportunities for sueoeaa to
• would-be candidates will no doubt increase also.
In if32 for the first time a sum ©f £800 was allocated
to Kent fro» the General fund to provide equipment for
103.
TABLE XLI.
> ' ■
Miners Welfare national Scholarship Scheme, 
Scholarships for Children of Miners.
s s s s s s s
- j 1928- - 1920 >-■ p 1950 ■- 1- ' 1931 - 1938
Total Ho. of ! Candidates. |S91 (82)
1. ; ,j
! 475 (113); 442 (39)! 493 (77) j! .. ; i - . 5 } 547 «•
»* H* M 09 
.
ho.cf Candi- •, j :■ : dates from j
..Vent,».. ... .. ; ___ ,.T.
J| 2 (1) 1. k  » :i * ; 8 (1) i 0 (a)
Total Mo. of \
Scholarships,; 5 . 
Awarded. 1 5
t
.j . ‘ ¡. o i ■ ! 12
So .of Scholarj- 
shipa awarded; to Candidates' 
from Kent, 1
; i • , \] ‘ •' . < ; ; i
!; S 1 *
■ ■ ■
The'numbers in brackets indicate the number of girl 
candidates included.
From Annual Reports of Miners* Halfare Fund.
. TABLB-XI.il» .
Miners’Welfare National Scholarship Scheme. 
Scholarships for forking Miners.
Total ho. of
Candidates*
1928 * 1,929 : ' 1930 ! 1951 1932
v r  ! i
210 194'. , } im  ! 185 i 158
Ho,of Candidates . J. 
from Kent. • 1 j
Total Ho. of j . j 
Scholarships j j 
awarded. * 0 - J 7 ■ -
: ■ -  v. ! 2 ; c
. |k. .
: ' - «  !■'■■■■' r8 - M  7
Ho* of Scholar- j \ j; |...
. ships awarded » ' ■ I
to candidates s . : *  j k L k  ..
from Kent. > v ; '"k.k.
*» ■
From Annual Reports of Miners Welfare Fund.
3.64.
mining ol&asea in Aylechan, Deal, Dover, ISlvington and 
Ramagate. .
In reviewing the educational work carried out by 
these various todiee for the inhabitants of the new mining 
estate»' it would appear that-V number of endeavours have ■= 
been and are being made to awaken and foster interest on 
the part of the mining population in education, both- 
cultural and technical. ‘Xhe response, at first rather 
feeble,:’ is undoubtedly growing stronger and the future 
outlook would seen to be encouraging.
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CHAPTER X ■■.
Sere Voluntary Social Services».'
Reference has been cade in preceding,chapters to. the 
work of various voluntary organisations-which. co-operate.,/." 
with the local authorities in carrying out social services 
in Kent*". Among the© laths Kant Community Gcuncilwhloh, 
it will ba rerer.bered assists Ksnt County Council in pro­
viding for tha aftercare of tuberculosis patients#
Kent Community Council consists of representatives of 
fifty local authorities and of over seventy five voluntary 
organisations* Its aim la to organise voluntary effort in 
such a way that public social services may be supplemented 
effectively at a tire when economy in public expenditure Is 
essential. It aota as a connecting link for all community 
effort in Kent# .About four hundred and seventy five district 
representatives* visitors* liason offleers*:village wardens - 
eto# *: assist In carrying out its work# >through its health 
eommittse it undertakes af tar - oar« .work among patients who ■ 
have received treatment through the public social services 
and are in need of care, guidance* friendly interest and 
oonatruotive help to enable "the® to 'taka their places as 
useful nenbers of the ooKSunity* and to obtain work suited 
to their state of health, fable XLXXX:page:166 shows a 
euaas&ry of the o©«msitte«,s work in this respect during the 
year April iWi to karch If5 i #  the health .committee is .
|M.
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affiliated to th9 8a4lonal;Association'for thePrevention 
of Tuberculosis•: In 193S sore two hundred and fifty volun­
tary helpers gave their services to the council and confer­
ences were arranged to give Instruction to worker» thereby 
enabling their co-operation to become core effective*
! •• In 1930-Kent Coretrimity Council undertook:for the first 
41st to concern itself with the care of delicate children 
referred'-'to it by Kent Education CeirjBittee* By 30th, Septem­
ber, 1933» 880 oases 'had been dealt; with* '1 J'The-majority were 
given the needed help which Included the supervision:of; ; ' 
children returning frcm Open-Air Schools» the provision of 
milk» cod liver oil» clothing etc*» help with transport and 
convalescence*' In'some cases parents were'persuaded to 
sanction treatment recommended by the1 school nodical officer* 
In its work 'anong school children the council co-operates;;;’' 
with school nurse«» school teachers and public assistance 
Officials»’' the Kent Education Committee"aakee a. grant to 
the Council'to assist'it to nest its expenses* The Community 
Council is’also'able to continue to supervise and help young 
persons after they reach -the’age of 14 years and are no 
longer under the care'of the school radical service. As »«« 
pointed out in Chapter VII page'BV- the State’dees not at 
present provide a medical service for young persons* aged 
%4 to 1® -years .who haveleft the elessntary school and are not 
yet of an age' to’enter health insurance. Any assistance 
that can be rendered by the Community Council in .this respect
is valuable at this often difficult age.of adolescence.
:In 1933 lent'CosttunityCouncil further undertook to 
assist the County Council in its orthopaedic-sellers. Kelp
n. j. . ■ V- ■ r ■. .v . . .  -
was given to seven of the county cllnlcsf one of them being 
Canterbury. It inoludad clerical work at the clinic, the 
escort of patients by rotor car to the clinics, instruction 
in handwork in the children*a homea and assistance in find­
ing employment for children who have left'school. Among 
other activities'of the Kent’Community Council, ray be 
mentioned its co-operation with the Public Assistance Cor-
■■ .. f ... . ■. 'v. •->. ,-r ... ......... , w ■ .. ^ :■%. ■.
aittee in dealing with cases of speoial difficulty and in
providing a better' supply of newspapers and le&g&sinaa to
public assistance institutions! help given’to health
visiters in their clerical work eto. at Infant welfare
centres| co-operation with the Charity Organisation Hooiety
and other organisations outside the county which apply for
assistance in individual oases| the opening of occupation
centres for the unemployed! the institution of village
community councils whoso members discuss local questions of
Interest and take steps to develop corporate life when
opportunities occur, e.g. by the erection of a village hall*
In February 1930 Kent Community Council wade a brief survey
of the coalfield area in order to find out what social
•report of theamenities ©xiated !he(survey proved to be a useful summary 
to the writer of this bock. Village community councils were
set up at Ayleehan, Hivington and Hersden and m  East Kent
188.
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Coalfields Committee formed._ Its purpose was to bring 
leaders of mining communities into touch with representa­
tives of official and voluntary organisations in order to 
promote the growth of corporate life in the mining area.
The Committee meets about twice yearly, acting in an 
advisory capacity, its present function being to infora the 
mining community of the various developments in the county 
of which they may take advantage. The Kent Community 
Council also assisted in the Land Utilisation Survey Scheme 
undertaken by the London School of Economics in 1983*.. The ' 
Council made itself responsible for finding volunteers to 
survey certain of the three hundred areas into which the 
County was divided for the purpose, . ^
An outstanding voluntary,organisation-that is influencing 
social life among the mining population of East Kent Is 
the £i.Tlngton'Settlement founded in 1927, :Its home Is one 
of the houses on the mining estate where the 
Settlement residents . live, , : The work , of : the settlement 
much facilitated in lfSl.by.the^erection of a vlllftge.lmll^iw 
which has become a valuable social centre on the estate.
The Settlement is under.the direction of the Elvington 
Settlement Council. This body,consists ©T a Chairwan, 
about 20 members of the Council,^\.on Treasurer^hon* 
Secretary, 2 trustees. on.behalf ;of. the- Lriiiah Association -■ 
of Hesidential Settlements and the Warden of the Settlement,
and a representative ©f each ©f i the following frfsanleaiionai
1™ .  ;!
i
Church of England? Catholic Church? Congregational 
Free Church? Folkestone Fellowship? Canterbury 
Fellowship,
Xhe following organisations are affiliated to the 
Council. - Ambulance Class? Baptist Ministry? .. Boys :
Brigade? Brownies, Choral Society? Church of-England?
Church School? Congregational Ministry? Council School? 
Colliery Co*, Cricket Club? Dramatic Society? Bngiresen 
and Fireman*a Union? Football Clubs? Gardening Associa­
tion? General Sport3 Club? Girl Guides? Girls* Clubs?
. Girls* Life Brigade? 'Girls* and Chlldr®n*a Gymnasium 
Clubs? Hockey Club? Infant Welfare* Library Committee? 
lien* a' Gymnasium Class? : Miners* Union?- Medical Profession* : 
Mothers*b Union? ’"Rational Deposit? Oddfellows? Parish 
Council? Parochial Church Council? Play Centre? Rechabltes? 
Tennis Club? ..Toman's .Co-operative Guild? to sen*® Pleasant;] 
Hour? Women*e inatituta*
1h# Settlement 1» represented on the following bodies*- 
The" Kent"Coal Fields Committee? the luvenile ‘Welfare Centre. 
Dover? the British Association of Residential Settlements, ■! 
.; canterbury; Diocesan Council of Women*» Work,::;"';;'-'
Table XEIV page:171 sets 'out the activities of the’ • 
Settlement, which it will be recognised cover a wide field 
and provide for many’ aspects, of. social; lif#.;ln, llvington*
The Eythorns and Klvington Co-operative Choral Society, which 
iscarried on under the auspices of the Workers Educational
m .
TABLE XLIV.
Activities of Klvlngtcn Settlement* April 1930 to March If51. -«sr arse at
.Organisation. Its Ho. -of lettings*., ,v .
Village Council* t1 S x yearly.
f Tilm&nstone Colliery Ambulance flEivision* \ f 3 x weekly*;, t -.
1 M fthorns and Elvington Co- Sts - ■ ' . ;j operative Choral Society* s 1 x weekly.
j Bythorns and Elvington Dramatic IIk- Society. ■ 1 1 x .weekly* .
Eythorns and Elvington Girls* «tClub* 1 "1 x weekly."v''7
Bythorne'&nd ElYington Hockey l1 'V ; ? - >vj . Club.j : . " ■" ' " . ....... tJ
i .Infant welfare Centre.,* ■ • v' ■ ! : : ; i;:x.;w«ekly*. ' • .
LGymnasium Claeses; ( a ) .Clastt . 1 ..x.weekly#(b) Girls* * I T  x weekly*(c) Children*s" Class. 7 1 x weakly.
Girl Guides* 7 1; x :'weekly*' * ■;- 'r:;5§
"Brownies.'17" '
I X * WBBily. : 1
| Library. , *■..
•
t ' Open 2 evenings weakly.
; Flay Centre (a) children $-14 yrsi 1 x weekly. ' 'ji (b) children £-$ • 1 1 x weekly.■» - ■ 
j Tennis Club* . : It
| women*a Institute*
* - » ■ ...
s
1 1 x monthly* ,
Association, takes part In musical festivals at Afford,
Dover, Ramsgate etc., In 1930-31 the average attendance
at practices was about twenty persona, The 'lilmanatone 
Colliery Ambulance Division had a membership of twenty eight 
persons In 1930-31. It conducted a First Aid Class for boys 
aged 11 to 18 years and out of this developed a Cadet Slvi- v 
slon. In 1930 the adult division treated 238 oases, conveyed 
140 persons to hospital or their homes and attended 1 road - 
accident.
Eho Dramatic Doclety produces plays and dramatic per­
formances, the proceeds from one of thaaa in 1930 being used 
to assist the Ambulance.Cadet Corps in the purchase of its 
uniforms. The Girls* Club had about a dosen members in 
1930-31. Its activities at the'weekly'meetinga included 
reading, 'sewing, weaving and playing'games.Expeditions ; t©i 
Canterbury and to Sandwich Day were organised in the summer*
A Boys *' Club was "formed In 1932 'and: me t ■ weakly; during the 
winter months, the Girl Guide Company consisted of about 
twenty six members ’ in IUSO,' three of-'whom: came from-iarfrsstone 
ono’froa'Bettsshanger and:the rest from lythorns and Elvlng- 
ton*' -Aa;it is an ©peri'-company‘it--provides an opportunity for 
the’ mingling’ of Eentlsh imd steers9 ehildren. " the Play ■ ■
Centre on the other hand was restricted in 1930 to children 
l i v i n g ' at Ilvington,-i.e.ninsr»*'children, because of the 
increasing number "of p embers-as 'the-popularity of the centre-;
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grew. it waa said that before tills restriction was rad® by 
the warden there was constant qtt&relllng" between the native 
children and the miner»* children. A® aeon as children fron 
Kythorne were excluded the_^re%4ei®~cMr.quarrels promptly 
ceased.^
£*hl» «hart account of the Settlement, ray serve to lllua-.
. .. . .) .irate the comprehensiveness of the work and the important 
part it plays in'creating an organised social life in living- 
ton.
• Elvlngton also possesses" wYorklng i'snfc* Club and Inetl- . 
tute,-the' building for which 1» situated in the Biddle of ■ 
the estate. ■' Tha Miner« have formed the tllimnstone 
Colliery Sports Club for' football and erleb«t. In connection 
'with- lythem©’ Church there la a Pothers* Chi or attended by /'
■ Kentish woren and by women' folk of the lining pofulatioiv of 
•’Elvlngton. '' f
h—'. - fable XL? page 174 gives a list of voluntary social -
organisations at/Ayleahaia and Snowdown in 1030.' Xhe AyI«sham 
-Guild of helpiCfcus formed in 1028. It is undenominational, all 
i religious bodies In 'Aylosham having a representative,on it» 
committee. Its object is, to give relief to the wining, popu­
lation of Ay1®»ham when no other assistance can bs obtained# 
honey is given in exceptional cirou»etaneee only* the 
majority of the applicants are persons needing only temporary 
assistance, o.g.,.a miner who having fret with an accident at 
the pit is awaiting compensation. the funds of the öuild
174.
; TAELK XLV. ;
Voluntary Social Organisations in.Aylesham and Cnowdovn 
.T In 1930. ..KrssstatssTssssa
1. Glyn Vivian hinera*Lisslcn *, open daily except
Mondays and Sundays
2. Social Club and Institute,.. open dally exceptSt. Peter’s Church (Church Sunday«.- of England) '
5. Coaaaraity Council.
4 *:: United Guild of Help.
3. National' Savings Association. ' '
6 * “1'Independent Order 'of RschnUitea.J' '
. . t . . . . .  . . _.j. .•■ •; ./ <„ ’ . .. .... -.a ... •, ... ■ . .,
7. ' British'Legion. ‘
8. Snowdown Working Mena* Club and Institute, ’
9. Co-eperatlv# Women’e" Guildf “'Town Womens’ Guild.
10. 'Boy Scouts;: Girl Guides| Wolf . Cuba} ^ Brownies,' ■
11. Girls’ Athletic C l u b . ;" : f
1 2 . '''."'¡Day Bursary*
1 8 . Mothers1 Union; Church of England Womens* Union. ' 
14* Snowdown Colliery Band* '"
1 8 « ' Ratepayera* Association*'
1T0*
are raised by whist drives, jumble sales, concerts, and 
& few annual sub script Ions
liable XL7T page 1 7 6 fives a copy of the Balance Sheet 
of the Guild for the period January 1950 to February 1931, 
and fives some idea of the work undertaken*
The Glynn Vivian Mission flail was opened In Ayleoham 
In 1928. It was the first place of worship to be ©rooted on 
the estate, The aim of the mission is to provide for the 
spiritual and social welfare of the looal mining inhabitants. - 
A miners*brass band has been formed. Performances are con­
ducted In the neighbouring villages and small towns. By 1931 
the following other organisations had cone Into being in 
connection with the Mission*- a Boys* Brass Band, BO membersj 
a Boys* Brigade, 25 memberej a Girls* Club 20 members* a 
Women*» Club, 35 members| a Sunday School, ISO scholars*
Miners* Welfare Institutes exist at Betteshanger Estate, 
Mill Road Estate and at Heraden. These and other social 
organisations will be referred to in Part II.
At Aylesham In 1932 there was in addition to the Glynn 
Vivian Mission Hail, a Church of England Church, a small 
Roman Catholic Church and a Baptist Chapel. Elvl$gton posses­
sed a Congregational chapel,’ Eythorn® Parish Church(Church 
j o t England) is situated on the road to Eyfe^me about three 
quarters of a mil® from Elvlngton. At Woollag» Green there 
Is a church hall built by the Vomenawold Parochial Church 
Council. There is no place of worship situated on Snowdown
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' - TABLE XLVI.
... Ayleabam culla of Kelp»
Copy of Balance Sheet for twelve months endingFeb. 28th. 1231*. •«ir#«' : , r
Income.
. £r 3. d.
Expenditure
;:£;:s d
Balance In Hand* 21.15. 0* C.B.Hosting (40 cases) 12.15.
■' ■ 5.13. 3|
Hollingsworth (bread) 1. 5.Rummage Sale. Stationery. 5. 6.
« «• . ’ i . 2. C. 8
Abbott Bros. (Milk) 
Donation to Deal A 11.11.
Donations i-
Diat.Prevsntiva & 
Rescue Home. 10. 6.
Receipt Ao.2'3 1. 1. 0.
k’ ‘ " ' -Ì ' . . ' Basham (Milk) 1 ♦ 1. 7.* • 27 1. 0. 0.
Gir&ud (Printing* ' * 29 5. 5. 0. Application Forma) ■;i' 10* 6.
’ Cheque Book.': 8. 0.
Balano» at Bank.
£16* 6.101 
10. 6. 2.
.. * ’ In Hand. 1. 4 »
£34.14.11|:*r a« s* ntscsc se* » £34.14.111
Estate which 1» close to Konington Tillagej nor on 
tettsshanger Estate close to Eorthbourna Village,
In 1034 the average attendance at lorthbourne Church 
(Church of England) was estimated at BO to 00 persona at .■ 
both morning and evening services. On occasions the atten­
dance at cine service may be as high as 140* The Sunday 
School roll included 244 names, the average attendance being 
230, The majority of attenders belong to miner*' families,
A to ff of tho mining population attend a small Wesleyan 
chapol which existed in the village of Korthbourne long 
before the miners came to the neighbourhood.
hill Hoad Estate being very near to Upper Deal and 
Waloer its Inhabitants have access to various places of . 
worship, tut already in the spring of 1034 the estate con­
tained a Methodist chapel, a Giya Vivian Mission hall, and 
a Homan Catholic church and hall. An Anglican Church waa 
in course of erection, Kersden possesses an Anglican 
Church and a Wesleyan Chapel, both situated on the estatej 
and a site ha a been secured for a iicr.an Cath&ic Church, ''-h?
avenge .attendance at..the- in^lican church- was. estims-
■ted in 1934 to be 40 -personr -it the norninf* rervice 
: and' 6 0  ■ p k r s o n s ' } a t the eveninr* rervice. In Kay 1934
there were '/.I20-. coiamtmicants ..on church;- rolIv^The- 
approximate number of .children at tending r>ihe., Oundiiy *
school n c  90 of vhom 5 5  *■ ere reniorr and 3h mere 
'junior c.
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PAHt II.
C KAPfER XI. _
A Study of Local Impressions.';''
1. the Rlfttorlcal Setting. Currerit Local Opinion».
East Kent ha3 an ancient cultural history which dates 
back to the days of Roraan Britain and earlier. It» fertile 
soil, healthy climte and nearness to the Continent enabled 
It in early tires to beoosie a :land'of prosperity with bUiy-v,'''’ 
centres of trade and a civilisation'of it« 01m* To-day every 
where in towns and villages and scattered over the country*» 
aide* ray he found evidence' of the-social life of bygone5;days 
- ancient British tumuli* R&r.an ruin«* mediaeval dwelling:
houses, ttanorial; courthouses and yothio churche«* r',. the
. . . .  :•]■••••, ---■■ ' ' '>■ ■ ■■.;■ '
: : i - - - , - . i -   ^ • ■, '.*■ v'archaeological wealth of the region Is illustrated in the 
sketch rn p on page <7«a Place nairea provide countless sug­
gestions of the settlements of the past race» Britons*- 
Romans* Jutes, Saxons, liana» and Bor ran«. 'It is claimed that
in the gently trolling Sownland country that i»*ip®rhapff th#,jv;:■ ■ ■. ; * „ . . . .  :■ .... -
Eost picturesque part of the natural landscape of the East 
Kent coalfield area*, sore of .the cornland,:. which. was eultlva*^ 
ted by the British tribes and describe! by Julius Caesar 
after his invasions of the land In 85 and 54 H.C. Is «till • 
cultivated to-day in the sane fields* with the saute boundaries, 
The physical appearance ef this part of the countryside has
A First At t e m p t  to As s e m b l e  t h e  H isto r ic  F e a tu r e s  o f  t h e  Reg io n  .
¿UJH. Archaeological Su r ve y . *J$c
FROM ABERCROMBIE^ REGIONAL 5oRvEY OF EAST KENT , 1 3 2 5
X s tome Age . -o- Dan e  Ho l e s .
I Bromze A g e . + ecclesiastical. Buildings etc
r* Celtic. O Fortipieo  Buildings
■ Romani . also  Sit e s  a  Ru in s .
A Jutish . IT Interesting  Dom estic
U Anglo  Saxon » . Buildings a  S it e s .
Rcrrjcmlr i Margate
r _ _ hsanc 6aY
««cuuve»»'VwtaAsiirwtc
pitot*
•Raman
In rcrroen t».
RorSot^ft „Cctnct.Ro
Atjelmptemer»*. Anqlo
'Yoaftwovi>Sox0r>
lnt«rr»erMli- eeiricrj
Rendestf>s
[Nowtm
tarer.SrKftcTïolos aT vnadeXpalaeoltrt>e
Manor H o v e*Tf A
RO"r>ar»RkiT*>*î*igAf>qlo9a>«»«2^»® STOtle*
CHurcH
Critic Selllitneor WCeinc srrriemeor i* v>Hed.micFttnn» I
.(toman itArminr»'
... otmn _ int*rrtterM%
, C * Inc Sertlemml».. iIf5erm«n  v
»BROAOSTAIRS
/citric  *  Aexslo- 
’ Saxon trj*fcrfr*nf%
BrtjrjypAqe J Oto^ecrv
j Bronze Age Object» ffoman ■ 
lorfcreneori. 
5 tu« * y *
MmsftrCourr 
AnaeSr fjiuexlartq, etobtFi«*r
Cbwn\^ /RAMSGAT«. iRjrérjao inffcrtnenl».
,» Hocextw "■■ . . ,
Rrooee Aae  W eapon «
*\« (man toîiprnïri >t« 
S oiijow n  Castle 
<t>l (Remotne)
■nftetfkC*
W<*tf»>* eenocm «Saxon 
ItenMin* Roman r iod»n O d®au
j.Horrt)too«rni , „ ■^ »w i, oi »««i catFte
.CxrWord He ;<*«T_ »i- j»»*i *d®, Roman A * w Ar»^iote»*«»r» loier merit» O walwner CusHe
*• Dor e HO*#«-axon tien >cur, a ColoredcSnrSïSri» \ X Bnon »• A1e Tum“>v,(WutOs) » , N,cn,el xs CtTOrcH 
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9«(Te .
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Saxon tofiarromfll«oMOjiRjtw^otnt* »/^ NFoLkESTON E,' gMtdtngsCrtnc «■Mr W f  * 4r
Wn»lttT»iC IrOOl
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changed little throughout the ares. The Romans built 
reads and villas and introduced a new civilisation, for 
Kent was an easy way of approach to London and the more 
retoto Interior of tha Korean province cf Britain. In tire 
Honan.culture gava way before the Saxon Conquest, and Saxon 
culture in tin® was overlaid by Roman; * The fertile lands 
of hast Kant were cultivated throughout the liiddl© Ages*, 
i'roeperoua villages grew up in the vicinity of springs and 
awall towns arose at strategic points.
In the North of the coalfield area and on the coast 
slow charges In natural topography brought about correspond­
ing changes in social life, i’any centuries a g o  an a n a  of the 
sec, stretching fron Sandwich on the South fast to Reculvar 
on the North west, cut off the Isle of Thanet tres the 
m a in la n d ,  i n t o  t h l o  natural C h a n n e l flowed the G r e a t  S to u r  
and the Little St-cur. In R e ra n  d a y s  s h ip s  p l y i n g  f r o m  the 
Continent to the Thanes estuary passed through this shelter­
ed stretch of water, a v o id in g  thereby tha rough seas of the 
jiorth Korelftnd» At each end of the channel the outposts of 
Hutupiae near xodern R ic h b o ro u g h  and Hsculvar a t  the north­
ern exit were built. The city of Canterbury g re w  up a t  
the end of th« ¿Stour, estuary with Fordvich i t s  port t«o 
miles away at the head of a bay or f i o r d .  I n  c o u r s e  of 
tire t h e  shallow C h a n n e l th e n  known a » tha R iv e r  W ant s u n , 
was silted up and changed to marshland through which the 
Stour flowed eastward to the sea. A ca u s e w a y #S a r r e  »all,
was built across tbs marshes at Its narrowest point and 
the Isle of Th&net was thereby joined to the mini and* 
Sandwich, one of the cinque porta of the Kiddle Ages, 
arose south of the River Stour not far from its mouth on 
land raised above the marshes, at a point where the river 
turned Kerth"beside a shingle bank formed in course of 
time as a projection from the aouth of the Isle of fhanet.
In this land of changing natural conditions first one 
town, then another arose, flourished as a centre of trad® 
and commerce and dwindled in importance when Nature took 
away ita natural advantage which formerly she had given 
it and upon which Its prosperity depended. Stodmarah, at 
the head of the estuary of the Little Stourj Stourmouth, 
at the point where the Little Stour flowed into the ftantsumj 
Rutupiae cn an island in the channel or at a later period 
marshland - guarding the entrance to the sheltered passage 
way by water to the thamea, are all examples. For&rich is 
another.’
Ihle picturesque little village, situated on the banks» 
of the Stour half a mile from the main Cant©rbury-K&rgate 
Road and not much nor# than two miles from Chialet Colliery, 
haa a history which dates back to the days of Edward the
Confessor and earlier*. It is mentioned in Domesday Survey 
as a •burgh*.’’ In the’Middle Ages iti,waa a flourishing little 
port at the head of navigation of the Stour when Canterbury
could n. longer b. ro.oh.d bg trading ,hlp>< It
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possesses a court houae, a quaint mediaeval building over­
looking the river, with a prison cell beneath the hall and 
a dueling stool beside the wat»r. Forlwlch la characteristic 
of nary old villagosln East Kent, . ' It la quito unspoiled by . 
tha industrial developments which are taking place nearby*
Until 1929» whan a number of hi» houses-was*?/’erected' *t 
Ilersden, several mining families lived In the village, as 
they did and still do In many other old villages, e.g.
Eythorns,: Sorthboume, ■ Upatreet,: Sturry,-fiarfrestona, Haw, 
Fradvillo. : But It cannot’be said:witharuth'that:;the-islnlng ■' 
population has spoilt Kent countryside} nor is .-If liuthe 
process of spoiling it, l‘h a number of mining families living 
In the old villages is still me all even: compared with the apey
population: ©f .rural.-East -Kent,Except-. In Kythorn# and
tnostlytorthfcourne miners mostly who live In thets are^ot-Kentish 
extraction e.g.■of. the three mining families residing: in 
larfrestcne lr* 1931 all wore native Kentish people* East 
Kent Is not in:the narrow scobs of the word industrialised 
and is not likely to:be. ■ ihrnew mining,. #ataits are cos* 
posed of cerpaot eelerdea of houses, for the moat part of 
pleasing appearance not inccngrucua «1th the war© red- 
bricked gabled fcouaea characteristic of rural Kent.
Moreover the mining estates are in most instances 
hidden away: so-that" on»J is ¿.unaware of their; existence. 
until' one1©©»er suddenly; upon: than, ihere is no
and .'grime brooding over the countryside. The pit heads 
heing of modern construction are not too unsightly or 
aggressively conspicuous. The fertile valleys, charming 
woodlands and open downland scenery of hast Kent are not 
spoiled as, for instance, the SovtTu Downs have been spoiled
by grotesque, badly built houses and ugly bungalows which 
ere scattered in confusion over parts of the coantland
between Seaford and brightor..
In the rest of Part II an attempt will be made to 
illustrate the mode of life of the inhabitants of the 
mining estates by relating core of the views that are held 
by local inhabitants. It is not in any way claimed that 
these views are accurate. They are emphatically not pre- 
. eented as the views of the writer who is hare acting as a' 
medium only for the expression of what has been called the 
’floating opinion* of the neighbourhood. They have been 
gleaned from the miners themselves and from responsible 
persona of standing who have lived and worked among the 
mining population for some time, or who have close personal 
knowledge of their ways of life. Dome of their opinions 
and points of vies ware expressed to the writer in lettorsj 
most by word of mouth. Full records of conversations were 
kept and the tbjasea and sentences used by the informants 
have in cany cases been reproduced. It is felt by the 
writer that only by a frank statement of local opinions,, 
however inaccurate, biased and illogical these.may;sometimes
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bo, c a n  'local colour,; w arm th , and . . f o o l in g  b o  . given 'to 
w h a t, xcuat.otherwise --remain a cold analysis o f  facta consid­
ered -in. earlier c h a p t e r s ,  r, E a c h  reader :isust ' i n t e r p r e t  these 
views f o r  h im s e l f ,  r e a d in g  -'between th e  l i n e s  a n d  p la c in g  
hie own-constructions upon -the varying and soretimea con­
flicting r&es of •floating .-opinion* . t h a t  will be referred *> 
to In t h i s  :a n d .. , th @ .- fo llo w in g  c h a p t e r s ,  ihe writer's own 
J u d g m e n t o f  - these views and the problem s which they appear 
to r e v e a l  or to 'light up* ...arc o f f e r e d  f o r  :c o n s ! d e r a t io n  
in Part, III.’
the mining population on each of the ©states is a vary
mixed, on©.,; Families which have coma fron torhehira, ban*
eaehiro, Northumberland, Durham, Stafford, i ifsahira, South
Wales «ind Somerset are to be found In Kent. Borne have com#
from pit-.village«t others fron large industrial towns. * ■
2he cueto» exists» at leant at some of the collieries, for
a manager cr sub-c&n&rer to be appointed,'- and he brings
with b i n  to Kent a  group o f  worker» who have lean brown to
him in the area whence he has com. Enter, perhaps, he :
leaves the colliery and another manager brings another
group from quit# a different part of the country. At one
frovn ®wp1oywP»*ttins tn# colliery company in Itaat Kent obtained^the new - 
worbere whom it required from time -to:tins a#' activity in
the mine increased.**«*» socetauiffe«'' Experience
proved however that acme of the -m n ware ill-disciplined,
the *riff-raff* of 'depressed* areas. - the company therefore
began to accept only men who applied for work with a 
personal recommendation. It was believed that the' morale ' 
of the colliers* Imp rowel as* a result and the influence of 
the »roughs* bec-ure negligible.
Kew comers to Kent often find themselves complete 
strangers to other raining families among whom they cose to 
live. At first they do not easily mire or make friends, 
partly because’they scarcely understand the language of 
their neighbour» who have migrated from other coalfield 
regions. Cliques ere inevitably formed i-fficng the inhabi­
tants of the mining estate and these rust be broken down 
before a united community spirit can grow up*'"'
'In 1031 East h©nt was'described as'the scene of a clash 
between two civilisations' « those of thercinlng population " 
and ' of the native' Kentl eh foII:." The cl ash 1 s ‘ due,' ms has 
been said,-to a difference of outlook,'of value«, of .'culture 
The agricultural labourer'of Kent has' a deep-rooted'fcaspact' 
and affectionate ;r©c^md;for'the "local 'pqUire'who has known 
his all his life, who gives hiirt advice and help and expects 
In raturn a little deference. J He admires' the* aristocrat* 
But the minor'is n denocratic, 'with an attitude of *X mm as 
good as you”, which’Is sturdy and independent and la not
intended■as rudeness. ' He finds‘ the agricultural labourer 
servile* ’ Iho agricultural labourer finds hln mannerless
and uncouth* [_He accuses the miner of thieving, poaching 
and taking bad debts* Xh* accusations may not be entirely
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;t groundless^ .She first, tiro; »crime»* , are, due partly. : to-ihe
miner*« .inability., to understand hi a new surroundings^] In
.„many. casta ha .has ...never .before cowo in contact with landed
gentry. Seeing imny acraaof land all belonging-.to on«
..person, he aaka the question.«. »Why should»*tl have
this i*.and.finds no satisfying answer* [ ¿liner t»1 children
ara accused.of.stealing apples frcm  the orchards and their
parents, it .la' said, encourage then to do .«©."] ...
. _,w: She agricultural;laboui|!oocf*laina that the ulnar
earn# £3 to £4 per week while he earn» 32/*, and ha fails
to ««« any;Juat reason for.the difference, he does not
-roallttft'-.that-th* miner* a occupation is much more dangerous*
, H® doe» .not. regard it as much mere .precarious*. ha. thinks
, tho miner 1« extravagant because ho spenaaVreely all he ■
earns and .liveo well* he has not forgotten tho days, , now.
gone for good, when tho mines were first.opened in Kent .
. and men working in thea earned £20 per week, - Its has not
. forgotten the otrike in 1926 when the miners were Idle and
. he had to. pay. nor« for coal in consequence*
A certain amount of antagonism between, local trades-
. people and the mining population appears-to exist* Many ...
. of the shop keepers in the towns dislike the miners as
cuatomsro because some ha»© a reputation for not paying
their debts*( It is tha practice of many tradesmen to , 
take their goods in carts to the mining estate» for «ale*
' Sow® sell on the credit system allowing a fortnight*s 
purchase without payment* [Then the customer has a
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large bill to pay. If be is unable tosest It he way re­
gain for ewer in arrears. Or perhaps 'a'slack period at' 
the pit ceres *nd he works only three days during the «reel:. 
Again he nay be unable to pay'his bill"'and" it 'is alleged' 
goes out at the time the tradesmen usually call."' "■ But] it 
has been suggested that is] the' system’ adopted by the *1 
tradespeople (jrhich^ ia' in fact at fault, dha hire-purchase 
ay a tan ia common on the new estates, and this too has been 
condemned as one of the ‘means by which the miner gets into 
debt. Almost every f&mlly has'ltsuireiasa a©tusually,. -:; 
purchased by this means.
’j.On the other l*and the miner a corpl&ln that the tradesman 
in Kent cheat them by charging high prices. Ihe tra&essi&it 
defends himself by saying that ha has suffered loss’ fro» those 
families who have migrated to tent, stayed a short time 'only,': 
and have left behind them unpaid bills:«hen;they’departed*
•j. ^
Ifce shopkeeper .must safeguard'Ms profits, and ha; does "»o' by * 
raising his price®, the good customer who settled down in 
Kent is the'unwilling victim of this precaution and 'to 
hostility between the local inhabitants- end too mining ■;;i 
families itr partly due to'lack of understanding., ‘ Ihe Kentish 
folk regard the miners as very immoral and are horrified at 
their ' loe. standards»1'’ '’¿he ’miners are not necessarily less 
moral than the native a,"but they are,'It ia aaaerted#-iBore 
open about’ their Immorality,] ' .
On the whole few marriages take place between the
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Immigrant mining fa-ilia.! and the Kent people» In the 
parish register of tho church at iieraden only one miner*s
- ' twtlv£ smarriage wao recorded for the iobev® months preceding.Jim# 
1031, and the wifo in that Instance was not a Kentish wo nan. 
Kentish people do not encourage their girls to walk, out 
with miners» [on the other hand threo wives of miners living 
on on© of the-estates in i©35 were known to ha forcer 
Kentish teachers, and one otherafonner Kentish secondary 
school girl. One local clergyman always encourages a Kcntlch 
girl to spend a long courtship before deciding to r.arry a 
miner» lm divides the minors into three classes t- (3ood, 
had and mediocrej or white, black and grey* Moat 
neither black, nor whit©, but grey. The blacks of when there 
are few are neither socialists nor eomrnmiate* The social­
ists want all for the commity and the ecsmmlty for all» 
The blacks are the ’have note*« They want all that the 
•haves* have, a«ch for himself* On the other hand an in- , 
telligent innkeeper who lived i n  an old village not far t r m  
on® of the ©states and showed such antagonism to the miners 
because they steal gau© »aid that eorrunlat ninera are all 
right on paner but they spoil the Kent countryaid# in 
practice*j
Many of thee# who have lived for long periods on ar 
near the mining ©states and in different capacities have 
core into close contact with mining famili©» in hent are 
apparently in agreement regarding certain outstanding
character traits which the mining population tends to 
manifest, Kiners*' families aim deaoribed as unstable, quick, 
intelligent, ouporficl&l and temperamental. The people are 
i fjiornnt and dislike hard work. Shop aro the * butterfly" 
type tut with c.n intense longing to return to their own
hones when trade reviven. Pony wr.nt pics,nitre of the sort
, X6t:;
that doacnH bring lasting satisfaction. The Scotch »hew 
greater tenacity, more (steadiness and better education than 
most cf the others. The children at school are quick and 
intelligent, but lacking in concentration. Xn those school« 
attended by both bentioh children and the children of mining 
families, the latter attain a higher standard of work. The 
K e n tis h children are more stolid, more reliable, slower and 
le s s  intelligent, '/here, in often,much qunrolling among 
the two type» when they rix.
On® informant said that the miners lack any desire to 
improve themselves, yet they are independent with a great 
belief in themselves. They like the best of everything for 
themselves,[and he gave an am example the fact that when a
c e r t a i n  c h u r c h  w as b u i l t  on one  . o f  .'ih ®  m in in g  \ m  t a l e s ,  ; t h e  h-;
IshablUnts ..«anaged-: to .gat- the /.rcfcbishop 'of Canterbury to
...... , ( • ,
take. the■ d e d i c a t i o n ■ s e r v ie s  î j  ■ ■ ■ ^ v
■ . ; • ; '.1 {T ' -.*. •* •« - . ..- • •■ ■  " ■ • . • ' ... '•.»•■! ‘ » ' VV •' ii ■. V "  : M.-, l-T V'.-' !-■
« s - ' : , ■ H  f\T ' . . .  ' ■ '"u/"';..
' ' ïhëj,>ia*a p t '  tw o  othar'persona working cm d i f f e r e n t
© a ta té 3 V ':]p r i> t^b ly ," tn 3 k n o w n --- io ;;a a ^ : :O t3 à a r , \ ' ; . t ^ i :.b o th  w i th .  :
. . .  %
long 'yoare o f.“aapariehca among.miner». In  ©ttwr--j>*rt* .of ■
-,the ' country ; before . they case. to ;kent#jBay parhapa be cited ;
as typical of much prevailing opinion in Kent. \ One pointed 
out that theninera in the neighbourhood were not content 
with having dances arranged for then once a »reek. Some 
wanted them core often. They were like children. They 
wanted pleasures of the Foment and too much of them as 
children want sweets, aoretiraanot very wholesome ones*
Th«y differed from minera of other coalfields[whom ha had 
known many..-years ago/ ïhsce often drank hard hut they were 
religious, men. They, found an outlet .for their Impulsas in 
religion whereas the Kentish miners .find it in restless 
pleasure. ...
. Who other informant finds the miners living on another 
eatate^ntellectually lasy with no desire for discussions.
\JA® has.-.triad to get up datais a hut ho finds that the miners 
want to beentertained. done ..while ago the representatives 
of the miners : suggested.as the subject of.the first„debate 
»Is capital puniahisont ¿onfornabla .with Christianity f*
Ths miners ..said they kno* nothing about the »object and 
could not be drawn into a discussion* Another subject 
•tfree Trade v. Protection* -fall;flat.' A third concerning 
•Disarmament* wan not understood. Ka contrasted the minors 
very unfavourably with those ha had kncwn' in the Berth of 
England with whom ha had had »any interesting discussions 
en economic subjects. - A. talk upon "The Ethical Value of
-keney"'had provoked a long discuaUon..among,th« Northernera
-1It fE8 6iii at one estate that: .the men .are.. Bolshevik ..
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in outlook and discontented normally* ( On the other hand 
core than one ©xaxple was given by different persona in 
that district of the appar^nt inhumanity of the owners*
A minor contracted gastrttia «'ring to the conditions under 
¡which he worked underground. When he recovered he applied 
for a ‘screening* joVat the surface. He was told that the 
.wollieryw&d.not. a; convalescent hero. Then h© applied for 
>.-. and .obtained ■ unemployment--benefit- Another nine*, referring 
. to the Pony accident« occurring at it.« tA rs  , said that the 
■ cease m s often 'the falling In of the roof hecaua# an "- 
. insufficient .nurber of tiabtor props was used. iha hardness 
, of: therccb caused the firs to economise and too few props 
...vers .issued: to; the «e«*.>m?hejr received an adequate supply 
of lister only so' long as-.an tn ^ fs e ts r was known to he in • 
the. nei.ghhcurhosd.. ..then h® departed there was again a 
scarcity so1 that iofttn miner»'atol^props fro» on# «other* 
;'if tthey,-pretested and ’ demanded--:ttar* frtre ths company ..they -
vere/tol di-thtywarr not ’ wanted, mj. longer 'at';t.he'.pit;|.
,• .f •:
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r QUAFTm XII.
; Ilia Ini ns Kataiaa - Hiving ton and Ayle&faaia. ,
It is essential to realise that the estates at 
Klvington, Ayleshan and Ksrsdert are isolated oo.Ttr.unities, 
a In? oat entirely cut off from ore another physically, in­
tellectually and spiritually. Although they appear to 
have certain common characteristics, there is little inter­
course between then, no common social life, and already 
they are tending to develop on different lines with character­
istics of their own. In eo far as they are «H ire, it is 
mainly that they are all the product of n conglomeration 
of many individuals and groups of people who have arrived 
and are arriving in East Kent In snail numbers from different 
parts cf England, Scotland and Wales. Eetteshrsnger and 
hill Koad differ somewhat from those other estates in 
certain reenacts which rill be considered later,
Elvington is probably the moat advanced of the mining 
estates as far aa the development of a conacioua community 
life is concerned. It» two hundred nrsd thirty odl houses 
form a compact group situated on high ground in th* gently 
undulating fold country of East fcent* Xo approach it from 
the direction of barfraster^ on« follows a road that paeaea 
over open dovnland till it reache« a wood bordering the 
road on either «ids, At the further end of the wood the 
read reete another off which lies the estate, edged on owe
side- “by the wood and in the opposite» Toy open meadows 
across which a footpath loads to Tilranatone Colliery,
••The road that runs southward of the-'estate goes downhill 
past Kythorn© Church end the now elementary school to 
Lower/Ey theme, an old-Kentish, village & rile away. At 
the foot of. the hill a road on the left runs past the 
colliery. The surrounding country le picturesque and 
healthy with varied downlard and woodland, scattered fame
and cultivated fields.
.... The .ulnere. In klvington are generally considered.to he 
superior to other« In Kent, especially to those in Aylohan,
A : number ,of miner*; from Stafford; and< fro® - Somerset settled 
in the neighbourhood before the war. They famed two rival 
groups .emulated each other and aet a high tone. In course 
of tiae they began to raise up new minera as they arrived, 
Mixing is slow, but the older men take the natter in hand. 
The Settlement referred to In Fart II ha» undoubtedly too 
had a strong Influence upon the inhabitants by fostering 
social intercourse. The late Mr. Tlldan Smith, M.P., 
a t onaer..owner of the colliery, who died in December, 1039 
took ■ »persona! interest. in the life, of - the; miners in 
Klvlngton and did much to develop a-sense.of fellow feeling 
among .the inhabitants of such .varied' origins, . /,
philanthropist as well as a colliery owner* He gave a 
plot of land to the aonool children to enable them to 
grow vegetables and sell them in the village»:; g* gave - i:
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them plants to cultivate and promised then a »winning 
bath, tut unfortunately he died before this plan matured*
;0n hie death about half of the «hares of M s  company 
passed to M s  daughters; the remainder are owned by a 
nrnbar, of emailshartholdsr« •,
U.h3 .■Colliery is said to .have bean losing since 1.031 
£6OO-£70O per week. ’ Conditions.of work are better at 
fllxs&natone, than at focwdoim or at betteahnnger* bit head 
baths are provided and enable the majority of miners to 
return to their homea clean. The nine is less deep and not 
so hot as. those owned by Peareon and forran Long Ltd.,
On the .whole there has been.little unemployment at 
Elvingtcn. At a tlrr.a of slackness In 1P73 two hundred 
miners were dismissed, but after a meeting it was decided 
that they should return to the pit, all minor« working 
alternate weeks* hut ecu» men had left the district. In 
course of.tic© the root were reinstated end rorbed two cut 
of three wseka. I n  October JP35 it was »aid that the only . 
unemployed men on the estate were these who did not want to 
work and the disabled.
s . i
Shore la very little opportunity for employaent In the 
neighbourhood for the males of miner«* families other than 
at the colliery. Practically «11 the boys therefore, enter 
.the, coalmining industry.  ^A boy of 14- year» of age doing 
haulage work can earn £1 per week, (¿iris seek work in 
Other district» - mainly as doreatio servant» and «hop
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assistants. In 1033 there was much unemployment „among 
girls in Dover and this increased the difficulty of 
finding work for Klvlngton girls.
Thera appears to be lasa overcrowding than:on the other 
estates. The colliery rents the houses front Elvington 
Tenants Ltd., and deducts the. rent from;the miners,wages.;
Some of the house3 war« occupied in 1933 by miners’ working ■i
at Dottoahangsr Colliery, having, formerly worked at - filman*. 
stone colliery. Since the company rust pay the rent to
IElvington Tenants Ltd., whether,the house is occupied or, not, { 
it is willing to let houses to other than,its,own, employees, ■1
The school-caster,.'the Settlement, etc.,..occupy-colliery j
Íhouses. . A few families take lodgers. The houses on the 
whole-are'.clean..and wall kept. . "The .site, of .the, families on 
the estate varies. &uch. ••■•.In .1053 it ranged from, eighteen 
children■to.none, the average famiIp being.3udged.as having 
three, to four .children, v:: ■ ■ :-|
A village hall was erected..in 1931: by Elvtngton, Tenants t
iLtd., ; It la ranted by the .Settlement under- .an; arrangciaent y,; ;f 
according to which if the rent is paid regularly-for a number 
of years it become« the property of the Settlement, it 
holds one hundred persons and has-'a small stage. 1 Attached 
to the hall, are a kitchen and a denial, clinic. The latter 
is rented by. the, Kant.; County.; Counoil.\at'-fil ' par *••*]*• & 
clinic for nursing and «xpsotant mothers and children under 
five years of eg® -imd»r the county raternity and child welfa*
daneasj none for the socials,'’ tut "a' collection is" 
taken to cover expanses and usually a profit of about 10/- 
r«suits»' *Catering’ for" the"' ooclals ia'dene' by the comsrunity • 
As an experiment the inhabitants of one road on the estate 
sere asked on one occasion'to make theirsalvsa responsible 
for the refreshment«, they did1so," the arrangeaent 'proved 
successful, and it was decided that it should be repeated» 
Local talent is used bn"'these'occasions*
- "•■"■■•■■■Lecture« are arranged'by'the Settlement-freer tire* to 
time.' ihsse are'well attended by both inhabitants of 
Elvington"and Kentish people from the neighbourhood,"' Anv 
a ttendance of about one hundred parsons in 1933' was -the’ 
average, but it is said that there ia little intermingling 
between Kentish'and mining/ families.'*/
'Ihe roads'of the estate are"lighted by gas brought"from 
Whitetable. * there"is a general"ahop^:Vpo s t ‘office and a' 
Miners*Welfare Institute, the only building on the esiaie 
at which*intoxicant«'are»id. Itinerant' tradesmen call at 
the houses but many mining families prefer to shop in Dover. 
' i’he - re turn" fare to' Ik) ver-•is 1/-" and; although" moat everyday 
■pur chase »"»ay be made'locallyor-in Syihorne'1 village it is ■ 
generally considered that the far® is easily sawed by food 
eto»,' being bought'in1Dover"where"prices are definitely 
lower."" Moreover the’ Journey affords pleasure end rany of 
th®;»hoppers go’"to the-elnesa in Cover. At Slvington as 
well as, at all th« -fotherminning estates there is no cinema,
and »hopping facilities Halted.
Aylesha® was originally planned ns a mining town to
- V ' '  .. , . . *  . . .  .. i. ' ;
a&eoorrod&te 10,000 purser» with the possibility of a 
further extension so that eventually it night, contain & 
population of about if,000 poreona. In 1934 however there 
were still only 612 houses* It possesses In addition a 
co-operative stores, a private stores, a hotel and a small 
number of other shops, including a baiters*, & drapersJ a 
chemists, a hairdressers*. There ia also a branch of 
Barclaybaric. Placeh of worship on the estate are St*
}'&ter*s Church (church or hngland), the Ulyn Vivian Kiaaion 
Kali and a ivCtan Catholic Church* On the estate is a well 
laid out eports ground which has hard tennis couita and a 
children*a playing field, a rescue station and a finera* 
Welfare Institute* There ia ruch unbuilt on land which 
tends to give the whole area a rather untidy appearance*
The gardens ere not ao well kept «s at Klvington or Kersdan* 
The children playing in the roads lfcoV dirtier and there 
la much inpatigo among then.
ljifflculties in Ayleah&ci as on tne oilier estates arise 
partly from the fact that a proportion of the population is 
a floating one. In the course of two years l$2£-31 about 
»even hundred miner».cam# to Ayleaftaa and departed. It was 
suggested that many care unwillingly* They are told at their 
local employment exchanges that work le awaiting then in 
Kent.' If they refuse It, they lose their unemployment 
benefit. Son« cone and finding condition» at Snowdowii
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accepted as tenants• Doctors, clergymen* miaaionera,
teachers are refused .tenancy if they apply* ' V":
poetically
At Ayl£sham, as at Klvingtcrj^the only employment 
available for boys leaving school is at the pit. fhero 
appears to bo a prejudice in Dover and Canterbury against 
mining families In this respect. A boy applying for a.',; 
post in Dover almost secured the work but when the employer 
discovered that his address was at Ayleshnra, he was refused 
it. This is said to ba typical of the attitude of many 
local employers. There are .too practically no occupation«: 
open to girls except domestic service'away from home, A 
fe* girls go to London. Others seek’ situations in seaside 
to?t :s ,for' the neaoon* .They,, earn high worse .'and .stay at . 
loro, idle ar.d rootle1*»*. during the winter. A miner, 
reel-ding in Aylftchan* who had two daughter» over school - 
age, staying at home because they could not obtain employ* 
rent, »aid that ha believed It would be a great advantage 
to ike estate if a silk factory were opened In Aylssham.
V \ V . - -• ..T M b would.create a demand for female labour* One had 
recently been opened near Doncaster whence he came* It 
had.proved a successful venture, 2hie view that the open­
ing of factorlea near the estates would solve'the problem 
of unorployc out air.c-nyst girls was expressed often.
As at Elvington shopping facilities are limited and 
the pric* of. goods, at the co-operative stores 1« »«id to 
be several shillings In the £ dearer than in Dover.
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A Co-ajse.rat ive Society^  Sh o res a t  Ay/cskam.
f  M ofe also Hie vnbvtlj- on latid on hhis estate.
S e e  haoeS> I¿W 1i<^q¡ • -J
Miners C h i l d r e n
AI M d I R o a d .
i q j .
Art IfirtAran'h ^trf.rncrvrr r K /oo Í fa-ke. (?n
r s  ex ^ scLge § 5 "  .
Riamino in ~the. Road*.
Û.V H-C-rsd&n.
tsmat
The- Miners W e l f a r e  I n s t i t u t e .  ,  E l v i n g i o n
' ‘ ' Tradesmen bring goods ‘to the minora* houses In ear to
and charge high price®, 'Kinora frow.X'oriahiro aay that':":: -,
'■ ■ KUCh
pricos in Ajrloshati are/hlgher than in the districts whence 
they osmo, a.g. a »ton® of flour in Torkahire ia l / 2 d and 
in Ayleaham 2/-, • young 'mttrrled•; eoup 1*algo; to Borar*-toy­
shop and to‘find amusement at the> cinema*-;:fhey\say^ that 
the saving thus effected in shopping:pays for their fares 
and the entertainment. But the «other of a large family ' 
oannot - leave' her horse.5 Eany minorai wives coming■ from the ' 
Korth bake their own bread.' ’ On© woman whoae husband was 
reoelving compensation for an acoltout-occurring at the 
mine two and a half years earlier baked tor neighbours* 
broad arid thus augmented hor income *J
it has been suggested that Ayleehaw. needs an open air 
market. People could go shopping, look at the »tails, 
rub up against other® and so make friends. As it is, there 
is no centra for social intercourse in Aylaatom. The women 
hardly ever meet each other. The men meet in the colliery 
and the Institute and talk shop. They have nothing else 
to talk about* They drink and gamble* -They have nothing 
else to do. Some attempt ha® bean sad® to remedy this. A 
mission set up a canteen in a temporary hall rented from 
Ayleeham Tenants Ltd. Chess# draughts, other games and 
coffee were provided. From fifty to a hundred men attended 
regularly and the canteen was open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.n.
0 0 0 .
Thus many *a«n woro kopt out of the streets and puhlio 
house. uLater Ayleahnw Tenants.Ltd. demanded that the hall 
should be nulled: down hocauao \iV lima - a .temporary" structure, 
and no temporary building nay be erected in Aylemham. The 
mission offered to eper.d £330 on the exterior in any way 
required by AyleahaiB-Tenants Ltd., The interior was in 
good condition with match-boarded flooring. Ayleshara 
Tenants Ltd* refused the offer and after seme fruitless 
negotiations»? the hall' «as pulled dorn,.
At Elvlngton the ^ettlerrent forme a . focus for the . 
eocial life of the inhabitants* .:'Ayleehaic oppaars . to .bo 
witRouifc such m focus#, and is almost completely isolated 
from neighbouring Kentish village»#
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,■ ;chapter xiii.
1'ha Mining Estates' (Continued). -
Lap3d&nt Betteahanyer Colliery and. drill ito&d. .
.leraden consists of a colony of ono hundred and severity 
four houses, a post office, a co-operative store, a public
house, , ami ft 'temporary elementary school. An Anglican 
Church and a Wasleyan Chapel have bo an erected on the aetata, 
and the.first stars have bean taken for the fraction of a 
Homan Catholic church with a‘Junior school: attached, iho .. 
estate is situs.tad off the rain road from Canterbury to ■ 
Dover and is within a stone’s throw of Chlslet Colliery 
which lies on the opposite side of the road. At a distance 
of half a »11® along the road la the ’Vastier« Working fen’s 
Club and institute, A permanent central school to acoorro- 
dat® two hundred and fifty children including all those - . 
living on the eatate and sore children from the neighbour­
ing villages has been planned and its erection was sanc­
tioned by the .Kent County Council early in 1934* ‘file 
temporary school which includes a wooden army hut on the 
colliery promisee had one hundred and ninety four children 
boy a and girls on the attendance roll in ¡¿arch 1934. All 
the scholars at that time belongs! to miners1 families,, •
2ho staff consisted of a headmaster and three assistant 
teachers*
’i'hs estate is of course much smaller than Ayleaham.
Bettes Kö« Û tr  C o ih e ry  a n d  th e  Colliery Estate.
[[?«« £ja^ e_ Z .  t O  ^
N^ot« tne larof jjiovoKeJ field i r> the. fiore à found IJ
l
I
T h e. \/i l lade. hia/i , ELluinéhton.
[See. £>a.ge. (Cj H-J •
T h e  Centrai Rescue  btafion , Ayiesheim.
m  k ? * -  7 ' j
" ios. :
At present It la more compact, the garden® are perhaps 
better kept and the general appearanos neater* There 
aeeffia to be little prospect of the estate growing ranch In 
size in the near fu ture* The'.number' of sen employed at 
the colliery haa boon about thirteen hundred for some years 
Employment is regular.
Conditions in the mine are bettor than at Snovdosra, 
but many minara suffer from boil® and aoptic conditions are 
common. Pithead baths are available for the use'of the 
majority of the workers. Thaaa - áre 'built as cubicles*7 round 
a :central:hall.. ■ The man** clothing is suspended from-the 
ceilinf.- ; The'surface ;Of : the wall® is distempered. : l*he 
baths are disinfected one» a fortnight and fumigated oroe 
a month. TThe men are supposed to remove their dirty 
clothing once a week, but this rule Is rot always kept.
. d'h# mine la fifteen hundred feet deep. Workable coal 
yearns vary in:'thlegresa from Tour-'feet six inches to six 
feet. : seataa-only ' t m  feet thick are rot considered worth ; 
working. . The coal da soft but contains valuable bi- '■ 
producto. Host of it la consumed locally, much by the 
. .southern :faii®*yr r»'oni®-by- a-looftl gsoworts, and sore ia
sold f o r  household purposes in Canterbury end elsewhere. 
rih«:comerr 13 said to be Just paying It* way.r"
pftrta-of thefmine ar# wall# In with bricks, timber, 
iron girders and'concrete. ;■ xfca «due la lit by electric 
light everywhere except in the newer passages. Trucks
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are drawn along railway lines by an electric cable and 
chain. The atmosphere is very hot; the shafts are 
ventilated by currents of compressed air.
Boys find no difficulty in obtaining work at the 
colliery when they leave school, but they have considerable 
difficulty in finding work elsewhere. Many mothers prefer 
that their sons should not go to tne pit, and the boys them 
selves frequently Bhow a desire for oth3r work but few are 
successful in gaining suitable jobs. Now and then a boy 
g9ts work, for example at a garage in Canterbury, or at a 
local quarry but the great majority are driven to follow 
their father*1 occupation.
At Hereden as on the other estates girls on leaving 
school find little opportunity of obtaining work. A very 
few become shop assistants in Canterbury, a few enter 
domestic service; som9 work in Ramsgate, Margate etc., 
during the season. The great majority stay at home, help 
their mothers to look after lodgers and the younger 
children, and, it was suggested, do not make any great 
effort to find work. Only a small number trouble to 
apply for it at the local employment exchange. But when 
they do the amount of assistance that can be given them is 
very limited.
As at Ayloshaui many families have been in the habit 
of taking lodgers and there has been much overcrowding in 
consequence. An extreme example of this was a house which
in 1933. was inhabited by eleven lodgers in addition to 
the'''family^  Ihe local authority and the colliery are 
aware of the state or affairs but ha?» not always found 
effective ways'and'means of dealing with It, Their main 
difficulty has been the shifting nature of the' population. 
When so many miners corse and go, .it; is. not easy to find 
cut^vhich houain the overcrowding; ejcieta, nor to prevent it 
' recurring after effective measures for the tine being
' have been "taken* ,
fAnother problem with which the colliery han bean faced 
' and which is' related'to - that o f 'overcrowding is the bad
: treatment of mny t)f; the houses by their tenants. Some 
of ' the house» fall quickly lnto:''disrepair,.: end . aor.e: appear'1 
to be badly' built.j But there were sign« >arly;in' 19S4' ‘‘V ^ . 
of a distinct attempt on the part of the aanitary authority 
and of the colliery to"'tackle the problems of overcrowding 
land bad"tenancy 1 .'JSany < tenants . were compelled to cease■' L: . . p 'to take in loigera or to reduce the number taken,[and
the colllety began to adopt the policy when a house became
'empty of offering ;the’tenanoy only to miners of a better
: type than bow® of those who had formerly inhabited Hereden«;"
*• fhy0: the' 'standard was being raised, and the lews desirable
':type of winor': ten*«t found accowwodatton chiefly in
v Ramsgate;or • 1»’ Sturry T}' • A number of council house»-twse 
■«"erected"in' Siurry> short time before to replace condemned 
houaea occupied by"Kentlah people* 'Jheae vacated condemned
' v SOB* ..
houses were ral».t to Blner**  ^families unable to find bores 
In Keraden* Sore ■ families prefer to llv® in liacjsgsta . 
wfchsre they can augment thsif inco~© by letting rooms and 
taiing lodgers without restrictions placed by .-tho landlord# 
and where they# are,social ananitiss Inciting on ,.th©;mining
©state* . . ^ , • ■,■
[The standard of cleanlineao In rary of the homes at 
fisraden irjlow, except among a small nurbar©f long ©stab- ■.. 
lished families. It Is said that there lo much drunken­
ness among the tconj soks too arorgthei women* ¿hers la , 
much prevailing ignorance of nothsrcr&ft»~J;_A district.. 
nurse and midwife works in  Herndon and Starry,,being ■ 
employed by the county nursing association, tut oven though 
she has engaged the midwife beforehand a rlr.er»« wife will 
often call in her neighbour at her confinerer.t. ¿he health
ar.org the wore» is not regarded as of a high, standard and
there ore r.ary difficult confinerente. Kent County Council 
has a scheme whereby a nother ray pay two. guineas towards 
the expenses of the confinement in a fraternity home and
the council pays another four guinea is on liar behalf; tut 
it was said that the minera* wives found difficulty in pay., 
ir.g so much, and the majority of confinements were at 
hon e . The rathor poor health among the women has be&n 
attributed to l&olr of outdoor exercise. Thar© is neither 
»uch opportunity nor much induoecent to the married wor&n
to go out often*
Attendance at the infant welfare ©antra hasincreased 
steadily in course of tin©* When the centra at Chiel©t : 
was first opened -it,was.usual;for notsor# than?two o r iV 
thrs© mother a to arrive in the ecliraecf an afternoon. In 
; tin© th© numbers increased till an: average.of „about: thirty 
was reached. On th® whole the heat .»others .attend the'
. centres# .• Dried silica, are sold at a. ■ lower ..price :-then :i© 
charged In local shops, but in practice,.'»any «other« 
bring up their infanta;on Jileatle*»’milfe* ■•-
. Impetigo hae been a aconrg# m m $ , the school children* 
It la larsaly.due to, 'their 'dirty; condition# In September, 
l^ZO t fifty ; scholar a «mffering- fron. the * di a case -..war» , . • vr 
excluded from cohocl attendance. < A local, clinic waa opened 
! to deal with, .til®'©pldofflio and by .February, 1^»1) the number : 
of-abeentooB tt&s reduced to. .twenty* bhis la a' particularly 
bad instance of. outbreaks ..that .occur periodically on west . 
o# :tht. «ining' oatatoo'. Q&mn of woabloa. also occur frow 
,tiK2® :.t0. ti©S» "
At. tfc© school inspections for cleanliness. a relatively., 
large r»unrt>er ox' children iif- found to be vemincus. Ihe 
.©clicol nurse has power to exclude then frois school atten- : , 
4mnc® if necessary * An official notice requiring the • ' 
parent to cleanse the child and giving instructions as to 
how this ©ay b@ dons is sent#’ If'a child 1« reported- 
yernincus three tinea in six month# Kant County Council
' 207V" -
prcaactttaa the parent. There 1« no 'eleanalng etation ■ .:
within ace*** of the estate*
the health of the children ln..»#red«m compares unfav- : 
curably with that of Kentish children* ■- there ie an unusual 
asQunt of tuberculoni* a»on* the etiniitg-population 
Chlaiet colliery, and it ie not -a-iohlld: to be
excluded !vf or three worth* fro» -the elersntary school beouusa 
of tubercular eywptoj**. C« attend* the local tuberculosis 
'diapeaaary' provided by Kent County Council. U-n a ho«•'on
. Of tub«TtUlo*U.the estate visited-in' i n n  a young »other wo« dying,//ihe 
house was dirty and lXX*ds:*pi* .< her'two children, both under 
five years of age were in elate contact with their »other*
O m ' lodger, a girl of eixtean year*, lived with the family,;
» W  ■
Under the Kent County council*«'»eh«»« f o r the treatment 
of iub#rewio«i®,; innate* ef\ the local earntor!u» »ay not 
receive vielt® fro®' their children* ihie »ay aocount for. 
ralnotaneo on :th# part of «any- tuberauluu* patient* to 
rammln in the' »anaioriuü during advanced «tage« of the 
.diaaaa*.■"
" if forte to interest nining fa*iliee in adult education 
have not been »y©e#«§»ful at h«r«d»n* technical elaeeea j
were beguit arcs« tli#>i»era at the colliery, but they had.-.,, vs
. - ■ ■ ■ *  . 1.. ;■ , . Si
to'b# abandoned sowing 'to'- emallneee of nurbere, ■ An attempt i] 
to hold evening cl**««« 0» the estate we* .-«fade in -{
circulare were a m t to every houee, and an’invitation given'-'}
■■■■■■ 90«.v.-.
to the inhabitants to attend a meeting and discuss needs. 
About a dor,en people attended the westing. One desired 
shorthand! three ?:r.ntad book-beeping! the rest did not 
know whab they vented. Claeses wore be tain but had to be 
abandoned fro« low ' attendance. In b'arch 1934 no olaasoa 
at all wero being held either at lîsrsden or at 3turry.
One or two nirinrs were following toe Senior idinero’ Course 
in harsfate, ehd a fer others were attending evening classes 
in Canterbury*. .
: '.At ‘ Her aden "as “élo ¿where itinerant1 tradesmen "char ge: high 
prices «te the ninera^fnmlllea. *he bus faro to Canterbury, 
about four miles distant, is 7& single and lid return. The ; 
ainers resent this as bolug unduly high. The railway fare 
from Chislet colliery Halt to Canterbury is 7d return, but 
the trains are few and inconvenient for many purposes.
There seams to be a tendency at Heraden for tha m in in g  
families to become isore and more lsolatod from the neigh. ■ 
bouring Kentish people, and on neither side is there much 
evidence of any desire for closer contact. On the other 
hand' there is''definite; evidence1 of an attempt on the part 
of the miners themselves to develop a social life of their 
©wn. There is an active Wesleyan-.Guild which meets periodi­
cally, holds socials etc., All its memoera, except one 
family cf farmers," belong to the miner*^ community. Heradan
Church arranges weekly whist drives and is developing the 
social aide of its work. ! But there are still few social
BOO.
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wherever it may lie. PUll use la being wade of the 
Sunday Bchools as means of enabling thetwo communities 
to understand each other. Ifhen a playing ground was 
opened on the Eettsahar.ger Colliery Estate, arransreisante 
were made for Northfcourne village children to uoe it while 
the school playground in Hortfcbourno was opened to miners»© 
children. Kany miners? children attend Korthbourne School. ' 
Hare too th e re la opportunity for■Intermingling.
As has been noted, kill Hoad le situated in the Couth 
Ward of Deal, on the outskirts of the borough, clone to 
Upper ’4'aluer. A town has been planned, and the estate is 
developing rapidly. Kany houaea have been recently erected 
or are in course of erection, the "lew Tree Inn ha® been 
rebuilt. A new school was opened in 1933 by Deal borough 
Council for the aocosniod&tion of the minor children. 
Further school buildings on the e&a-o ground were in course 
of erection in the spring of 1934. At that time the ©xist­
ing school had insufficient accommodation for all the 
children on the estate, some of whom attended an elementary 
school in Deal. The Glyn Vivian Mission has built a fine ‘ 
hall. There is a amall Homan Catholic Church and a 
Methodist Chapel on the estate, and an Anglican Church was 
also being built early in 1P34. ;
The geographical situation of Kill Hoad Estate ia far ; 
leas isolated than any of the other mining estatea in East 
Kent. The people can enjoy the social amenities of both
• 211.
sis.
Deal and.cf .%’almer, Kotnora cats at land :#i«tli©r;th© $aimer 
or the .Deal Infant.Welfare Centres where .they »ay meet 
and mix with Kentloh mothers, '• -Probably the ■’barrl ora b e - :: 
tween the indigenous and the immigrant populations which 
exist at mil lioad as in tha other p a r t s  of th e  c o a l f i e l d ,  \  
cay nor© easily ho broken down th e n  .elsewhere.
In the Bunmor of 1038 the inhabitants of Deal and its 
environs wore much Inconvenienced by a severe pest of 
Mosquito^, it was.suggested1 that the breeding, place of 
the insects waa the flooded lands north of Betteshangej* 
Colliery where the water drained from the cine 1» deposited, 
Representatlone were made to hastry District Council that 
steps should be taken to'deal with the miter and a local 
enquiry was held. It was then realised that dykeland in 
the neighbourhood had for winy year« been the home of the
mosquito and that the mine water could be only in part the 
emus©, the local authority however undertook to do every­
thing In its power-to abate the nuisance, and property 
owners in the area: with ponds, water-butte etc,, on their 
land were urged to co—operate by'treating and keeping clean ;.;, 
their water as far as possible, This occurrence may'be 
worthy of mention to illustrate the need for vigilance on 
the part of the local authority to prevent future recurrence» 
which apart fromthe danger to health, tend to arouse with 
or without justification hoatility towards ilia mining
Industry on the part of the native population who were 
the victirs of the pent. ,
■ .
".8X5.
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Sew« Problems that have Emerged. •
ihe moat outstanding problem that confronts anyone 
who »alt*a a study of the ha®t Kant Coalfield area la how 
happy social relationships »ay be created between different 
social groups residing within the area. It has been shown 
that in the neighbourhood of the mining estates these group® 
are of two types j- (a) groups Into which the inhabitants 
of the mining estates tend to fall on their arrival In Kent, 
'these are determined largely by. places of originj (b) ; 
groups of mining families on the one aide and Kentish 
families on the other, the breading down of barriers be* 
tween groups within tho mining comrrunitiea is going on, 
sometimes perhaps slowly, but surely on all the estates. 
Where the problem of absorbing the new comera and mafcing 
the» recognised »embero of the coreffiunity is consciously 
realised by the older inhabitants of the estate and iafcen 
in hand by thorn, as it is In Elvln^ton, obviously the pro­
cess of creating a community spirit goes on more rapidly.
It can be speeded up by the work of such voluntary organi­
sation® as Klvington Settlement, tha ciyn Vivian hiaaion, 
a ^ tewiiy''««d dfciltf #slfar# centre etc.’, in any m m
sooner o r later neighbours tend to learn to understand 
on® another’s strange modes'of-speech,different:-way e of 
life; and"points of view* - " Onee the■ »trang#»#»« of now 
surrounding«; 1«' overeotne; the" telning family recognises .. 
the fact that' If is- m on g :lts own people, men and women 
living eeaentlally the sane kind of life, performing the 
same kind W'daily, tael», seeking- similar In tercet«* ••
; hut the problem of'generating- sympathy and understand­
ing between the native population -:and the. JUintlah .^ people la 
a much sore ■ ominous oneto' solve*"; Xf:d.»'act; solving;itself 
naturally as ih^flrsf problem la# -'On th® other 'hand-.. If . 
attention" be'"paid only1 to Uyleeha» iud Serede»; and.’perhap«
some of the other‘estates,''it night'-'well''appear;;1 that-, the \ 
probies ia Insoluabl»• - -If say< be;:argued, with nuoh good ! 
reason that: the ''barriers" are " growing and will • tend to ■ grow/' 
m o ro m A  WorV^as-t^ inai*#, »»
they'ar® provided'with social inanities within their own 
’corsami ties; a® they become self conscious and self con­
tained societies* able theseelv©« to provide sore and sore 
’ • oif their material-and ’‘spiritual 'need®• ’ Often one hear« 
'"that'-"the new estates are becoming more isolated, a« ..they 
grow Bore self dependent* heft.to themselves this, tendency : 
l a "likely t© ''become more apparimi* There. la however on® .
; : out standing exception to /this tendency* - It ia found among 
• the’ »iner s:of Betteshangèr-colliery* In this .neighbourhood
'a definite, •trongjperaoml influence ■ is; ©omaciouaiy ? aiming ’
• ■ m ñ .
at creating a single community made up of two types of 
neighbours, miners and agricultural workers. It has been 
perhaps rather optifalotieally foree&et by ere who is in 
close contact with these miners that the process of allaying 
antagonism and of creating a united oowmnity will reach 
effective fruition in the course of the next three or four 
years. Whether suocess be achieved in so short a time or 
not, it would at least appear that, where a deliberate and 
persistent attempt la made to overcome the obstadas arising 
out of deep rooted conservatism on the one hand and aggress- 
lve independence on the other, sooner or later friendly 
relationships are likely to grow stronger until they lead 
.to the true'sharing of common interests and purposes.
The question of course must not be overlooked as to 
:whether, assuming that the barriers are not irremovable, 
it" is’desirable to try to remove the®. -Will the inter­
change of ideas, the modification of points of view and 
adjustment in ways of living that must follow an Inter- 
mingling of two such different types of people be to the 
uliimate good of both groups t Or, will the influence of 
the"newcomers upon the Kentish natives prove in the long 
run a harmful one f Will It spoil the old Kent and create 
a new Kent, less healthy, less happy, even if it be 
materially better off t That is the fear that lurks in 
the minds of those who oppose the invasion of the mining 
population., In to. last Kent. The answer to that question
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each must find for himself* ■ At bottom It is a question 
of values. But it may perhaps be pointed out that 
changes are Inevitably taking place in Kentj the Invasion 
of the motor coach end the motor bus is already breaking 
down^ l? ortoer isolation of the Bast Kent countryside, lie* 
methods of agriculture, heavy taxation, are leading to the 
disappearance of landed estates, are abolishing the old 
order, and inevitably rural Kent will have to adjust itself 
to these changes. In so doing can the Kentish folk accept 
and use to their mutual advantage the culture that the 
people who have come to live permanently in their midst 
are able to offer there V
l'h® answer to the question as to whether the mining
population of East Kent has in reality anything of value
- • •=.; ■ ■ - - to contribute to the lives of the native Kentish folk
depends partly upon the extent to which the mining families
are able to evolve a social life characteristically their
own, and upon the nature of that social life. It must be
remembered that the mining communities are all still in
the making and in the early stages of that making.
Assuming that ultimately a harmonious Intermingling of
the two type® of people takes place, there are two ways
in whioh It may happen. Individual families belonging
to either group may get to know each other, and by friendly
intercourse exchange ideas, and each contribute something
to the other’s common weal, the other possibility is
- . ■ 23B.
for the mining community to evolve organisation«-which., 
it ®ay plaoe at the «er?io» of tho Kontiali folk, and 
pursue social activities In which it may offer the 
Kentish folk a sharej while at the «*»# time'the-Kentish 
folk say place at th» disposal :of ita'; ’foreign* neigh«' ’;;: 
hours some of its ©im eleiMmte of social life* In other 
-: worda; there may he 'the rather" haphazard Intercourse that:
' ■'costs from■ the mingling' of two individual«' and two fami­
lies* or there may be the deliberate »haring of an 
organised-life on the part of two neighbouring societies./ 
In practise some intercom»« of both these kinds is going 
" ■on inBaai-ient.''1 For the »©»i part;the':relationahipa 
' 'formed ■ by individuals ' fro®: the two 'opposing' groups' are '
'■"■ ®ost apparent-in- the -oases -©f'isolated-*iner*a-;fajeiliea 
living in the old villages. Such relationships grow up 
»ore or lees naturally In course of time though their 
?■'- development - nay * be- long delayed* ■ hut. the exchange - of -f 
- culture.that grows out'of intercourse through'the 
.^agency of the organisations of the two types of co»bw- 
nitiew la likely to fee the chief naans by which the 
Kentish people'and'the inhabitants of the mining estates 
v will learn to know each other in the future -if they 
; do decide to adopt th® policy of cultivating'each other*#1 
i ^ 'acquaintance« &xp©rienoe in hast Kent tends to show ■
" that'har»oniou#: inter#ours#f; exchange of idea« and sharing 
I n  » cowon life,- if- they'are'to occur at all between
. . si©.; -, .
the Kentish folk and the mining estates, must be deliber­
ately undertaken. Individuals and organisations must lead 
the way and consciously seek out means by which they may 
give and taka when they try to sat up friendly relationships 
between the old agricultural Kent and the future industrial 
one. A public opinion may thereby be created which may In tin» 
successfully combat the obstacles of conservatism and reserve 
on the one side and independence and instability on the
other. . ■ ■
Bound up with,the question as to whether the mining
estates have anything of value to offer to the Kentish peo- 
pi©» ia the further one of whether these heterogenous con­
glomerations of mining families are typical representatives 
of the mining.communities whence they come. Or are they, as 
has in fact been suggested, composed for the most part of 
the •riff-raff" of the "depressed* areas» the wanderers . 
and ne'er-do-weels| the demoralised element of the victims 
of prolonged unemployment ? If they are, then it may be 
argued that the native Kentish people run risks of themselves 
deteriorating if they encourage free intercourse with such 
people* Assuming that the character traits which are 
attributed to tb© newcomers to Kent and which are discussed 
in Part II ar® typical of many minera families in East Kent* 
it would yet be raeh to suppose that anything more than a 
small majority represent the neer-do-waols and rolling 
stones that may be found in most civilised communities.
|n qatlr.&ting the character« of the mining population it 
is essential to recognise that when they first csrae to 
Kant they hay© boon up-rooted from their homea, they have 
not yet had time, to adjust thescsolra» to an environment 
entirely alien in many cases* to anything they have Inown 
before. ïh» temperamental, instability streeaed so often by 
tbos© who work and live among the®., may be a temporary, and, , : 
as it were, artificial characteristic,..acquired.for, the.. 
ronent by people who are out of, their bearings# the *hutt®r« 
fly" characteristics ray in soma cants be the ou too®# of 
strong feelings that have been flouted#. The intense desire : :. 
to return hone, typical of the attitude of many newcomers la 
■ necessarily,often accompanied ,by, a,bitter, knowledge that home 
neans. starvation*, kaybe so®#, of the..meet meatless .liwaigranta 
are in fact the..greatest home lovers#.who perhaps havefbean, 
forced toilllngly to soek a nor environment which they fail . 
to r ïhe lack of social amenities, of cinemas, of ,
«àrkot«,. *r..lighted »hop window® and friendly crowds, which ■ 
many miners living in Kent »lea so much, is likely to in­
crease a sense of restlessness,,of discontent, and of . 
apparent instability#.' , .
do many of the mining families have not yet t&kon tira 
root in t h e i r  now environment, they ham© not yet adjusted 
themselves# ;,,ïhoae',who coise for a. short tine and then depart 
fail to do so altogether? and their departure may make
those whcr* they 2eava behind in Kent r . c r o  restless and 
the native people cor© distrustful.
The apparent lack of Interest in education of which 
the riners have been accused may alco hs a passing 'effect 
or their uprooting. . A man who regards himself aa staying . 
in a 'strange "land for a while only ■'because at the moment ' ■ 
tiiaea are hard, is not in the rood to settle down to a narloui 
course of study, when his day’s work la over* Ilia frame i«cf 
Blind is out of harmony with sustained intellectual effort. 
Moreover at Bersden where"adult classes appear«** at present 
to he least successful, the accorarodation provided for 
evening cl&esta ia very inadequate, lacking in comfort, and 
afford* little inducement to pleasant social intercourse.
This‘difficulty will be overcome when‘the new central school : 
i s' opened.;' There is reason' to " think thatr that: event' will ■: 
have a definitely henefleial effect upon the miners * atti~ 
tud® toward®'adult education. Moreover there seen» a general 
opinion that the Kentish miner 1« r.s a rule intelligent 
and (¿nick, in this r»srcct comparing favourably with the 
Kentish folk. Once he has settled down in his new here® and 
when incentives to study are offered hi® ho m y  develop 
interests in educational pursuits. If he ia led to »hare 
thorn with his Kentioh neighbours, he nay have a stimulating 
effect upon the slower Binds of the Kentish men.
Most people would agree that there ia lose reason to
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doubt whether'the' Kentish folk have anything ofvalue to 
offer to the mining populations, fhe slow stolidity of the 
Kentish agricultural labourer* M s  rospoot. for custom and 
theestablished order of things, hi* conservatism, »ay pro­
vide 'the - elements which would appear to be most lacking 
■among the m in ing families at Use present .stage:of their stay 
"In-KeRt.'-- 'Aaeuming that each community .eaa b» -led to adopt 
a sympathetic attitude of understanding towards the other,
■ it may be: that each can gain much fro® friendly intermingling 
■ i“hs new eoteteo are «© much: communities :in -the. mating „that 
■probably much ©oncoming their: future destiny maybe ao- 
hieved by clear-sighted individuals .who, .;knowing,their own
■ aims for the good of tho group, wintha co-operation of 
others in .carrying:.them out. - But ¡.they must, first decide ■
-whether they want; the mining antatss to bs segregated or -
■ noi'fro®' the rest-of:Kent*
fha 'public social'servioss-proTlded'in Saet Kent
which'are:rc?it»ed in Part! would on the whole appear to
> boadequateto theneeds.'of.;:the'mining population. In•n<w4s of* theKent the various local, authorities are alive to ths^ immi«, 
grant populations end are in the act of meeting those needs 
; by extending' their service«.1,.
this is perhaps particularly ?true of Kent County 
■younciil which ha a for instance through its education com­
mittee worked out a scheme of adult education for miners, ' 
to enable those who wish to do so-.: to qualify for high« • I
poata. The fact that at present insufficient accoinreodation 
a M  facilities exist is not necessarily an indication of 
the Inadequacy of the acZiSise, but of the initial a tags in. 
which it» administration vs.
v.Pna,practical defect in the education aervloe la the 
lack of facilities for secondary1education for children 
living.on the near©siatos. The Kduoatlon Act/1921 which 
requires local education authorities to provide Schemes for 
the progressiva development of education in their areas is 
not, it night, ho argued, being complied with in this" respect 
But it must he remembered that central and local authorities 
dike at the present Una ere etill strongly influenced in 
their provision of public services by tae need for economy. 
At such time &s hint County Council rey consider that the 
need for retrenchment no longer:exists, its education com­
mittee will no doubt incroas® tha facilities for higher edu­
cation among the 'children of mining fanilioe.
■'....■/.-'.'.Another question.:»hioh c.uut be faced in whether there 
is truth in th® aasertion which 1« often hoard in Kael 
Kent.that the general 'atmidard of oleanlineos among mining 
families la. on tda® whole lower than among the indigenous 
population,' :If it la so, what measures may b® taken to
improved conditions .'among tha miners families t ^ne syoptoia 
of cleauliufeisof a low at&nd*rd£is tha existence of a largo proportion o f  
verminous children dlacovarad at school inspections, Bata 
slgi.it with advantage b® collect®;! to find out whether the
proportion ie higher among children of mining families 
than amcng Kentish children.
It is generally reoognieed that the :prable® ©f ver- . 
mlnous acbodl children injjlosely related: to the larger problem 
of verminous hopes,- In slum-areas where eo often the build» 
Inga ©re old and the walla and woodwork of rooms and houses
inf#»tad with vermin, the problem of preventing;the-persons' . ' *fcof th# inhabitant» becoming infested ie extremely difficultA
and a practicable solution may even be impossible,' / 0? 
course tht dwelling may;be‘cleansed by‘th*"$oniiary authority,
but experience has proved that in the :cast of old houses"; 
effective permanent disinfestation cannot: always‘be .‘»»»ured, 
Ihe only remedy »ay be' to pull down-the ^ infested building, :• 
Miner»1 families in Kent living-on the;new -sstatea 'have the :: 
great. advantage over alum dwellers . that; they are living; in :. • 
new house», not yet spoiled through neglect and ill-treatment 
©r »©rn ©ut ;through »any years of service. In theas houoe» 
each fitted wl^h »'bathroom,»;higher standard of cleanliness 
and comfort: ©an more-itaeily be maintained than was possible 
in some of the home» In which the immigrants formerly dwelt, 
although it .should/not;be supposed that any but a small ■ 
minority Inhabited slums before they came to Kent. In the 
past when working class families have removed Unto new 
houses equipped with .modern eonvsnlenoeaf’'they have too 
often.proved ignorant of how to treat their new homes
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properly, They have had to be taught how to bacons food 
tenant» or good property owners* When:thin teaching has 
not been forthcoming the new hones have quickly deterior­
ated into new slums,"'' The hows® property management move- . 
»®nt is one means by which' this evil 1» avoided. Another 
Deans say be through the education of elder children in 
school, 'Thors''Is a 'growing belief in modem times that 
an effective way of raising the standard of the home is by 
practical in«tr«ction In such subjects aa personal hygiene, 
housewifery, and rotfeercraft to the children attending 
elementary 'schools "and to adult students who have recently 
left school. But the teaching rust be related to real 
life, due allowance being made for the limitations in a 
working'class h©»® of'purse, of equipment and of the 
tiws"which the much occupied housewife has at her disposal. 
In this wry the rising generation may oome to demand and 
achieve heeltbler and more comfortable conditions than 
oontentod the generation to which their parents belonged* 
But in this’ matter as in others already discussed 
the migrant nature of the population is^significant a 
factor, i’ining families, which come to Kent reluctantly 
and leave their former homes only because the needs of 
life drive them to do eo and whVdiOherieh the desire to 
go back to their own people »<* soon as cruel fate allows, 
have not the same incentive as more settled folk to create 
for thewselvea permanently ©oefortable homes, their - :
as«
attitude may sometimes be " We are not here for long, eo 
why take trouble about the garden, or the enamel on the 
bath or the paintwork on the doom and window sills."
From many points of view it would seen desirable that 
every possible action sho\ild be taken to foster among the 
newcomers to Kent a feeling that in all probability they 
have come to stay for good, and to dispel the notion too 
frequently implied by the natives that miners and their 
families are unwelcome strangers.
It will be remembered that every house on the mining 
estates has been provided with a fair sized garden. In 
this respect the inhabitants have an advantage not 
possessed by some of their fellow workers in the old 
villages and towns and by many miners living on the ooal-
fields whence the immigrants to Kent have come. Perhaps
eit ie because they have not before known the ben^its of 
a garden that some of the Kentish miners do not seem yet 
to make the beat uae of them. It is true that some culti-
(■ l a w «  r9  jvate fruit and vegetables. But many gardens are untidy 0
and uncared for, a barren patch of land that might in 
time easily deteriorate intb a yard, i'ho fostering of an 
interest in gardening would clearly be a social and a 
personal gain to the inhabitants. In this respect, too, 
the best approach may prove to be through the young people 
and hy instruction in schools and in adult classes may 
be a means of arousing the interest. It is hoped that
th# school■gardamwhich or® included■in to«- plan® for" th® 
ns* central school at Jiarsdan will bava a definite and 
beneficial influano® upon ih® privât# -gardons ©n; th®»
©etat®. At praasnt-ther® ur# no .allotnonta within reason* 
able » o c a s a . - o f l i o s : # a . ' r n d  according.to local view 
no apparent-desir® for then,
:■ A further practical question that XHtsda to b®; solved /’ 
as soon aa possible is how Ih® now wining '©states wap b® 
provided' with the aessnitles cf town life.to which rmny of ; 
th® inhabitants w#r® accu»towed hafor® they, caw® to Kent,
©r how they »ay • b®; coryensated for,, th# leas of there. At 
Ayl®#baRi# th® largest ..of th# «atat®a,, and. th® on® .which baa 
west pressing need# at th® present'' tire® in.this regard, 
there stem*,\t©: be-difficulties in .the way-, of leased! ate 
future.development of. chopping.facilities* ïh® »it# valu# 
of th# land on- the ©state is very high, and this Kalce* th® 
trecUon p t  jm n .;shops.a doubtful,business venture. Here* 
over certain r.cnopolles, ■ for a U»itt& number ©f year# . 
have been granted to ; existing.'«bop*'by Ayleafcaw lenimts 
ltd*, with-th® declared.' purge#® of «safeguarding th*w against 
e©©petition, which srifjbt otherwise prevent their business 
#uoce#a. wliile :th#..:n#®d®'>f ^ th®,co*swiity they serv# are 
®»all* -it'My.b«''tru*./üi*t'..iMt:for..th® nonopoly .th# 
snail shopkeeper would be forced to s© out of business in 
Ayieshan# hut.sine# Ayleaha* tenanta btd. I® a pubiio
utility society ni^ht it not be desirable that it «should 
loaao or sail land at a lew price for the erection of 
«hop» and »till nor® for the establishment of a local 
cinema f lias the time arrived for the building of a 
Salvation Ariry Hall, a project which was* put forward 
several year« ago t la Has try Hural Council justified 
at the present'tin© in"contributing toward® the cost of an 
open market'place f
Regarding the latter question the reader nay. he re* 
minded of a passage' In D*h* Lawrence*« novel *30110 and 
Lover»*, in which he'describee poignantly the part that 
market night played'In the life of i:ra. Morel, the collier*» 
wife -
: "Mrs* Morel loved her marketing. In the tiny market : . 
pise® on the top of the hill * . ,, many . stall« were. '
erected, Brakes ran in fro® the surrounding 'Villages*1 ■■■
■ .'■The market place was full of -worn®«/ th*"'®tr®®t® packed 
with sen# It was smaslng'to see so.many wen everywhere 
in the street«, Mrs, Morel usually quarrelled with her 
■ lace woman, sympathised with her fruit r.an, who was a 
gatey, but Ms'wife wa® a bad *un —  laughed with the 
: fishwan - who was.a -ecatip but so droll - put the lino» 
leum nan in his place, was cold with the odd-ware a man, 
and only went to the crockery ran when she was driven «
- or drawn by the cornflowers on a little dlshg than she 
. was coldly pollt®,*
as?3#
In the town planning -achene prepared by Ayleshas 
tenant® Ltd, a commodious open air smrket wa» projected. 
Much sight fee.gained if the carrying out of tfcia part of 
the scheme were speeded up#
Regarding the problem of lack of esploysent am ong  
girls living on the estates and'anong boys who do not wish 
t© enter the colliery, there is no doubt.thnt fro» a social 
point of view much benefit would accrue'fros the develop* 
nent of anollliary industries'In', the coalfield area* . But ' 
whether such a development would bo economically sound is : 
a question'which goes beyond the scope of this survey,' and 
it is presumably on economic grounds that the question of 
whether new Industries should be Tottered in last Kent , " 
in the near future'will ultimately fee determined# -
